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ABSTRACT 
 
Fadhilah Firdaus. 2019. Tutor‟s Stategy in Motivating the Tutee‟s Speaking Practice 
in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta 2018/2019. Thesis. English Education Study 
Program, Cultures and Languages Faculty, The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisor  : Dr. H. Giyoto, M. Hum.  
Key words : Motivation, speaking practice, tutor strategy, tutee, bilingual     
program  
This objective of this research is to analyze the tutor‟s strategy in motivating 
the tutee‟s speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The research describes the tutor‟s 
strategy in motivating the tutee‟s speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN 
Surakarta.  
This research is a descriptive qualitative research. The subject of this research 
are the tutor and tutees of fifth semester in Bilingual Program of Teacher Education 
and Tarbiyah Faculty of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year 2018/2019. The 
researcher conducted observation to collect the required data. Researcher used 
Sardiman‟s theory in strategies to motivate the tutees. The researcher check the 
validity of data using Theory triangulation, Data triangulation, and Investigator 
triangulation by Patton in Sutopo‟s theory. 
The result of this research showed that there are eight strategies employed by 
the tutor in motivatig the tutees in speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
strategies are this research found the result observation the tutor‟s strategy in 
motivating the tutees speaking practice  used  61 utterances. The data showed 1 data 
classified as reward, 4 data classified as competition, 24 data classified as ego-
involvements, 9 data classified as giving tasks,  12 data classified as knowing the 
result, 4 data classified as praise , 1 data classified as punishment, and , 6 data 
classified as the purpose of the recognized. And the result of the interviews shows 
three tutors in Bilingual Program were more often used Ego-involvements strategy to 
motivating the tutees in speaking practice in Bilingual Program.It means that ego-
involvements strategy noted as the high rank.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of Study 
In education, English has been one of the most important subject or 
material in any educational program. There are thousands of languages in the 
world. We use English as international language to communicate between 
people all over the world. English is taught from kindergarten up to high 
education all over the world depending on educational system and philosophy, 
and national curriculum used in certain country. Most people learn English for 
different purposes; some might view English as a requirement for them to 
develop themselves and study the wider knowledge, and for communication 
and integration. The others might think English just as an instrument; it means 
that studying that particular language for passing examinations and getting a 
job. 
As foreign language in Indonesia, English is learned seriously by many 
students to have good prospect in the community of international world. 
English as a foreign language in Indonesia is acquired through learning 
process. Learning is acquired or getting of knowledge of a subject or a skill by 
study, experionce, or introduction (Brown, 1994:7). English is taught widely 
at formal schools starting from elementary schools up to universities, even at 
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informal school i.e. courses. Therefore the government compels all teachers to 
find a good way to make students to master English easily. 
However, learners always face many problems when they learn English as 
a foreign language. Learners should recognize and learn “to be”, tenses, etc. 
that they do not know in either mother tongue or Indonesia language (Herlina, 
2006:99). Each teacher has various ways or styles in teaching English. The 
ways are related to the teachers‟ abilities to give motivation to the students. 
In language learning process, motivation is essential. Dörnyei (2001) 
stated that if language learners are not motivated, they cannot work well and it 
will cause failure in their process of study. Another thing that makes 
motivation become important is, motivation can help learners in learning new 
and preceding materials (Mitchell cited in Schunk et al., 2010). Students that 
motivated may be more optimistic to know their further goal and how to reach 
it but students who lack their motivation will become pessimistic, worse they 
will not study optimally in class. Wright (2011) believes that there are some 
reasons why students have low motivation such students are not capable of 
completing the task, students think that the works need lot of effort, boring 
instruction and activities, no rewards, low assurance in doing the task, and 
having poor relationship with teacher. Considering that mot`ivation is a 
crucial component of pedagogy, teachers as the model should apply certain 
strategies that can increase students‟ motivation. The strategies ought to 
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match to students‟ learning motives that may vary from one student to 
another.  
The motivating strategies that tutor employs may be directed at 
individual tutees or directed at the whole class; motivational efforts may be in 
the form of their design of the classroom environment, direct intervention, or 
explicit instructional and/or interpersonal strategies (Hardré & Sullivan, in 
review). An ideal result of tutors‟ motivating efforts is the individual tutee‟s 
intrinsic and self-regulated motivation. Effort is intrinsic when tutees learning 
is driven from within, and it is self-regulated when the tutees plans, monitors 
and adapts reasons, choices and actions systematically in order to optimize 
learning (Schunk &Ertmer, 2000).  
English consists of four basic skills that students must master, they are 
speaking, writing, reading, and listening. The first skill is speaking, it controls 
class to learn and to develop of an individual‟s personality. The second one is 
writing, it is a partial ripresenotation of units of language expression. This is 
the chief means by which thought, ideas and knowledge are preserved. The 
third is reading, it is to grasp language patterns from their written 
representation. The fourth is listening, we build knowledge by taking in new 
information (Robert Lado, 1983:143). 
Yorkey (1990) stated that speaking is very important part in studying 
English. From the definition it can be concluded that speaking is an activity 
delivering speech to other people. Speaking in transfering information from 
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one people to other people. This activity can be seen by other people also. 
Turk C. (2003:2) states that most people think a decent standard of 
competence in speaking to group is a part of the basic profesionalism of any 
job; but too many professionals are nervous about speaking and afraid that 
they do not speak well. From the definition above, the researcher gets a 
conclusion that to speak well; we need a good teacher to teach speaking 
correctly. Fauziyati (2010:34) defines that speaking English is an important 
thing to be mastered nowadays. Speaking is one of the important and essential 
skills that must be mastered by people. It is also the ability to pronounce the 
sound of the words in expressing the idea, thinking and feeling. Lacking the 
ability to communicate orally, people cannot be successful in school or in 
society. People who have a good speaking ability will be better in receiving 
information. When people want to communicate with other, they should have 
good speaking skill. 
Bilingual Program is a program in Teacher Education and Tarbiyah 
Faculty (FITK) of IAIN Surakarta. This is a new program for all students of 
FITK that started in 2016, this program is focused on students‟ speaking 
achievement in order to make the students have more ability in speaking. The 
learning process in the Bilingual Program will be made in small groups 
consisting of twelve to fourteen students (tutee) and each group is given a 
tutor or peers, there are 140 tutors of Bilingual Program. This is friend trains 
others (peer). Bilingual Program is compulsory for all students of FITK, while 
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its execution time is carried out in third, fourth, fifth and fifth semester on 
Thursday and friday at 13:00 P.m or after midday. 
Giyoto as a Dean of FITK IAIN Surakarta says that the objective of 
this program is to make sure that all graduate of FITK can speak English 
fluently. There are several reasons about the important this program. Firstly, 
they will face competition outside of the country. For example, in the field of 
economics, namely MEA and globalization. If the graduated of FITK cannot 
conquer the competition in terms of communication, they will be lost. So, by 
joining this Bilingual Program, the students have to face the globalization 
development and the function of English as International language. Secondly, 
the students will have a better preparation in order to face the real life. For 
example, when they want to get a job and there is a requirement in the form of 
job interview using English, they have already faced it. 
On the other hand, Puput as a one of the organizers of Bilingual 
Program says that Bilingual Program is important, because in terms of the 
academic the certificate of Bilingual Program from third, fourth, fifth and fifth 
semester will be used to be a requirement of the last evaluation for degree of 
sarjana in the faculty. Whereas in term of the skill, the students can use the 
language as a communication tool when they are going to another country 
because of some activities.  
The researcher chooses Bilingual Program in IAIN Surakarta because 
in Bilingual Program the tutor of teaching and learning process is peer tutor. 
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Usually in learning process who gives motivation to the students are 
teacher/lecturer. Because in Bilingual Program the tutor is peer tutor, how are 
the tutor‟s strategy in motivating the tutees speaking practice. Based on these 
resons the reseacher  want to investigate about the tutor‟s strategy in 
motivating the tutees in speaking practice in Bilingual Program. 
Then, the researcher did a preliminary observation at eighth semester 
tutor in Bilingual Program of IAIN Surakarta to find the problems in tutoring 
process on Tuesday,  June 5
th 
2018, Friday, May 11
th 
 2018 and Friday, May 
21
th 
 2018. Tutor in Bilingual Program has a different perspective compared to 
other tutors. They  more emphasizes the ways to provoke tutee‟ motivation to 
learn English more than providing materials. Based on the pre-observations, 
some tutees were not interested in learning English through Bilingual 
Program. Most of them were not interested at all with various reasons to leave 
this program or they were just become passive audience. They tended to use 
Indonesian language when they discussed in group. While the tutees perform 
their ability, the other tutees in group did not listen attentively. They even 
chatted with the people next when their classmates were speaking. Some 
tutees were nervous when they are practice their speaking. Sometimes, they 
stopped their speaking for a minutes. Thus, tutees perception is needed to 
determine the attitude, aptitude and motivation towards Bilingual Program. 
The researcher knows that the tutees still have difficulties to follow tutoring in 
Bilingual Program. There are some factors, which influence tutee interests to 
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tutoring process. Meanwhile, the factors come from the tutee are internal and 
external cause. 
Based on the problem in the tutoring process in Bilingual Program, the 
researcher entitles the research Tutor‟s Strategy In Motivating The Tutee‟s 
Speaking Practice In Bilingual Program At IAIN Surakarta In Academic Year 
Of 2018/2019. The researcher hope that this research  can solve the problem 
and also give motivation tutee and tutor. 
B. Identification of Study 
1. Each tutees in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta academic year 
2018/2019 have low motivation in developing their speaking practice. In 
this case, they need extrinsic motivation (environment, parent, tutor) to 
arouse their motivation in the speaking practice. 
2. Each  tutees in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta academic year 
2018/2019 have different character and motivation in tutoring process. In 
Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta, all groups consist of students 
different majors from FITK. So, they have different characters and 
influence their motivation in tutoring process. 
3. Each tutees in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta academic year 
2018/2019 have different problem in the process of tutoring. In this case, 
each tutee have different character, low motivation these causes some 
problems in the process of tutoring. So, they really need tutor‟s motivation 
to resolve their problems and to arouse their motivation. 
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C. Limitation of Study 
Based on the background of the study above, the researcher limited the 
problem as follow: 
1. The subject of the research is the fifth semester tutor and tutees in 
Teacher Education and Tarbiyah Falculty at IAIN Surakarta who join 
with Bilingual Brogram in the academic year 2018/2019. The researcher 
just took 10 groups in Bilingual Program. The name of tutors are Siti, 
Ghaida, Dea, Aan, Murni, Astri, Tiara, Suci, Dewi, Tazkiyah 
2. The researcher analyzed the data from the observation when the tutor 
was doing the tutoring process. The researcher also analyzed the data 
from interview to the tutor, observation of the tutor and tutees. 
3. In this research, the researcher just focused on extrinsic motivation 
 from the fifth semester tutor in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta. 
D. Problem Statement  
Based on the background of the study research above, problem 
statement on this research is what strategies do the tutors have in motivating 
the tutee‟s speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta 
2018/2019 ? 
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E. The Objective of Study 
In line with problem statement above, the objective of the research is 
to describe fifth semester tutor‟s strategy in motivating the tutee‟s speaking 
practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta 2018/2019. 
 
F. The Benefit of the Study 
The result of the research are expected to give benefit both theoretically and 
practically : 
1. The theoretical Benefits 
a. The result of this research can be used as a reference for further 
research. 
b. The result of this research can add knowledge to readers about 
descriptive the strategies of the tutor in motivating their tutees in 
speaking practice. 
2. Practically 
a. For the Tutees 
The researcher expects the tutee to be motivated in tutoring English and 
have appropriate behavioral changes during the tutoring English 
process. 
b. For the Tutors 
Information from this research will help the English tutor in designing 
the tutoring process in Bilingual Program where there are many tutees 
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with different characters and motivation. In addition, it makes the 
English tutoring process become interesting. The result of this research 
can be used as input for the tutor of IAIN Surakarta to pay to their 
tutee‟s ability in tutoring process. 
c. For the Institution 
The results of the study will help to achieve the vision and mission of 
certain institutions. The results of this study can also be used as a 
feedback to improve the quality and purpose of the vision and mission 
of Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta. 
d. For Other Researchers 
The result of this research can be used as a reference and knowledge for 
other researchers. 
G. The Definition of Key Terms 
In this case, there are some key terms related to the research : 
1. Motivation  
Motivation is concerned with the factors that stimulate or inhibit the desire 
to engage in behavior (Morris & Maisto, 2002). 
2. Tutor  
A tutor is an instructor who gives private lesssons. Shadow education is a 
name for private supplementry tutoring that is offered outside the 
mainstream education system. 
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3. Speaking  
Turk C. (2003:2) states that most people think a decent standard of 
competence in speaking to group is a part of the basic professionalism of 
any job; but too many professionals are nervous about speaking and afraid 
that they do not speak well. 
4. Descriptive Qualitative  
Descriptive qualitative is describing and interpreting events, condition, or 
situation, of the present (Joko Nurkamto, 2004:3). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
This sub chapter contains theories of  speaking, Nature Strategy, motivation, 
tutor, Bilingual Program and Bilingual Program in IAIN Surakarta. 
1. Speaking 
a. Definition of Speaking 
Grognet  (136:1997) states that speaking is the one of skills that have 
to be mastered by students in learning English. Speaking is an essential 
tool for communicating. Speaking is an interactive process of 
constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and 
processing information (Brown, 1994; Burn & Joyce, 1997). Hornby 
(1995:37) defines that speaking is the skill that the students will be judged 
upon most in real-life situations. It is an important part of everyday 
interaction and most often the first impression of a person is based on 
his/her ability to speak fluently and comprehensively. 
To speak, we create sounds using many parts of our body, including 
the lungs, vocal tract, vocal chords, tongue, teeth, lips. Speaking can be 
formal and informal. Informal speaking is typically used with and friends, 
or people you know well. Formal speaking occurs in business or 
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academic situations, or when meeting people for the first time 
(EnglishClub, 2015). 
From the definition above, we can conclude that speech or speaking is 
one of our daily life activities. We do It every day. It is the delivery of 
language through the mouth having specific intention to be understood by 
the listener. 
b. The Purpose of Speakings 
There are a lot theories from expert about the purpose of speaking. 
One that is combinable and more receivable is defined by Kingen 
(2000:218), cited on Shiamaa (2006:36) as the list follows : 
1) Personal – expressing personal feelings, opinions, beliefs and ideas. 
2) Descriptive – describing someone or something, real or imagined. 
3) Narrative – creating and telling stories or chronological sequenced 
events. 
4) Instructive – giving instruction or providing directions designed to 
produce an outcome. 
5) Questionning asking questions to obtain information. 
6) Comparative – comparing two or more object, people, ideas, or 
opinions to make judgements about them. 
7) Imaginative – expressing mental images of people, places, events, 
and objects. 
8) Predictive – predicting possible future events. 
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9) Interpretative – exploring meanings, creating hypothetical 
deductions, considering inferences. 
10) Persuasive – changing others‟ opinions, attitudes, or points of view, 
or influencing the behavior of others in some way. 
11) Explanatory – explaining, clarifying, and opinions. 
12) Informative – sharing information with others. 
c. Component of Speaking 
Harris (1997:81) mentioned there are some components of speaking 
that should be recognized by the language learners, namely: 
1) Pronunciation 
Pronunciation is a difficult component in learning speaking ability. 
Pronunciation itself is defined as the way in which a word is 
pronounced. 
2) Grammar 
Grammar is the rule in language for constructing and combining 
sentence. It is important to be learned by language learner to produce 
sentence correctly. 
3) Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is the basic knowledge to be owner by language learner. 
There will be a big problem for a language learner if he or she does 
not have sufficient vocabulary. He or she will not able to 
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communicate effectively in term of producing and constructing 
English sentence. 
4) Fluency 
Sometimes fluency is also use to measure that someone is capable or 
incapable of using the language. Fluency is the speed of the flow of 
the speed. It is the quality of being fluent in using the language suited 
with flow of thinking and correct grammar. Fluency is term of the 
ability to talk in coherent, reasoned, semantically dense sentence, 
showing of a mastery of the semantic and syntactic resource of the 
language, the ability to have appropriate today in wide range of 
context and the ability to creative and imaginative in language use. 
5) Comprehension 
Comprehension refers to understanding of the language including 
comprehending what the speaker say. For oral communication, it 
requires someone to respond the speech if someone cannot 
understand and comprehend someone speech, he or she cannot 
respond what other speaker says automatically. 
d. Problem in Speaking 
It is not easy to make sure that students attain successful learning 
because there are full of different individuals in a classroom. Ur (1996:122) 
mentioned that to obtain success speaking activities, teacher should 
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consider not only characteristic but also problem with the speaking 
activities. There are four common problems in speaking activities, they are: 
 
1) Inhibition 
Students are inhibited to speak in English because they worried about 
making mistakes, fearful or criticism or losing face or shy of the 
attention that their speech attracts. 
2) Nothing to Say 
Some students obtain difficulties to say anything because they have 
no motivation to expreess themselves beyond quality feeling. 
Besides, if some students are not worried about making mistakes, 
sometimes they cannot think of anything to say. 
3) Low or uneven participation 
In a larger class, each student has very little talking time. The 
situations get worse if the group has someone who dominates the 
discussion. So the tendency of the only some students who speak in 
each group will be problem because the others speak little or not all. 
4) Mother-tongue use 
Some students tend to switch back to their mother-tongue because 
they feel mother tongue easier then target language. They find it 
awkward to talk to each other in foreign language. 
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e. Success in Speaking 
Based on Ur (1996:121) said that speaking activity is the important 
part of language course, and there are more characteristics for a successful 
speaking activity. 
1) Learners talk a lot 
As a much a possible of the period of time allowed to the activity is 
in fact occupied by learner talk. This way seems obvious but most 
time is taken up with teacher talk or pauses. 
2) Participation is even 
Classroom discussion is not dominated by a minority of talk active 
participant all get chance to speak and contribution are fairly evenly 
distributed. 
3) Motivation is high 
The teacher should prepare interesting topic to make the students 
eager to speak or say about the topic. The teacher involves the 
students in communicating and achieving task objectives. 
4) Language is of an acceptable level 
Learner express themselves in utterances that are relevant, if the 
language is too easy the motivation disappears. However, it is too 
challenging students can be dejected and eventually give up their 
work. 
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The conclution of speaking is the skill that the students will be judged upon 
most in real-life situations. 
2. Nature Strategy 
a. Definition of Strategy 
Gagne in Iskandarwassid & Dadang Sunendar (2008:3) in the context 
of teaching, strategy is an internal ability of a person to think, solve 
problem, and make decision. It means that the learning process will cause 
students to think uniquely to analyze and solve problem in making 
decision.  
Learning strategy are technique, approaches or deliberate actions that 
students takes in order to facilitate the learning and recall in both 
linguistic and content area information. Macaro (2001: 17). Cohen (1990: 
4) stated that learning strategy as learning processes which are 
consciously selected by learner. The element of choice is important here 
because this is what gives a strategy that one of internal ability to think, 
solve problems and make decisions. 
Many instructional strategies can be used effectively to develop 
comprehension skills. Some are important to build background; others are 
useful for teaching the technical comprehension skills and overcoming 
specific difficulties. Effective teaching necessitates an understanding of, 
and ability to use, a variety of method.  
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Brown (2007:119) stated that strategies are special methods of 
approaching a problem or task modes of operation for achieving a 
particular end, planned design for controlling and manipulating certain 
information. Cooper and Donald (1998:12) said, strategies can be defined 
as behaviors and thoughts in which a learner engages and which are 
intended to influence the learners‟ encoding process. It means that 
strategy used by the tutor is based on the approach that has been used by 
the implementation of the method. Strategy is also used by the tutor based 
on the students‟ ability in learning English. It also can be as the way in 
making plan about what material and manner to success on motivating 
tutees speaking practice in. Using strategy is always related with the 
approach and method. 
Based on the definition above, it can be conclude that strategy is a way 
to do something with special methods of approaching the problems by 
using a particular set of skills in order to learn content so that the 
objectives can be achieved perfectly. On the other hand, strategy is 
something important in learning something include learning English. 
Therefore, tutors must have a strategy in teaching process. 
b. Components of Teaching Strategy  
In order to develop the students‟ ability especially in speaking English, 
it is necessary for every tutor to have strategy in guiding every material 
bilingual meeting especially speech. Although the tutors are not yet a 
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teacher, but they are the chosen students to guide the material for tutees. 
Therefore, they need to know the appropriate strategies in delivering the 
materials as well. Perhaps, the strategy used by the tutors for their tutee is 
not always success because the strategy they used is not appropriate with 
the material or with the students‟ condition, so that the aims are not gotten 
successfully. However, the tutors should be able to choose appropriate 
strategies based on the situation and condition.  
Hamnuri (2009:10-12) stated that the component of teaching learning 
strategy includes: 
1) Teacher, teacher is the most important factor. In planning the 
strategies in motivating tutees speaking practice in. Teacher should 
follow the rule of curriculum used. Similar with Bilingual Program, 
the most important factor is the tutor because tutor is a personal 
teacher, a teaching assistant or someone who helps a student catch 
up in a subject. 
2) Students, students are component that is doing motivating tutees 
speaking practice in to build their potential be real to get the aims of 
teaching and learning process. 
3) Purpose, this is the basic that is made to choose the strategy, 
material, media, assessment even evaluation. 
4) The source of material, Suharsimi (1990:23) stated that the source 
of material is the content of component in teaching and learning 
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process. In choosing the teaching strategy is needed to formulate 
component of teaching and learning process related to the standard 
of teaching and learning process. 
5) Method, method is way used to get the purpose of study that has 
been determined. 
6) Evaluation, the component of evaluation has function to know what 
the purpose of study has been determined 
7) The situation on environment, it means the situation and physical 
condition (such as: climate, school, the location of school, etc) 
 
3. Motivation  
a. Definition Motivation 
Motivation is a significantly important factor for academic learning 
and achievement across childhood through adolescence (Elliott and 
Dweck, 2005). Baron and Donn (2000) explains that students who have 
the high motivation is indicated by some characters, such as, initiative, 
diligent and active in learning, not easy to satisfy, punctual and 
disciplined, always trying to learn with the best result. Motivation is seen 
as a mental impulse that drives and directs human behavior, including 
learning behavior. Motivation has a willingness to activate, mobilize, 
channel and direct the attitudes and behavior of a learner (Dimyati and 
Mudjiono, 2006). Hamer (1988:51) states that motivation is some kind of 
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internal drive which pushes someone to do some things in order to 
achieve something or to reach the goal. 
George (2000:427) states that motivation is “psychological force that 
determine the direction of a person‟s behavior, a person‟s level of effort 
and a person‟s level persisence in the face of obstacles”. Brown (2001:75) 
states motivation is a factor of high or low of the goal.  
Based on the definition above  motivation is one important part of 
someone doing something and who has high motivation is a person has a 
high spirit and confidence to get their great future.  
b. Theories of Motivation 
1) Instinct Theory of Motivation 
Instinct theory proposes that organisms engage in certain 
behaviors because they lead to success in terms of natural selection. 
Instinct theory casts motivation as essentially intrinsic and 
biologically based. Migration and mating are examples of 
instinctually motivated behavior in animal (Melucci, 2010:77). 
Instinct theory states that people are motivated to behave in 
certain ways because they are evolutionarily programmed to do so. 
An example of this in the animal world is seasonal migration. These 
animals do not learn to do this; t is instead an inborn pattern of 
behavior. 
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2) Incentive Theory of Motivation 
According to this view, “people are pulled toward behaviors 
that offer positive incentives and pushed away from behaviors 
associated with negative incentives. In other words, differences in 
behavior from one person to another can be traced to the incentives 
available and the value a person places on those incentives at the 
times”. (Bernstein, 2011:301). The incentives theory suggests that 
people are motivated to do things because of external rewards. For 
example, you might be motivated to go to work each day for the 
monetary reward of being paid. 
3) Hierarchy of Needs or Motivation 
Psychologist Maslow (1954:35) identified seven categories of 
basic needs common to all people. Maslow represented these needs 
as a hierarchy in the shape of a pyramid. A hierarchy is an 
arrangement that ranks people or concepts from lowest to highest. 
Maslow stated that individuals must meet the needs at the lower 
levels of the pyramid before they can successfully be motivated to 
tackle the next levels. 
The lowest four levels represent deficiency needs, and the 
upper three levels represent growth needs. Within the deficiency 
needs, each lower need must be meet before moving to the next 
higher level. Once each of  these needs has been satisfied, if at some 
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future time a deficiency is detected, the individual will act to remove 
the deficiency. The lowest four levels are: 
a) Physiological needs 
Maslow suggested that the first and most basic need people 
have is the need for survival: their physiological requirements for 
food, water, and shelter. People must have food to eat, water to drink, 
and a place to call home before they can think about anything else. If 
any of these physiological necessities is missing, people are 
motivated above all else to meet the missing need. Someone will 
have  hard time paying attention to what the professor is saying when 
he/she is hungry. Some of future students may not have had breakfast 
or even dinner the night before. Free and reduced breakfast and lunch 
programs have been implemented in schools to help students meet 
some of their physiological need. Teachers also need salary to live, to 
get some food and a place also. 
b) Safety and Security Needs 
After their physiological needs/have ben satisfied, people can 
work to meet their needs for safety and security. (But the 
physiological needs must be met first). Safety is the feeling people 
get when they know no harm will befall them, physically, mentally, 
or emotionally; security is the feeling people get when their fears and 
anxieties are low. 
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c) Love and Belongingness Needs 
After the physiological needs and for safety and security have 
been met, an individual can be motivated to meet the needs 
represented at the higher levels of the pyramid. The third levels of the 
pyramid are need associate with love and belonging. These needs are 
met through satisfactory relationships, relationships with family 
members, friends, peers, classmates, teachers, and other people with 
whom individuals interact. Satisfactory relationships imply 
acceptance by others. Having satisfied their physiological and 
security needs, people can venture out and seek relationships from 
which their need for love and belonging can be met. 
d) Self-Esteem Needs 
Once individuals have satisfactorily met their need for love and 
belonging, they can begin to develop positive feellings of self-worth 
and self-esteem, and act to foster pride in their work and in 
themselves as people. Before they can work toward self-esteem, 
however, they must feel safe, secure, and part of a group such as a 
class in school. In a study by Yamamoto et al. (1996), more than 
1,700 children in grades 2 through 9 reported that the most stressful 
events in their lives were those that threatened their security and 
those that threatened to embarrass them, there by challenging their 
developing sense of love and belonging. Also a teachers, in work 
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place they have to develop positive feellings about themselves and 
thus begin to satisfy their needs for self-esteem. 
The upper three levels of the pyramid constitute a person‟s 
growth needs. Growth needs can never be satisfied completely. 
Contrary to the deficiency needs, for which motivation diminishes 
when a need is satisfied, as growth needs are met, people‟s 
motivation to meet them increases. The more these needs are 
satisfied, the more people want to pursue them. For example, the 
more one comes to understand, the more one‟s motivation to learn 
more increases. The upper three levels are: 
1. The Need to Know and Understand 
The next level of Maslow‟s pyramid represents an 
individual‟s need to know and understand. Maslow‟s hierarchy 
stated that this motivation cannot occur until the deficiency 
needs have been met to the individual‟s satisfication. The need 
to know and understand is primary area of focus for education 
and is a topic on which they will concentrate. One of teachers 
primary jobs as educators is to motivate students so they will 
want to know and understand. Teachers also need to know and 
understand about their job, teachers maybe feel tired and 
burdened about the students so the government have to 
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understand what the teachers need by giving the facilities or 
appreciations to the teachers. 
2. Aesthetic needs  
Aesthetics refers to the quality of being creatively, 
beautifully, or artistically pleasing; aesthetic needs are the 
needs to express oneself in pleasing ways, decorating your 
living room, wrapping birthday presents attractively, washing 
and waxing your car, and keeping up with the latest styles in 
clothing are all ways of expressing your aesthetic sense. People 
are motivated to meet this need only after the previous five 
needs have been met. 
3. Self-Actualization 
At the top of the pyramid is the need for self 
actualization, which is a person‟s desire to become everything 
he or she is capable of becoming-to realize and use his or her 
full potential, capacities, and talents. This need can be 
addressed only when the previous needs have been satisfied. It 
is rarely met completely; Maslow (1968) estimated that less 
than 1% of adults achieve total self-actualization. 
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c. Kinds of Motivation 
Gardner and Lambert (1996:275) stated that there are two kinds of 
motivation based on the purpose, namely instrumental, and integrative 
motivation. 
1) Instrumental motivation  
Instrumental motivation, suggest and implies that a learner learns 
the language in support of a purpose relating to occupation or 
further useful motive. Instrumental goals, such as: career promotion 
or furthering a career, reading technical material, translation, good 
job, position and status. 
a) Integrative motivation 
Integrative motivation means learning the language with 
the intention of participating in the culture of its people. 
Culture is to identify with and to make learners become a part 
of that society. In the integrative motivation, students need to 
be attracted by the culture of target language community. 
Harmer (2001:4) added that integrative motivation refers desire 
to integrate into the target language and in the strong of 
integrative motivation. They wish to integrate themselves into 
that culture. There is also another in the field of motivation 
introduced by Ryan & Deci (2000) as self-determination. They 
say that self-determination theory categorizes and tells apart 
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diverse kinds of motivation in accordance with the different 
rationales, causes, or targets which strengthen a deed or an 
achievement. They divide motivation into two kinds based on 
the source of motivation, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. 
There are two kinds of motivation based on source of 
motivation, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. 
1. Intrinsic motivation 
Intrinsic motivation is the eagerness and interest to do and 
take part in some certain activities because an individual 
feels that they are attractive and pleasant. According to 
Brown (1994:155), intrinsically motivated activities are 
one of which there is not appearent reward except the 
activity it self. People seem to engage in the activities for 
their own sake and not because they lead to an extrinsic 
reward. Intrinsically motivation behaviors are aimed at 
bringing about certain internally reward, consequences, 
namely, feeling of competence and determination. Another 
psychologist, Dorney (2001:27) state that intrinsic 
motivation deals with the behavior performed for its own 
sake in order to experience pleasure and satisfaction, such 
as the joy of doing a particular activity or satisfying one‟s 
curiosity. 
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2. Extrinsic motivation 
Extrinsic motivation is the propensity to take part in 
activities because of the reasons which do not link to the 
activity. The reasons can be the anticipation of reward or 
punishment, like being successful in the exam or getting a 
good score mark (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Maisto (2002) 
stated that extrinsic motivation refers to rewards and 
praises that are obtained not from the activity but as a 
consequence of the activity. Teachers use extrinsic 
motivation to stimulate learning or encourage students to 
perform in a particular way. It is one of the most powerful 
motivation. It is operative when an individual is motivated 
by an outcome that is external or somehow related to the 
activity in which she or he is engaged. 
d. Strategies of How to Help Motivating Learners (Tutee) 
Ames (1990) stated that there are six areas that can influence students 
motivation to learn:  
1) The task that students are asked to do  
The strength of teacher‟s motivation in a particular situation is 
determined by teacher‟s expectation that teacher can succeed and the 
value of that success. To understand how an academic task can affect 
student‟s motivation, teacher needs to analyze them. Tasks can be 
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interesting or boring for students and tasks have different values for 
students.  
2) How autonomous students are allowed in working  
Teacher gives students a range of options that set valuable 
tasks for them but also allow them to follow their personal interests. 
The balance must be just right.  
3) How students are recognized for their accomplishments  
Students should be recognized for improving on their own 
personal best, for talking difficult tasks, for persistence, and for 
creativity. The study by Ruth Butler (1987) shows an interest, 
performance, attribution to effort and task involvement were higher 
after personal comments. Ego-involved motivation (the desire to look 
good or do better than others) was greater after grades and standard 
praise.  
4) Grouping practices  
Motivation can be greatly influenced by the ways. Teacher 
relates to the other people who are also involved in accomplishing a 
particular goal. When the task involves complex learning and 
problem skills, cooperation leads to higher achievement than 
competiton, especially for students who have low abilities. The 
interaction with peers that the students enjoy so much becomes a part 
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of learning process. The need for belonging described by Maslow is 
more likely to be met and motivation increased. 
5) Evaluation procedures  
The greater the emphasis on competitive evaluation and 
grading, the more students will focus on performance goals rather 
than mastery. Low-achieving students who have little hope of either 
performing well or mastery the task may simply want to get it over 
with. How can teachers prevent students from simply focusing on the 
grade or doing the work “just to get finished”? The answer is to de 
emphasize grades and emphasize learning in the class. Students need 
to understand the value of the work or how the information will be 
useful in solving the problems they want to solve. One way to 
emphasize leaning rather than grades is to use self-evaluation. 
6) Scheduling of time in the classroom  
Most teachers know that there is too much work and not 
enough time in the school day. Even if they become engrossed in a 
project, students must stop and turn their attention to another subject 
when the bell rings or the schedules demands. Furthermore, students 
must progress as a group. Therefore, scheduling often interferes with 
motivation by making students move faster or slower and 
interrupting their involvement. Therefore, teacher should be able to 
give extended period when everyone, even the teachers engage in 
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activity or to have some sort of block scheduling in which teachers 
work in teams to plan larger blocks of time. 
Sardiman (2014: 91-95) in teaching and learning the role of 
both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is needed. By motivating, 
students can develop activities and initiatives, can steer and maintain 
persistence in learning activities. There are several strategies to 
motivate their learning activities in schools. namely: 
a. Giving value 
The value both for the students is a very strong motivation. 
Teachers will also be reminded that the achievement of these 
values are not the result of true learning, meaningful learning 
outcomes. Therefore, the next steps taken by the teacher is how 
to provide the figures can be associated with the values 
contained in each of the knowledge being taught to the students 
so that not only cognitive but also the skill and affection. 
b. Reward 
Reward also as a motivation, but not always. Because the reward 
for a job, it might not be attractive to someone who is not happy 
and no talent for anything the job.  
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c.  Competition 
Competition can be used as a motivational tool to encourage 
student learning. Competition, both individual and group 
competition competition can improve student achievement. 
d. Ego-involvements 
Raising awareness to the students to feel the importance of the 
task and take it as a challenge to work hard risking self-esteem, 
is as one form of motivation that is quite important. 
e. Giving Taskss 
The students will be keen to learn if you know there will be a 
tasks. Therefore, gave this test is also a means of motivation. 
f. Knowing the result 
By knowing the results of work, especially if it does progress, it 
will encourage students to study harder. Increasingly aware that 
the graph of the results of learning increases, then there is 
motivation on students to continue to learn, with a hope the 
results continue to rise. 
g. Praise 
This praise is a form of positive reinforcement and is a 
motivation, the gift must be precise. With proper praise will 
foster a pleasant atmosphere and heightens passion to learn and 
at the same time will raise self-esteem. 
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h. Punishment 
 Punishment is a negative reinforcement but if given correctly and 
wisely be a motivational tool. Therefore, teachers must 
understand the principles of Punishment. 
i. The desire to learn 
 The desire to learn, means no intention, no intention to learn. 
Means on students that there is a motivation to learn, so of 
course the result will be better. 
j. Interests 
 Interest is a will to accomplish something and it is a necessity. 
So that interest can be made as a motivational tool staple. 
k. The purpose of the recognized 
 Interest is recognized and well received by the students is very 
important motivational tool. Because by understanding the goals 
to be achieved, because it is very useful and beneficial, then 
there will be a passion to keep learning. 
 Based on the theories above, it can be concluded that the English 
teachers in strategies to give motivation to students in the form of The 
task that students are asked to do, How autonomous students are allowed 
in working, How students are recognized for their accomplishments, 
Grouping practices, Giving value, reward, competition, ego-involvement, 
Giving tasks, Knowing the results, and praise.When the teacher gives 
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video motivation, suggestion and praise of the students in the process of 
teaching English to improve students' motivation. 
  
4. Tutor  
Bourdeau & Grandbastien (2010) contrast tutoring and teaching: 
teaching may be seen as a more general term, while tutoring is a specific 
form of teaching that involves high tutor/student ratio, high level of 
adaptation of tutor to the student, and high degree of interactivity. It has 
thus many advantages, the main disadvantage being the cost. ITS aim at 
providing these advantages at lower costs, tutoring is therefore often seen 
as a foundation for ITS. Bourdeau & Grandbastien (2010) describe the 
growing understanding of the importance of interaction during tutoring 
within the ITS community.  
Bourdeau & Grandbastien (2010) point out that tutor models are in 
many cases tightly coupled to either domain or student models. The 
degree to which they are intertwined may vary. Dubois et al. (2010) 
provide examples of different design of tutor models. They may for 
example use model tracing, which was mentioned in the previous 
subsection, and use if-then rules to decide on the next action, based on 
what the student did according to the model. The tutor model may also 
take form of a dialogue system. The system‟s knowledge about the 
tutoring situation can often be uncertain, and a principled way to deal with 
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it, which has already been mentioned in the previous subsection, was to 
use Bayesian networks. Since tutoring is mainly concerned with making 
decisions, an extended version of Bayesian network, called decision 
network can be used to make rational decisions. 
a. Role of the Tutor 
The tutor plays a vital and multifaceted role in supporting students‟ 
academic learning. Here is an overview of the roles a tutor often 
plays simultaneously. 
1) The Tutor as a Helper 
The tutor‟s job is to help students to learn and problem solve 
on their own. Tutors do not just give students answers; rather, 
they are ready to help the student begin to make progress toward 
a solution. Tutors understand that learning is a process of 
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. 
To assist in actively becoming involved in the learning process, 
tutors help tutees to: 
a) Know the type of problem being solved. 
b) Understand and use the vocabulary of the subject. 
c) Practice the application of principles. 
d) Realize that all learners make mistakes but that learning from 
one‟s mistakes is a very effective way to learn. 
e) Perform the work themselves. 
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f) Verbalize what they have learned. 
2) The Tutor as a “Model Student” 
Tutors are successful students, not experts. Tutors demonstrate 
the thinking, study skills and problem solving skills necessary to 
learn new information. Since tutors are successful learners, tutors 
exemplify the behaviors of a model student. They must assess 
the areas where a student may need additional assistance and 
take the time to share tips and strategies that work.  
3) The Tutor as a Learning Center Employee 
As a Learning Center employee, tutors help to preserve the 
reputation of the Learning Center on the CGCC campus. Tutors 
follow the rules and policies outlined in this manual as well as 
stated during the tutor training. Also, tutors are responsible for 
explaining the center‟s policies to the students utilizing the 
center. During the semester tutors should report any problems or 
concerns to the Learning Center Director. Tutors are respectful 
to the students, learning center staff as well as the faculty and 
administration at CGCC. 
5. Bilingual Program 
Bilingual Program is a model of instruction applied in bilingual 
classes. As a model of instruction, it shows a process of teaching and 
learning in the classroom. Teaching involves teachers to deliver 
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knowledge and the way how to educate learners. Learning is usually 
directed to the students who consume knowledge. To conduct the teaching 
and learning process, languages are used. The languages are used to 
convey the learning materials. In other words, the teachers instruct the 
students by using at least two languages.  
Salkind (in Santoso & Ginting 2015: 7) denotes that bilingual 
education program is instruction that uses two languages as media of 
instruction. The two languages usually consist of a source language and a 
target language. The source language is the language of the learners and 
the target language is the language that is to be learned by them. These 
two languages are presented together in the learning materials. Then, it 
can be said that bilingual education program is a model of instruction 
which apply two languages as media of teaching and learning process.  
In addition, Feng (in Santoso & Ginting 2015: 8) states that bilingual 
teaching has nowadays extended to refer to using a foreign language 
(often English) as a medium for teaching content subjects in major cities 
and other developed areas. Most of the bilingual teaching uses English 
because English is regarded as an international language in which many 
people in the world use it in business, education, and even as a nation 
language. Therefore, it is reasonable if English is used to be the target 
language. So, it can be stated that English as international languages is 
occasionally used as second language interaction in bilingual classes.  
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With the same sense, Richards et al. (1985) cited in Santoso&Ginting 
(2015: 8) add that bilingual teaching as the use of a second or foreign 
language in school for the teaching of content subjects. In conclusion, 
recently, the application of bilingual education program tends to use the 
foreign language, particularly English as a second language instruction in 
teaching and learning process. 
6. Bilingual Program in IAIN Surakarta  
Bilingual Program is a program in Teacher Education and Tarbiyah 
Faculty (FITK) of IAIN Surakarta. This is a new program for all students 
of FITK that started in 2016, this program is focused on students‟ 
speaking achievement in order to make the students have more ability in 
speaking. The learning process in the Bilingual Program will be made in 
small groups consisting of twelve to fourteen students (tutee) and each 
group is given a tutor or peers, there are 133 tutors of Bilingual Program. 
This is friend trains others (peer). Bilingual Program is compulsory for all 
students of FITK, while its execution time is carried out in third, fourth,  
and fifth semester on Thursday and friday at 13:00 P.m or after midday. 
Giyoto as a Dean of FITK IAIN Surakarta says that the objective of 
this program is to make sure that all graduate of FITK can speak English 
fluently. There are several reasons about the important this program. 
Firstly, they will face competition outside of the country. For example, in 
the field of economics, namely MEA and globalization. If the graduated of 
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FITK cannot conquer the competition in terms of communication, they 
will be lost. So, by joining this Bilingual Program, the students have to 
face the globalization development and the function of English as 
International language. Secondly, the students will have a better 
preparation in order to face the real life. For example, when they want to 
get a job and there is a requipment in the form of job interview using 
English, they have already faced it. 
On the other hand, Puput as a one of the organizers of Bilingual 
Program says that Bilingual Program is important, because in terms of the 
academic the certificate of Bilingual Program from third, fourth, fifth and 
fifth semester will be used to be a requirement of the last evaluation for 
degree of sarjana in the faculty. Whereas in term of the skill, the students 
can use the language as a communication tool when they are going to 
another country because of some activities.  
The learning process in the Bilingual Program will be made into small 
groups consist of eight until twelve students (tutee) and each group is 
given a tutor or peers, there are 125 tutors of Bilingual Program. This is 
friend trains others (peer). Bilingual Program is compulsory for all 
students of FITK, while its execution time is carried out in third, fourth, 
fifth and fifth semester on Wednesday and Thursday at 13:00 p.m or after 
midday. The materials in Bilingual Program in this semester focused on 
debate. 
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B. Previous Study 
The researcher will show the previous studies that are I line with this 
research one is entitle “A Study on English Teacher‟s Motivation In Teaching 
English at the Eight Grade of MTs N Surakarta II 2014/2015 Academic 
Year”. This thesis was written by Danang Catur (113221053), a bachelor of 
English Education of Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty of State 
Islamic Institute of Surakarta 2015. The purpose of this study was to find the 
way of English Teacher providing motivation in teaching English. Those are 
giving praise giving subtle ridicule, giving suggestion, playing motivation 
videos, and giving idol story. The kinds of motivation used by English teacher 
in teaching English are extrinsic motivation (based on the source of 
motivation) and instrumental motivation (based on the purpose). Few students 
had good responses to English teacher‟s motivation in teaching English. 
The second thesis titled “The Correlation Between Student‟s 
Motivation In Learning Speaking And Their Speaking Ability (A Correlation 
Study in the Second Grade of SMA Darussalam Ciputat)” by Nerfi Istiani 
(10901400203) of the Department of English Education, Faculty of Tarbiyah 
And Teaching Training, Syarif Hidayatullah Islamic University Jakarta 2013. 
Her research purpose is to know whether there is any correlation between 
student‟s motivation in learning speaking and students‟ speaking. The method 
used in this study was a quantitative method and the technique used in this 
study was correlation technique.  
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The third previous study is journal entitled “The Effect Of Motivation 
On Students‟ Speaking Ability” This research was done by Ayu Nurjannah, 
Muhammad Sukirlan, Ramlan Ginting Suka.  This study aimed to find out 
wheter or not there is a significant effect of motivation in learning English on 
speaking ability. The result of this research shows that there is a significant 
effect of students‟ motivation on speaking ability. It can be seen from the 
result of data analysis that sig = 0. 000 (sig < 0.05).  
The last previous study is journal entitled “English Zone For 
Motivating Students To Speak” This research was done by Rurin Oktaviany, 
Luwandi Suhartono, Iwan Supardi. This study aimed to know  wheter the 
English Zone in English Language International Course can motivate sudents 
to speak English or not. Based on the observation data, the students motivated 
to speak. The findings showed that 76,37% students motivated to speak in 
English zone in the high category. Among to the instrumental motivation, 
intrinsic motivation, integrative motivation, and resultative motivation, the 
motivation mostly owned by the students was instrumental motivation which 
scored 43,21% in the moderate category. The conclusion, English zone can 
motivate students in English for Youth level 3 of English Language 
International Course in academic year 2014/2015 to speak.  
Based on previous study above, there are some differences of this 
research with my Thesis are the object of this research, the subject of the 
research, method of the study, and the technique used in study. The object of 
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this research in Bilingual Program of the fifth semester of students in IAIN 
Surakarta. The subject of the research are peer tutor and tutess. The method of 
the study is quantitative method and the technique used in study was 
correlation technique.The researcher focus on the tutor‟s stategy in motivating 
the tutees in speaking practice. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
The researcher used the descriptive qualitative method in this research. 
Descriptive research describes and interprets events, condition, or situation, of 
the present. On the other hand, qualitative research is research method based 
on post-positivism and naturalist paradigm. It has some characteristics: (1) the 
objects observed are process and value; (2) most of data are words; (3) when 
collecting data, the researcher actively interact with the data sources; (4) the 
data are analyzes inductively; (5) the result of the research cannot be 
generalized; (6) the research is subjective and related to value (Joko, 2004:3). 
In qualitative research, the researcher investigates the quality of relationship, 
actives, and situation or material. (Fraenkel and Wallen, 200:502). 
Elliot and Kratochwill(1999:24) state that descriptive study is a research 
in which the investigator examines and report thing as the way are in an 
attempt to understand and explain them. The aim of descriptive research is to 
provide as accurate account as possible about what is the current practice, how 
learner do learn, how teachers do teach, what classroom looks like, at the 
particular moment in particular place. 
In addition, qualitative method is a research method that is based on 
naturalist paradigm that has some characteristic. First, the realities are 
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multiple and holistic. Second are interactive and inseparable. Third, 
hypothesis is bounded by time and context. Fourth, the causes and effect are 
impossible to be distinguished. Fifth, the inquiry is value-bond (Lincoln and 
Guba, 1985:37). In this research, researcher collected the data in the form of 
information about motivation given by tutor of Bilingual Program of Islamic 
Education and Teacher Training Faculty of The State Islamic Institute of 
Surakarta 2018/2019. 
B. Setting Place and Time of The Study  
Giren (2008) state that research setting can be seen as the physical, 
social, and cultural site in which the researcher conducts the study. The setting 
of the research is in IAIN Surakarta. It is located in jl. Pandawa, Pucangan, 
Kartasura, Sukoharjo. The time is on Thursday, 8
th
 November 2018 until 
Monday, 19
th 
. November 2018.  
The researcher chooses Bilingual Program in IAIN Surakarta because 
in Bilingual Program the tutor of teaching and learning process is peer tutor. 
Usually in learning process who gives motivation to the students are 
teacher/lecturer. Because in Bilingual Program the tutor is peer tutor, how are 
the tutor‟s strategy in motivating the tutees speaking practice. 
C. Subject of The Study 
Subject of research is the process of selecting a number of individuals 
for a study such as a way the individual represent the large group from they 
were selected” (Nasution, 1991:119). The subject of this research is the fifth 
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semester tutor in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta who join with 
Bilingual Program in the academic year 2018/2019. Bilingual Program is 
compulsory for all students of Teacher Education and Tarbiyah Faculty 
(FITK). The programs were followed by the students Islamic Education 
(PAI), English Education (PBI), English Letters (SI), Islamic Elementary 
Education (PGMI), Islamic Kindergarten Education (PGRA), And Arabic 
Education (PBA). It is impossible if the researcher conducted this research in 
all group in this program so to make this research limit, the researcher 
conducted the research just ten groups (01, 04, 11, 12, 13, 18, 21, 26, 29, 47) 
that consists of the students in Teacher Education and Tarbiyah Faculty at the 
fifth semester. The name of the tutor are Siti Rahmawati, Ghaida Izdihar, Dea 
Rindiana, Aan Nur Agustin, Murni Sekar Pinilih, Astri Rahma, Tiara 
Febriana, Suci Oktaviana, Dewi Kusumawati, Tazkiyah Firdausi. 
D. Data and Source of The Data 
1. Data 
Sutopo (2002:6) states that data qualitative research are collection of 
information and/or fact in the form of words in sentences that is 
meaningful. The research data in this research is collected in the form of 
information about motivation given by tutor of Bilingual Program of 
teacher training faculty at IAIN Surakarta.  
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2. Sources of Data 
Lofland (1984) state that sources of data qualitative research are words 
and actions, the additional data can be documents or other sources.  
The source of the data in this research include events and information. 
a. Event 
As quoted from Cambridge Advanced Learner‟s Dictionary third 
edition (1999: 23), event is anything that happens, especially something 
important. The event of this research in Bilingual Program in classroom 
to observe tutor‟s strategy in motivating the tutee speaking practice in 
Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta. 
b. Informants  
Informant is considered as a person who gives information about 
something. In other words, information is a person who becomes the 
source of the data. In this research, the informant are the fifth semester 
tutors (Ghaida Izdihar, Siti Rahmawati, Dea Rindiana, Murni Sekar 
Pinilih, Aan Nur Agustin, Astri Rahma, Dewi Kusumawati, Suci 
Oktaviana, Tiara Febriana, Tazkiyah Firdausi) of Bilingual Program 
training teacher faculty at IAIN Surakarta 2018/2019. 
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E. Techniques of Collecting Data 
The technique of collecting data applies in the research is as follow:  
1. Observation  
Allison et. al (1996:26) states that observation is watching and 
recording of event or circumstances. There are two kinds of 
observations namely laboratory and naturalistic observation. 
Laboratory observation is done in a laboratory or other setting which 
is set up by researcher. On the contrary, naturalistic observation is 
done directly in the class and there is no setting from the researcher. In 
this research, the researcher conducted naturalistic observation. The 
researcher has conducted an observation before taking data. The 
researcher came to IAIN Surakarta and observed the tutoring process. 
The researcher has observed ten tutors in Bilingual Program group 01, 
04, 11, 12, 13, 18, 21, 26, 29, 47 (Ghaida Izdihar, Siti Rahmawati, Dea 
Rindiana, Murni Sekar Pinilih, Aan Nur Agustin, Astri Rahma, Dewi 
Kusumawati, Suci Oktaviana, Tiara Febriana, Tazkiyah Firdausi). This 
observation has purpose to find out how tutor‟s strategy to motivating 
tutee‟s speaking practice and also to find out tutor‟s difficulty in 
motivating tutee in speaking practice. 
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F. Trustworthiness of the Data 
 Trustworthiness of data is needed to check the validity of data. 
Triangulation is a validation which is important for research itself. Patton (in 
Sutopo, 2002:7) states there are 4 triangulations:  
1. Data triangulation. In collecting the data the researcher should use many 
sources of data that are available. It means that the same data would be 
more valid if they are taken from different sources of the data. Data 
triangulation can also use one source of the data. 
2. Investigator triangulation. In investigator triangulation, the validity of 
research finding can be checked by other researchers. 
3. Methodology triangulation. In this triangulation, the researcher collects 
the same data by using different technique of method of collecting the 
data.  
4. Theory triangulation. In this triangulation, the researcher involves using 
more than one theorytical scheme in the interpretation of the phenomenon.  
In this case, the researcher used data sources triangulation. In this 
research, the researcher choose and take the data sources from Tutor of 
Bilingual Program teacher training faculty at IAIN Surakarta. In validating 
the data, the researcher compared the data from observation. After 
observating the process of teaching English in the class, the researcher do 
cross-checking by the theories. Through that the variety of perceptive is 
expecting to obtain valid result. 
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G. The Technique of Analyzing 
In qualitative research, analyzing data is used to know the probability 
theory by using statistic as stated by Herman (1992 122). Data analysis deals 
with the way to analyze the data obtained in this research. Arikunto (2006: 
236) classifies the data of a descriptive study into two kinds of data. They are 
qualitative data which are in the form of words or sentences and qualitative 
data which are not in the form of numbers. 
Analyzing data refers to a processing the data that have been collected by 
researcher. It can ease the reader to understand the essential meaning and 
important parts of the data. According to Miles and Hubermean (1984) in 
Sutopo (2002:95) stated that analyze the data, researcher needs through some 
steps are data reduction, data display, conclusion, and verification. 
 
a. Data Reduction 
Data reduction is the process of taking and selecting the right 
data that appear in written-up field note or transcriptions according to 
needed standard criteria. Data reduction occurs continuously 
throughout the life of any qualitatively oriented project. In the process 
of data reduction, the researcher selected, focused, and simplifies the 
data. In this case, the researcher selected and took the important 
information and eliminated the unimportant information. In here, the 
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important data is all the essentials or information that supports and 
relates to the data being searched.. 
b. Data Display 
Display of the data is a description of the data. As the second 
component in analyzing the data, this technique is used in arranging 
information, description or narration in order to draw conclusion. 
Miles and Huberman in Sugiyono (2010: 341) state that, “the most 
frequent form of display data for qualitative research data in the past 
has been narrative text. 
c. Conclusion and Verification 
The researcher draws the conclusion of data after describing and 
interpreting the data continuously and throughout in the course of 
study as the outcome of interpretation. The researcher interprets the 
data taken and then makes conclusion. 
H. The Data Coding 
After the researcher does several step in collecting data, the last step is 
codifying the data. The data coding means to simply the data classification 
and the data analysis. The coding as follows: 
1. The name of data 
2. Number of each datum 
3. The type of strategy in motivating 
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The form of strategies of strategy in motivating produced by the tutor as 
follows: reward (RWD), ego-involvements (EGI), Giving Taskss (GT), 
knowing the result (KTR), praise (RS),  punishment (PNSM), competition 
(CTTN), and the purpose of the recognized (TPR). The example of data 
coding is as follows: Data1/1/RS. This is the data 1 or table number 1. The 
speaker conveys an utterance of praise strategy.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
A. Research Findings  
The research findings present and discuss the answer of the research 
problems. The data is gained from observation. The research findings consist of 
description of the data found in the research field including the answers of research 
questions. The answers of research question include what strategies do the tutors of 
have in motivating the tutee‟s speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN 
Surakarta 2018/2019. 
The research analyze the data from observation to describe how is the fifth 
semester tutor‟s strategy in motivating the tutee‟s speaking practice in Bilingual 
Program at IAIN Surakarta 2018/2019. The researcher found “61” utterances of 
tutors‟ strategy in motivating the tutees classified in to in Bilingual Program. That 
have been done 10 tutors (Ghaida Izdihar, Siti Rahmawati, Dea Rindiana, Murni 
Sekar Pinilih, Aan Nur Agustin, Astri Rahma, Dewi Kusumawati, Suci Oktaviana, 
Tiara Febriana, Tazkiyah Firdausi) observation in the different group of bilingual 
program. The research finding was presented into several parts; first meeting until 
tenth tutor observation. 
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1. The result of observation 
The researcher held the observation on Thursday, 8
th
 November 2018 until 
Monday, 19
th 
. November 2018. The researcher did observation five days as 
follow: 
1) First Tutor observation 
The researcher found 10 utterances of tutor‟s strategy used by tutor in the 
first group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 13. 00 – 14. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Ghaidha Izdihar A 
Group   : 18 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
a. Ego-Involvements 
Based on the first tutor observation the tutor used Ego-Involvements, the 
utterance is datum Data1/1/EGI. 
Tutor1: Dicoba dulu biar percaya diri ngomong bahasa inggris 
tanpa melihat text. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave stimulate for the tutees in 
order to make them brave in speaking practice. it means that the utterance 
is Ego-Involvements strategy. 
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b. Giving Tasks 
Based on the first tutor observation the tutor used Giving Tasks, the 
utterance is datum Data1/4/GT. 
Tutor1: Kalau mas Udin mau belajar speaking bisa belajar dari 
youtube itu ada banyak banget ya mas. Soalnya kan bahasa 
Inggris itu penting banget, nanti kan kita juga ada tosa dan tose 
kan? 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave solution about references 
for the tutees in order to make them able to develop their speaking 
practice. it means that the utterance is Giving Tasks strategy by watching 
youtube to learning English. 
c. Knowing the result 
Based on the first observation the tutor used knowing the result strategy, 
the utterance is datum Data1/5/KTR. 
Tutor1: mbak ida tadi sudah bagus ya, sudah bisa ngembangin sendiri 
kata-katanya dan tidak terpaku dengan teks. 
The context of the tutor utterance is the tutor gave knowing the result 
strategy to motivating the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program 
when the tutees have done speaking practice in front of their friends. 
d. Praise  
Based on the first observation the tutor used Praise, the utterance is datum 
Data1/6/PRS. 
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Tutor1: Good, give applause to Reni. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee that “Good, give 
applause to Reni”, it means that the utterance is Praise strategy. Praises 
also given to the tutees after the tutees‟ speaking practice in front of their 
friends, as well as applause, smile, thumb as non-verbal praises. 
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that 
showed about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the first group 
(first tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the 
uttarance can be seen in Table 4.1 below: 
Table 4.1. Motivating Strategy Used by Ghaida Izdihar 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Ego – involvements 2 
2. Giving Tasks 2 
3. Knowing the Result 4 
4. Praise 2 
 TOTAL 10 
 
From Table 4.1 above, it can be seen that tutor used four types of  
motivating strategy the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. 
The amount of motivating strategy used are 10 utterances. The data 
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showed 2 data Ego-Involvements, 2 data classified as Giving Tasks, 4 
data classified as Knowing the result, and 2 data classified as praise. 
2) Second Tutor observation 
The researcher found 8 utterances of motivating strategy used by tutor in 
the second group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 14. 00 – 15. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Siti Rahmawati 
Group   : 13 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
a. Ego-Involvements 
Based on the second tutor observation the tutor used Ego-Involvements, 
the utterance is datum Data2/11/EGI. 
Tutor1: Caranya lancar speaking, kalian harus practice practice 
and practicing speaking your daily activities. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave motivation to the tutess by 
demanding them to be brave to speak without thinking about their 
mistakes. The tutor gave tips to make their speaking to be fluent. it means 
that the utterance above is Ego-Involvements strategy.  
b. The purpose of the recognized 
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Based on the second observation the tutor used The purpose of the 
recognized strategy, the utterance is datum Data2/15/TPR. 
Tutor1: Jadi bahasa inggis itu pasti nanti sangat berguna, if you 
graduate from this institution pasti nanti diluar sangat dibutuhkan 
sekali. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor used the purpose of the 
recognized strategy to the tutee to make them think about their future that 
without English, they will be difficult in making communication with 
foreign people and difficult to compete in this global era. 
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the second group 
(second tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the 
uttarance can be seen in Table 4.2 below: 
Table 4.2. Motivating Strategy Used by Siti Rahmawati 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Ego – involvements 6 
2. The purpose of the recognized 2 
 TOTAL 8 
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From Table 4.2 above, it can be seen that tutor used two types of 
motivating strategy the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. 
The amount of motivating strategy used are 8 utterances. The data 
showed 6 data Ego-Involvements and 2 data classified as the purpose of 
the recognized.  
3) Third Tutor observation 
The researcher found 3 utterances of motivating strategy used by tutor in 
the third group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 11. 00 – 12. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Dea Rindiana 
Group   : 21 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
a. Giving Tasks 
Based on the third tutor observation the tutor used Giving Tasks, the 
utterance is datum Data3/20/GT. 
Tutor1: Tapi untuk kalian kalau ingin belajar bahasa inggris biar 
pronunciationnya bagus kalian bisa nonton youtube atau film luar 
ataupun kalian juga bisa dengerin music yang bahasa inggris.  
The context of that utterance is the tutor the tutor gave solution to the 
tutees to solve their problem in speaking practice and the tutees seemed 
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fun and interesting about the tutor‟s motivation. It means that the tutor 
used Giving Tasks strategy to motivating the tutees in speaking practice. 
b. The purpose of the recognized 
Based on the third observation the tutor used The purpose of the 
recognized strategy, the utterance is datum Data3/21/TPR. 
Tutor1: Soalnya bahasa inggris itu sangat penting sekali apalagi di 
era milinea ini. Tujuan dari bilingual sendiri kan juga harus bisa 
ngomong bahasa inggris. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee to make them 
think about important of speaking English and imagine their future 
without English.it means that the utterance above used the purpose of the 
recognized strategy. 
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the third group (third 
tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the uttarance 
can be seen in Table 4.3 below: 
Table 4.3. Motivating Strategy Used by Dea Rindiana 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Giving Tasks 1 
2. The purpose of the recognized 1 
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3. Knowing the result 1 
 TOTAL 3 
 
From Table 4.3 above, it can be seen that tutor used three types of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of motivating strategy used are 3 utterances. The data showed 1 
data Giving Tasks, 1 data classified as the purpose of the recognized, and 
1 data classified as Knowing the result. 
4) Fourth Tutor observation 
The researcher found 8 utterances of motivating strategy used by tutor in 
the fourth group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 12. 00 – 13. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Murni Sekar Pinilih 
Group   : 11 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
a. Ego-Involvements 
Based on the fourth tutor observation the tutor used Ego-Involvements, 
the utterance is datum Data4/27/EGI. 
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Tutor1: walaupun kita mungkin tidak seperti itu, tapi yang saya 
mau kalian itu bukan be your self tapi creat your self. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor was great in giving her 
motivation to the tutees. The tutees were asked to be open minded, be 
better person by creating themself. It means that the tutor used Ego-
Involvements strategy. 
b. The purpose of the recognized 
Based on the fourth observation the tutor used The purpose of the 
recognized strategy, the utterance is datum Data4/22/TPR. 
Tutor1: Jadi kalian disini tujuan pembelajaran ini kalian harus bisa 
menjadi a good speaker. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee that the benefit 
that learning English is important, especially in speaking, it means that 
the tutor used the purpose of the recognized strategy. 
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the fourth group 
(fourth tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the 
uttarance can be seen in Table 4.4 below: 
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Table 4.4. Motivating Strategy Used by Murni Sekar Pinilih 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Ego – involvements 6 
2. The purpose of the recognized 1 
 TOTAL 7 
 
From Table 4.4 above, it can be seen that tutor used two types of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of tutor strategy used are 7 utterances. The data showed 6 data 
Ego-Involvements and 1 data classified as the purpose of the recognized. 
 
5) Fifth Tutor observation 
The researcher found 2 utterances of tutor‟s strategy used by tutor in the 
fifth group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Monday, 12
nd 
November 2018 
Time  : 12. 00 – 13. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Aan Nur Agustin 
Group    : 12 
There is just one type of motivating strategy used by tutor during tutoring 
process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
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a. Knowing the result 
Based on the fifth tutor observation the tutor used Knowing the result, the 
utterance is datum Data5/29/KTR. 
Tutor1: Jadi performence kalian itu sudah bagus sudah terstuktur tapi 
dari beberapa tadi masih ada yang terpacu membaca teksnya. Terus 
ada juga yang masih belum lancar masih kebanyakan pake a a a gitu 
ya. Terus ada lagi yang pronunciationnya masih salah. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor more gave critic to the tutees 
about their performance without giving them appreciation and motivation 
it means that the tutor‟s utterance used knowing the result strategy.  
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the fifth group (fifth 
tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the uttarance 
can be seen in Table 4.5 of below: 
Table 4.5. Motivating Strategy Used by Aan Nur Agustin 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Knowing the result 2 
 TOTAL 2 
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From Table 4.5 above, it can be seen that tutor used one type of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of tutor strategy used are 2 utterances. The data showed 2 data 
knowing the result. 
6) Sixth Tutor observation 
The researcher found 7 utterances of motivating strategy used by tutor in 
the sixth group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Thursday, 15
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 12. 00 – 13. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Astri Rahma D 
Group   : 04 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
 
a. Giving Tasks 
Based on the sitxh tutor observation the tutor used Giving Tasks, the 
utterance is datum Data6/31/GT. 
Tutor1: Nah nanti untuk speechnya kita praktek satu satu ya, 
durasinya tiga sampai lima menit. 
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The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee that they 
should speaking practice one by one in front of their friends. The 
tutor‟s utterace used Giving Tasks strategy. 
b. Competition 
Based on the sixth tutor observation the tutor used Competition, the 
utterance is datum Data6/35/CTTN. 
Tutor1: Minggu depan akan saya pilih salah satu untuk mengikuti 
grand evaluation untuk mewakili kelompok kita. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee that the tutor will 
choose one of their tutees to joint speech contest, it means that the tutor‟s 
utterance is Competition strategy. 
c. Reward 
Based on the sixth observation the tutor used The purpose of Reward 
strategy, the utterance is datum Data6/37/RWD. 
Tutor1: Jadi dari kalian harus ada yang mewakili kalau kalian 
menang nanti kalian akan dapat piala, sertifikat dan hadiah uang 
tunai. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave motivation by enticing the 
tutees a gift to them to make them speaking practice, it means that the 
utterance is reward strategy. 
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d. Praise 
Based on the sitxh observation the tutor used praise strategy, the utterance 
is datum Data6/33/PRS. 
Tutor1: Ok thankyou for five volunteer today, kalian semua hebat.. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave appreciation to the tutees, it 
means that the tutor‟s utterance used praise strategy. 
e. Punishment 
Based on the sitxh observation the tutor used The purpose of Punishment 
strategy, the utterance is datum Data6/36/PNSM. 
Tutor1: Kalau tidak ada yang maju mewakili nanti kalian tidak ada 
yang lulus dan tidak mendapatkan sertifikat bilingual dan tidak dapat 
memenuhi syarat munaqosyah. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor also would not gave the tutees 
sertificate when the tutees didn‟t want to represent their group to speech 
contest, it means that the tutor‟s utterance used punishment strategy. 
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the sixth group (sixth 
tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the uttarance 
can be seen in Table 4.6 of  below: 
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Table 4.6. Motivating Strategy Used by Astri Rahma 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Competition 1 
2. Giving Tasks 2 
3. Praise 2 
4. Punishment 1 
5. Reward 1 
 TOTAL 7 
 
From Table 4.6 above, it can be seen that tutor used five types of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of tutor strategy used are 7 utterances. The data showed 1 data 
Competition, 2 data classified as Giving Tasks, The data showed 2 data 
praise, 1 data classified as Punishment, and 1 data classified as reward. 
7) Seventh Tutor observation 
The researcher found 4 utterances of motivating strategy used by tutor in 
the seventh group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Thursday, 15
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 14. 30 – 15. 30 WIB 
Tutor  :  Dewi Kusumawati 
Group   : 29 
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There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
a. Competition 
Based on the seventh tutor observation the tutor used Competition, the 
utterance is datum Data7/39/CTTN. 
Tutor1: Nanti salah satu dari kalian yang mendapatkan best score 
akan mewakili untuk speech in grand evaluation. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee that they should 
try to speaking English well, and they should bit means that the utterance 
is Competition strategy. 
b. Knowing the result 
Based on the seventh observation the tutor used Knowing the result 
strategy, the utterance is datum Data7/41/KTR. 
Tutor1: Ok semua sudah maju ya temen-temen. Sejauh ini kalian 
semua dalam praktek speech sudah bagus hanya saja kalian masih 
terpaku dengan teks kalian masih banyak membacanya, terus 
pronunciation kalian juga kurang bener, sama kalian waktu speaking 
masih kurang percaya diri. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor asked to the tutees about their 
performance when they are speaking practice, it means that the utterance 
is nowing the result strategy. 
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Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the seventh group 
(seventh tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the 
uttarance can be seen in Table 4.7 below: 
Table 4.7. Motivating Strategy Used by Dewi Kusumawati 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Competition 2 
2. Ego – involvements 1 
3. Knowing the result 1 
 TOTAL 4 
 
From Table 4.7 above, it can be seen that tutor used three types of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of tutor strategy used are 4 utterances. The data showed 2 data 
Competition, 1 data classified as the purpose of the recognized, and The 
data showed 1 data Knowing the result. 
 
8) Eighth Tutor observation 
The researcher found 9 utterances of motivating strategy used by tutor in 
the eighth group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Friday, 16
th 
November 2018 
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Time  : 09. 00 – 10. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Suci Oktaviana 
Group   : 26 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
 
a. Giving Tasks 
Based on the eighth tutor observation the tutor used Giving Tasks, the 
utterance is datum Data8/43/GT. 
Tutor1: Ada cara lain yang lebih enak buat menambah vocab 
kalian misalnya nonton film, baca buku, vidio game juga bis, tapi 
kalau untuk film kan ada subtitle jepang/korea, nah kamu pilih aja 
yang inggris ya. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave motivation to the tutees in 
many interesting ways such as; watching western movie, listening English 
music, playing video game, and also reading English novel to improve 
their pronunciation and vocabulary, it means that the tutor‟s utterance 
used Giving Tasks strategy.  
 
b. The purpose of the recognized 
Based on the eighth observation the tutor used The purpose of the 
recognized strategy, the utterance is datum Data8/46/TPR. 
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Tutor1: Kalau PBI kan biasanya buat pelajaran atau tour guide. Nah 
tour guide kan harus menguasai banyak vocab. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee gave them 
motivation by always remain them to learn English for their future, it 
means that the utterance is the purpose of the recognized strategy. 
c. Knowing the result 
Based on the eighth observation the tutor used Knowing the result 
strategy, the utterance is datum Data8/42/KTR. 
Tutor1: Ini kalau saya lihat dari speech kalian rata-rata mungking 
permasalahan kalian ada di vocab ya?. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutees about their 
performance, it means that the utterance is knowing the result strategy. 
d. Ego – involvements 
Based on the eighth observation the tutor used Ego–involvements strategy, 
the utterance is datum Data8/49/EGI. 
Tutor1: Kalau untuk masalah speaking, ini kan lama kelamaan pasti 
jadi terbiasa walaupun kita bukan dari jurusan PBI nah pasti nanti 
akan terbiasa secara sendirinya. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave suggestion to the tutees for 
always trying speaking without thinking about their major, it means that 
the utterance is Ego – involvements strategy. 
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Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the eighth group 
(eighth tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the 
uttarance can be seen in Table 4.8 below: 
Table 4.8. Motivating Strategy Used by Suci Oktaviana 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. The Purpose of recognized 2 
2. Ego – involvements 4 
3. Knowing the result 1 
4. Giving Tasks 2 
 TOTAL 9 
 
From Table 4.8 above, it can be seen that tutor used four types of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of tutor strategy used are 9 utterances. The data showed 2 data 
Purpose of recognized, 4 data classified as Ego-Involvements, 2 data 
classified Giving Tasks, and 1 data Knowing the result. 
9) Nineth Tutor observation 
The researcher found 7 utterances of motivating strstegy used by tutor in 
the nineth group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Friday, 16
th 
November 2018 
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Time  : 10. 00 – 11. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Tiara Febriana K S 
Group   : 01 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
a. Giving Tasks 
Based on the nineth tutor observation the tutor used Giving Tasks, the 
utterance is datum Data9/51/GT. 
Tutor1: Jadi nanti kita ada penilaian bilingual serta nanti dilinilai 
introduction, aspek, gesture, eye contact ke audience terus sama 
penggunaan bahasa, pronounciation, topik, dan durasi. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutee that the tutor 
gave some important aspects in speaking skill, it means that the utterance 
is Giving Tasks. 
b. Competition 
Based on the nineth tutor observation the tutor used Competition, the utterance is 
datum Data9/52/CTTN. 
Tutor1: Nah nanti yang terbaik dipilih menjadi wakil kelompok 
kita untuk maju di grand evaluation tanggal 7 desember. 
The context of that utterance is when the tutor gave motivation by asking 
them to show their best performance in front of their friends and one of 
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them should joint speech contest. it means that the tutor‟s utterance used 
Competition strategy. 
 
c. Ego-Involvements 
Based on the nineth tutor observation the tutor used Ego-Involvements, 
the utterance is datum Data9/56/EGI. 
Tutor1: Dan nanti yang mau maju, itu diperhatikan lagi ya kayak 
harus lebih bagus dari yang awal. Jadi, jangan takut jangan grogi 
ini kan teman semua anggap aja lagi latihan didepan kaca jangan 
malu-malu harus berani speak up. 
The context of that utterance is when the tutor gave motivation by asking 
them to have self-confident to practice English in front of their friends 
and the tutor always support her tutee, it means that the tutor‟s utterance 
used Ego-Involvements strategy. 
d. Knowing the result 
Based on the second observation the tutor used Knowing the result 
strategy, the utterance is datum Data9/54/KTR. 
Tutor1: Untuk mbak ulya hajat tadi pedenya udah bagus, na a dapat, 
eye contact ditmabha lagi sama pronounciationnya dipelajari lagi tapi 
secara keseluruhan udah bagus.. 
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The context of that utterance is the tutor told to the tutees about the result 
of their speaking practice, it means that the utterance is knowing the 
result strategy. 
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of tutor strategy used by tutor in the nineth group (nineth 
tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the uttarance 
can be seen in Table 4.9 below: 
Table 4.9. Motivating Strategy Used by Tiara Febriana 
No. Type of Motivating strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Giving Tasks 1 
2. Competition 1 
3. Ego – involvements 2 
4. Knowing the result 3 
 TOTAL 7 
 
From Table 4.9 above, it can be seen that tutor used four types of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of tutor strategy used are 7 utterances. The data showed 1 data 
Giving Tasks, The data showed 1 data Competition, 2 data classified as 
Ego-Involvements, and 3 data Knowing the result.  
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10) Tenth Tutor observation 
The researcher found 4 utterances of tutor‟s strategy used by tutor in the 
tenth group. The detail as below: 
Day, Date  : Monday, 19
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 13. 00 – 14. 30 WIB 
Tutor  :  Tazkiyah Firdausi 
Group   : 47 
There are several types of motivating strategies used by tutor during 
tutoring process in Bilingual Program. The detail explanation as below: 
a. Ego-Involvements 
Based on the tenth tutor observation the tutor used Ego-Involvements, the 
utterance is datum Data10/58/EGI. 
Tutor1: Bahasa Inggris itu sulit/ susah/ menyebalkan. 
mengucapkan susah, menjawab pertanyaannya susah. Tetapi 
harus dihadapi! 
The context of that utterance is the tutors‟ utterances had a purpose to 
stimulate tutees to study hard although the English very difficult for them, 
it means that the tutor‟s utterance used Ego-Involvements strategy.  
 
b. Giving Tasks 
Based on the tenth tutor observation the tutor used Giving Tasks strategy, 
the utterance is datum Data10/61/GT. 
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Tutor1: Gunakan Hpmu sebagai media belajar bahasa Inggris. 
The context of that utterance is the tutor gave suggestion to the tutee for 
used our facility to learning English, it means that the tutor‟s utterance 
used Giving Tasks strategy.  
 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about types of motivating strategy used by tutor in the tenth group (tenth 
tutor observation) in bilingual program. The summary of the uttarance 
can be seen in Table 4.10 below: 
Table 4.10. Motivating Strategy Used by Tazkiyah Firdausi 
No. Type of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Ego – involvements 3 
2. Giving Tasks 1 
 TOTAL 4 
 
From Table 4.10 above, it can be seen that tutor used two types of tutor 
strategy in motivating tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program. The 
amount of tutor strategy used are 4 utterances. The data showed 3 data 
Ego – involvements, and 1 data Giving Tasks.  
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B. Discussion 
This section presents the discussion of the research findings. As mentioned 
in the previous chapter, there is a problem statements proposed in this study. 
The aim of this study is to get description concerns the types of tutor‟s 
strategy in motivating the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual Program at 
IAIN Surakarta. 
Based on the explanation above, the reseacher made a table that showed 
about tutor‟s strategy in motivating the tutee‟s speaking practice in Bilingual 
Program at IAIN Surakarta. The table of tutor‟s strategy in motivating the 
tutees used in bilingual program can be seen below:  
 
Table 4.11. Motivating Strategy Used by Tutor in Bilingual Program  
No. Types of Motivating Strategy Numbers of Utterances 
1. Reward 1 
2. Competition 4 
3. Ego-involvements 24 
4. Giving Taskss 9 
5. Knowing the result 12 
6. Praise 4 
7. Punishment 1 
8. The purpose of the recognized 6 
 TOTAL 61 
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From Table 4.11 above, it can be seen that tutor and tutee used in 
motivating tutees speaking practice in of Bilingual Program. The amount of 
tutor‟s strategy used are 61 utterances. The data showed 1 data classified as 
reward, 4 data classified as competition, 24 data classified as ego-
involvements, 9 data classified as Giving Taskss,  12 data classified as 
knowing the result, 4 data classified as praise , 1 data classified as 
punishment, and , 6 data classified as the purpose of the recognized. The 
detail explanation is as below: 
 
Based on the analysis of the tutor's strategy in motivating the tutees 
speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta, the researcher 
found 24 utterances that tutor used ego-involvements strategy. From all of the 
strategy to motivating the tutees in speaking practice, ego-involvements 
strategy is mostly used by tutor to motivating the tutees speaking practice in 
Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta. Because ego-involvements strategy is 
strategy to raising awareness to the students to feel the importance of the task 
and take it as a challenge to work hard risking self-esteem, is as one form of 
motivation that is quite important. 
The second strategy that often used by tutor in Bilingual Program is 
Knowing the Result. Because by knowing the results of work, especially if it 
does progress, it will encourage students to study harder. Increasingly aware 
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that the graph of the results of learning increases, then there is motivation on 
students to continue to learn, with a hope the results continue to rise.  
The tutor in Bilingual Giving Taskss strategy is the strategy number 3 that 
often used by the tutor in motivating the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual 
Program. With used this strategy, the tutees will be keen to learn if they know 
there will be a tasks. And then the strategy number four that often used by the 
tutor in Bilingual Program is the purpose of the recognized strategy. Usually 
the tutor knowing the purpose of Bilingual Program or the important of 
learning English to  increase the tutees speaking practice. 
Based on the analysis of the tutor's strategy in motivating the tutees 
speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta, the competition 
strategy is the strategy number five that used by tutor in Bilingual Program. 
Because competition can improve tutees achievement. And the six strategy 
that used by tutor in Bilingual Program is praise. Sometimes the tutor used 
praise strategy to motivating the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual 
Program. From the data that reseacher found, the tutor usually give gift or 
give appreciation the tutees in speaking practice in Bilingual Program. 
Based on the analysis of the tutor's strategy in motivating the tutees 
speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta, the researcher 
found 1 utterances that tutor used reward strategy.  The tutor rarely used 
reward strategy in motivating the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual 
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Program. Because the reward for a job, it might not be attractive to someone 
who is not happy and no talent for anything the job.  
Based on the analysis of the tutor's strategy in motivating the tutees 
speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta, the researcher 
found 1 utterances that tutor used punishment strategy. The tutor rarely used 
punishment strategy in motivating the tutees speaking practice in Bilingual 
Program. Although punishment is a negative reinforcement but if given 
correctly and wisely be a motivational tool. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter is the last chapter of this research. After the researcher explored 
the discussion of the research findings which focus on the explanations of tutor‟s 
strategy in motivating the tutee‟s speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN 
Surakarta 2018/2019, then some conclusions and suggestions for some parties are 
made below. 
 
1) Conclusion  
  After observing, collecting and reducing, tutor and tutees‟ utterances in 
bilingual program, this research found the result observation the tutor‟s strategy 
in motivating the tutees speaking practice  used  61 utterances. The data showed 
1 data classified as reward, 4 data classified as competition, 24 data classified as 
ego-involvements, 9 data classified as Giving Taskss,  12 data classified as 
knowing the result, 4 data classified as praise , 1 data classified as punishment, 
and , 6 data classified as the purpose of the recognized.. It means that ego-
involvements strategy noted as the high rank. Meanwhile, there are some types of 
strategy in motivating that did not used to motivating the tutees in speaking 
practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta. The types of strategy 
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motivating that did not used are giving value, the desire to learn, and interests 
strategy. 
 
  Based on the explanation above, the researcher conclude that the tutor in 
Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta often used Ego-involvements strategy to 
motivating the tutees in speaking practice in Bilingual Program at IAIN 
Surakarta .  
 
2) Suggestion  
Based on the conclusion above, some suggestions are addressed to the tutor of 
Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta in academic year of 2018/2019. 
1. The tutor should keep motivating the tutees before and after the tutees 
speaking practice at Bilingual Program.  
2. The tutor can give prize if any tutees can do the best in their speaking 
practice and/or get good score.  
3. The tutor should give various methods in teaching to provide the materials, 
such as using game since it will increase the role of the tutees. 
4. The tutor can vary the teaching material, in order to that the tutees are more 
attracted toward to learning English in Bilingual Program at IAIN Surakarta. 
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Appendix 1.1. 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 1
st
 GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Tiara Febriana K S 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. WAHYU HAMID ALFIANTO 163241001 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
2. AULIA ROHIM PERMATA 
DHUHA 
163241002 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
3. ARUM MIFTAKHUL JANAH 163241003 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
4. ASRI HARTONO 163241004 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
5. KUSUMA DEWI S 163241005 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
6. MUHAMMAD DAUD 
LUTHFIAN 
163241006 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
7. ULYA HAJAR DZAKIAH  163241007 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
8. AISYAH ULFA AMBARIYAH  163241009 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
9. MUHAMMAD HAFIFI 163241010 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
10. UMI KHOIRIYAH 163241013 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
11. FAIZ AINURROZAQ 163241014 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
12. AKBAR PRINGGO WIDAGDO 163241016 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
13. SEDAH AGENG ARIF RIDHO P 163241017 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
14. ANA DANI YANTI 163241019 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
15. FRESSA AFYSSA AVELLA V 163241020 Bahasa dan Sastra Arab 
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Appendix 1.2. 
 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 4
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Astri Rahma D 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. MIFTAHUL KARIMAH 163111016 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
2. MUQODIMATUL  163111017 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
3. LUTFI AULIA NUR 163111018 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
4. BERTHA DAMARA 163111019 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
5. LAILITA ANGGRAINI 163111020 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
6. AGUS WAHYUDIAN 163111021 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
7. ADNAN JADI AL ISLAM 163111022 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
8. TRI HATMANTI  163111023 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
9. MUHAMAD ALI 163111024 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
10. IMRO ATUN 163111025 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
11. REDHA ZAUMI 163111026 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
12. HAMZAH 163111027 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
13. DHINI PUJI LESTARI 163111028 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
14. MUHAMMAD KHAIRUL 163111029 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
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Appendix 1.3. 
 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 11
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Murni Sekar Pinilih 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. DWI ELSA 163111123 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
2. HESTHI NURHAYATI 163111124 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
3. EMY MIMBAR DANI 163111125 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
4. JESIH RIYANTI 163111126 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
5. VERA ERLITASARI 163111127 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
6. YULIUS HERMAWAN 163111128 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
7. LULUK HIDAYATI 163111129 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
8. ISNAENI 163111130 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
9. NUR ANNISA 163111131 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
10. AZHARI MUZAKKY 163111132 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
11. KHUSNUL KHOTIMAH 163111133 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
12. AMY LIA LAILI 163111134 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
13. RIZAL HASAN S 163111136 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
14. RAHMAWATI M 163111137 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
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Appendix 1.4. 
 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 12
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Aan Nur Agustin 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. SITI FATHONAH 163111138 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
2. SYAIFUL ANWAR 163111139 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
3. DITYA HANGGAWUNIU 163111140 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
4. MUHAMMAD INDRA 
KURNIAWAN 
163111141 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
5. MUHAMMAD SAIFUL 
ANWAR 
163111142 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
6. KARTIKA TUNJUNG WULAN 163111143 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
7. FAJAR WAHYU DANA 163111144 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
8. DWI ARIF ANANGMAHMUD 163111145 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
9. PUTRI WULAN SARI 163111146 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
10. SITI AISYAH 163111147 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
11. AGUS SHOMA SHOFII 163111148 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
12. KURNIA SITTA APRILINA 163111149 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
13. DINA HERMAWATI 163111150 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
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Appendix 1.5. 
 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 13
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Siti Rahmawati 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. NURUL CHOIRIYAH 163111151 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
2. ANNISA CAHYANINGRUM 163111152 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
3. SYINDI OKTARIYANI 
AYUNINGTYAS 
163111153 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
4. ABDULLAH JAMILAINI 
ATMOWIYONO 
163111154 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
5. ILZAM MUTI 163111155 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
6. TIKA FITRIYANI 163111156 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
7. AYU NUR AINI 163111157 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
8. RIZKY BAGUS EFENDI 163111158 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
9. NUR AZIZAH KHOIRUN NISA 163111159 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
10. TRI ERA KHOIRIYAH 163111160 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
11. ALVI NUR AZIZAH 163111161 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
12. ALIFAH NUR MALINA 163111162 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
13. YUSUF AJI SETIAWAN 163111163 Pendidikan Agama Islam 
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Appendix 1.6. 
 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 18
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Ghaida Izdihar A 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. RENI RIYANA 163121032 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
2. DELA MONICA SUTOMO 
PUTRI 
163121033 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
3. DINAR DANIYATURIZKI 163121035 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
4. IDA APRILIA TRI 
PAMUINGKAS 
163121036 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
5. MUHAMMAD SUBHAN 
ASKHABI 
163121037 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
6. GHUFRON TRI PRABOWO 163121038 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
7. MUHAMMAD MUSLIHUDDIN 163121039 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
8. MUSLIHAH MUNAWAROHJ 163121040 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
9. OVAL ARI MUNANDAR 163121041 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
10. ABUL HARIS ANSHORI 163121042 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
11. CANDRA PURWANINGSIH 163121043 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
12. U‟UNG ZANIATUN 
FATHONAH 
163121044 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
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Appendix 1.7. 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 21
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Dea Rindiana 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. ABDULLAH M 163121070 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
2. UMMU ABIDAH A 163121071 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
3. NOFI MARFUAH 163121073 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
4. NAILIATURROHMAH 163121075 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
5. NURUL KHOTIMAH 163121076 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
6. RISKA SEPTIYANI S 163121078 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
7. NUR ROHMAD 163121079 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
8. ZAKKI ALAWI ZAIN  163121080 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
9. BAYU MAULANA P 163121081 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
10. FIRDAUS AUTHOR R 163121082 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
11. RIFATUL FADHILAH 163121083 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
12. MUHAMMAD KHOLI 163121084 Pendidikan Bahasa Arab 
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Appendix 1.8. 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 26
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
 
Tutor : Suci Oktaviana 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. HANIFAH D 163221062 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
2. FAUZIAH FAKHTU R 163221063 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
3. IN‟AM MADINAH S 163221065 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
4. RISKHI DIAN P 163221067 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
5. SITI FILDATI NUR K 163221068 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
6. RENI DWI AGUSTIN 163221069 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
7. FADEL F 163221070 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
8. ANISA MIFTA RIZKI 163221071 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
9. ZAKIYA MAIDAYANA 163221072 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
10. INDAH SARI I 163221073 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
11. MUHAMMAD ALI A 163221074 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
12. IIN NURCHASANAH 163221075 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
13. ESTIEN ANGGRAENI 163221076 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
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Appendix 1.9. 
 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 29
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
Tutor : Dewi Kusumawati 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. BETI RAHAYU 163221109 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
2. DWI KISNANDARI 163221110 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
3. WINDA RIRIN R 163221111 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
4. DWI SAFITRI 163221112 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
5. LINTANG AULIA 163221113 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
6. MUHAMMAD H 163221114 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
7. LANI SEPTIANINGSIH 163221115 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
8. RAFI AL MUHASIBI 163221117 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
9. ANISA FRISCA M 163221118 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
10. SIDIK NOR SRI S 163221119 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
11. FALUPI FEMMI ISNA 163221120 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
12. AINUN NUR ALIFAH 163221121 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
13. HIDAYATI KHOIRUN 163221122 Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 
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Appendix 1.10. 
 
 
TUTEES LIST OF 47
th 
GROUP in BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
 
 
Tutor : Tazkiyah Firdausi 
 
NO. NAMA NIM JURUSAN 
1. NIMAS AYU WAHYU 163131015 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
2. FRANSISKA EVA G 163131016 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
3. FITRI ASTUTI 163131017 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
4. SEPTY WIJAYA 163131018 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
5. PUSPITA WULANSARI 163131019 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
6. NURUL HIDAYAH 163131021 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
7. CHONSIYA S 163131022 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
8. DIAN FITRIANA 163131023 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
9. APRILIA SITI MISNAINI M 163131024 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
10. ISNAENI M 163131025 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
11. MELINDA R 163131026 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
12. DWI LAILY ISTHIKOMAH 163131027 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
13. REZKI ABADI 163131028 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
14. ANNISA NUR BAITI 163131029 Pendidikan Islam Anak Usia 
Dini 
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Appendix 2.1. 
 
TTZ : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
ALL : Waalaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
TTZ : Ok guys, today is last meeting to speech in front of your friend with “free 
theme”.  Are you ready guys? 
ALL : No, I‟m not ready. 
TTZ : Bahasa Inggris itu sulit/ susah/ menyebalkan. mengucapkan susah, 
menjawab pertanyaannya susah. Tetapi harus dihadapi! Jangan dijadikan 
beban! Percaya pada dirimu sendiri, kalau kamu pasti bisa. Gunakan Hpmu 
sebagi media belajar bahasa inggris. Mari bangkit dari bahasa Inggris, jangan 
takut belajar bahasa inggris. 
TT1 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Peace be upon you, and Allah mercy and 
blessings, good morning friends. On this wonderful occasion, I am here to 
give a speech about Islam. Many still think that Islam is a religion about war, 
but actually Islam has very beautiful sides and we can apply it in our daily 
lives. For example, Muslims live by referring to the Qur‟an and the sunnah of 
the Prophet Muhammad. The Messenger of Allah as a good role model has 
exemplified the noble character that must be applied by every Muslim. Every 
Apostle‟s habits have nothing to harm, so we must exemplify the habits and 
nature of the Prophet. Our daily lives should not be far from Islamic values, 
from waking up to going to sleep again. In fact, the procedure for going to the 
bathroom, wearing clothes, even drinking and eating was arranged. It turns 
out that the beautiful value of Islam is not only regulated for individuals, but 
also in social life. For example, in neighboring lives, we are obliged to 
maintain good relations. In fact, if someone cooks and smells to a neighbor‟s 
house, then we are asked to provide the food. So, Islam does have beautiful 
values and it is only natural that we implement these values in everyday life 
and community life. So many speeches from me. Wassalamu alaikum 
warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
TTZ : Ok, thank you. Give applause for guys. Ok next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT2 : Good morning. Let me give a speech about the environment so that we can 
reap many lessons. As we know, the environmental conditions that we live 
today are very different from the environment several decades ago. In the 
past, we could easily find trees, now the land containing plants has been 
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replaced with housing. Environmental problems are not only limited to plants. 
If we are sensitive, many fauna or animals lose their habitat. Humans seize 
their place of residence, so that animals have difficulty getting a place to live 
again. Not infrequently, animals that cannot get a house will attack humans in 
order to get food. Therefore, we should start from ourselves to foster a sense 
of love for the environment. Use methods that are easy and simple, for 
example by throwing garbage in its place, not using plastic when shopping, 
and saving on water use. So my speech about the environment from me, Let‟s 
take care of the environment together. Ok I think enough for my speech. 
Thenk you very much for your attention, and the last I say wassalamualaikum 
wr. wb 
TTZ : Ok, thank you. Good perform and next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT3 : Assalamualaikum, wr. Wb. Alright, in this opportunity, I am going to deliver 
my speech entitled “Success needs sacrifice”. As the candidates of successful 
person in the future, Success is very important for us. Trying to be successful 
person is very advantages for all of us. Success makes our level higher than 
the other. When we are reaching our success, we and our family will feel 
happy anytime. We will never feel sad anymore, because the other think that 
we are the good person. Success is easy; we just need to understand what 
Thomas Alfa Edison is doing when he was failed. He tried to rise, kept 
struggle to be better day by day and finally be a famous person. Don‟t forget 
to keep follow the Prophet Muhammad Shalallahu „Alahi Wassalam as the 
best figure of this universe. There are two important things we need to be 
success. The first thing is money, you need sacrifice your money for getting 
knowledge, buy some books for studying and buy a cell-phone to find a new 
knowledge. The second that you need is time. You need to sacrifice your time 
for studying. We must manage our time to succeed. Some people said; “Time 
is money”. They say like that because they don‟t like rubber time, and they 
don‟t want to waste their time just for bad things or stupid things. So just 
manage your time for getting success. Sometimes we feel we can‟t get success 
because we are foolish or stupid, but just push yourself, always try and be 
your-self. Cause if you believe and sure that you will get it. There is a wise 
word said; “Get your friend, add your knowledge, don‟t be afraid, make it 
sure, so your success is not a dream and no doubt about it”. Before closing 
my speech, I will give a message for youth people; “The perfect pearl born 
from hurt oyster, there is no a great success without sacrifice.” I think enough 
for this speech and I am sorry if I make mistakes in delivering words and 
thanks for your nice attention. Wassalamualaikum warahmatullahi 
wabarakatuh 
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TTZ : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok next. 
TT4 :  Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. First of all let‟s pray and thanks unto our God 
who has given us mercies and blessings. So we can attend in this program 
without any trouble and obstacles. We are the candidates who could be 
successful in the future. This is the hope of all of us as students, parents and 
teachers in all schools. You become a successful person if it is a pride for us. 
The first step to make you a success is having a dream. Make great dreaming 
and keep it stays upright while hurricane crashing though a hurricane struck. 
Dream keeps flying on space with dashing like the red-white flag. If we 
haven't had a dream then now is the time. Specify the dreams of us from now 
on. Deduce the dream for us with true and correct. Let the dream enslave us to 
make come true. Be aware the kids that dream sign someone's life and have 
hope. His life will be excited and far removed from any disease and stress. We 
are great people stories. Then there we will find their success, our success 
named perceptible in all time history is the beginning of a dream. Look at the 
Prophet Muhammad, Marcopolo, Leonardo Davinci, Isaac Newton, and 
hundreds of other great people. They start from a dream. Therefore at this 
time, let build dreams of you. What we want in life, it is the time to dream. 
Your guys are in the golden age. Don't waste the time for your guys. There are 
a few tips to be a successful person in reaching goals among us: Become a 
sturdy that can pass through a variety of obstacles, add insights/knowledge, a 
person who never give up, learn to be a better person, receive foolish 
gracefully, always think positive, always pray to Almighty God. The 
father/mother, all teachers and friends who I respect. Hopefully, i hope it can 
be realized. That‟s all my speech, may what I have delivered be useful in our 
life. If you found many mistakes in my speech please forgive me. 
Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb 
TTZ : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok and the last performen, time is 
yours. 
TT5 : Assalamualaikum wr wb. Alhamdulillah – Alhamdulillah hirobbil „alamin 
washolatu, washolamu „ala asrofil ambiya‟I wal mursalin wa‟ala „alihi 
wasyhabihi ajma‟in ama ba‟du. With all due respects to the honorable judges, 
to all of the teachers who are attending, and to all of the audiences, ladies and 
gentlemen, good morning everybody! First of all, let us thanks to Allah SWT 
for His blessings, that we can gather here on this event. Shalawat and prayer 
will always be to our greatest prophet, Muhammad SAW, his family, his 
friends, and all of his followers. Amen! Ladies and gentleman, Here, I would 
like to deliver my speech about The power of Honesty. Honestly, what is 
honesty? honesty is an expression or statement of a person in truth from the 
inner depths of his heart. Honesty today is a rare item, a human in daily life 
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should always tell the truth, because truth is the beginning of the key to 
success. If human beings in everyday dishonest or lying then, his life will 
always be bad luck, will never be lucky, and let alone successfull. Honest 
should always be instilled early on because it‟s learned very difficult. Honest 
person will always be a lot of friends, a lot of merit, and began planting the 
seeds of success. Honest is one of the key for future success. so if we want to 
be successfull succeed in the future we should always be honest and never tell 
lies at all. Finally, I hope the Indonesian people can be honest, creative, more 
productive, innovative and useful for the future, nation and country, creating 
high quality human resources that can be independent and meet the needs of 
universe. Ok, Thank You very much for your attention, If there a word 
mistakes I ask to sorry,see you and good Bye…..!!!! Wassalamu‟alikum wr. 
Wb. 
TTZ : ok thank you. Give applause for us friends, you are good. Semoga dengan 
ilmu yang sudah kalian dapat di Bilingual ini,  kalian nantinya bisa menjadi 
good speaker. Aamiin. Ok sampai sini ada yang ditanyakan guys? 
ALL : no  
TTZ : ok, I think enough for today. Thank you very much for the 8
th
 meeting in 
bilingual. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. And the last I say wasalamualaikum wr. 
Wb. See you on top guys. 
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Appendix 2.2. 
 
TTR : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
ALL : Waalaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
TTR : Ok guys, today is last meeting to speech in front of your friend with the 
theme “cleanliness.”  Jadi nanti kita ada penilaian bilingual serta nanti dilinilai 
introduction, aspek, gesture, eye contact ke audience terus sama penggunaan 
bahasa, pronounciation, topik, dn durasi. Nah nanti yang terbaik dipilih 
menjadi wakil kelompok kita untuk maju di grand evaluation tanggal 7 
desember. Kesiapannya juga ya, misalnya sebelum disuruh kalian uda minta 
maju duluan gitu. Are you ready? 
ALL : ready. 
TTR : ok sekarang dimuali dari mbak Ulya. 
TT1 : Assalamu'alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh  First Of all, Let's thanks to 
our god Allah Swt, Who has Given us Health and bless so we can attend in 
this place. The Second Let's say shalawat and salam to our prophet 
Muhammad Saw. Because him we are living in Islam now. My speech this 
time is about cleanliness. As our prophet say that cleanliness is a part of faith, 
we should always keep ourselves clean, not only prophet, but all people who 
have a healthy mindset will love cleanliness and encourage it. As the doctors 
say, that dirty place is a den of disease, the dirtier the place, the bacteria will 
breed more quickly, therefore, we must always keep our environment clean 
and remind our family, friends and ourselves to always keep cleanliness 
because cleanliness is a reflection of a good person. That's all I can say, thank 
you for all the attention. Wassalamu'alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 
 
TTR : Ok, thank you mbak ulya.  Untuk mbak ulya hajat tadi pedenya udah bagus, 
na a dapat, eye contact ditambah lagi sama pronounciationnya dipelajari lagi 
tapi secara keseluruhan udah bagus.next mas daus. Time is yours. 
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TT2 : Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. The first of all, let‟s pray 
our praise and gratitude to Allah S.W.T for blessing so that we are all here in 
this place in fine fettle. The second, let‟s say shalawat and salam to our 
prophet Muhammad SAW. Because of him, we are living in faith of Islam. 
Dear all of my teachers and friends. Today, I am very grateful to my 
homeroom teacher that has given me such a great opportunity to recite a 
speech on cleanliness at this event. Before I begin this speech, let me remind 
you some common slogans on cleanliness, namely; Cleanliness is the root of 
health, cleanliness is part of faith, keep cleaning, and many more. We often 
heard those slogans, right? Moreover, one of those slogans attached to the 
main gate of our school. However, we often don‟t care about it. It is proved by 
the cleanliness of our school environment. As we can see, many students still 
throw rubbish carelessly. My beloved friends, honestly, we are all good 
students, no one is bad. So, we have to feel that our school is our home. Of 
course, we want our school looks clean, reassuring, and cozy. We should not 
make it dirty and full of rubbish. By the way, don‟t you still remember one of 
our school rules on cleanliness? Let me read it for you. The students should 
obey the rules relating to cleanliness. Don‟t throw the papers, chalks or any 
other waste materials in the classrooms or schoolyard. The students should 
remember that they will get punished if they disobey it. Cleanliness is not 
only the responsibility of our gardener but also the responsibility of every 
single person in this school. If not us, who else? The English Closing of 
Speech on Cleanliness. Before I end my speech on cleanliness, I would like to 
invite you all of my friends to go hand in hand in maintaining our school 
environment and always keep our school‟s environment clean so that teaching 
and learning process can run well. Last but not least, I hope that my speech is 
useful for us so that our school can be the cleanest school in our country. 
That‟s all my speech for today. Thank you so much for the participation and 
your nice attention. Wassalamu‟alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh. 
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TTR : Untuk mas daus, pedenya oke, na a dapat, eye contactnya dapat, sama 
pronouncitionnya ya tadi “culture” bukan “kalte”r sama “young generation” 
bukan “yong.” Ok, next. 
TT3 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Let us together praise and gratitude to Allah SWT 
for the blessings and gifts so that we can stand in this sunny day together with 
a good health. Ladies and gentlemen.. First of all, we need to realize that the 
environment is a livelihood for all of human beings including us. So, we have 
to keep our environment well to make it everlasting in all of the generation. It 
is dangerous if we do not take care it in a good way because the nature which 
should generate a profit to us, will be turn into a damage. For the example, if 
we do not keep the cleanliness of this school, it can produce a virus which will 
attack all of us. So, one of the way to make the environment does not provide 
a disaster for us is maintaining the cleanliness itself. Before we keep the 
environment, then we have to know in advance what the environmental 
cleanliness is. The real meaning of environmental hygiene is a situation where 
the environment is livable for human and the physical state of human health 
can be maintained well. Ladies and gentlemen.. Maintaining Environmental 
Cleanliness is the best way to prevent a variety of diseases that lurk in the 
rainy season as happen right now. Keeping the environment clean up can 
begin from this beloved school. If our school is known as a clean living, we as 
the inhabitants of this school are also affected by the positive impact of 
teaching and learning process which more comfortable. Maintaining a 
cleanliness of the school environment can be done by removing the rubbish 
and put into a dump. Furthermore, picket should conduct in the regular daily 
classes. If those two simple habits are done continuously by all of the 
individuals of this school, I believe that our dream to realize the clean living 
place will come true. Ladies and gentlemen.. In closing, I quote a saying that 
“cleanliness is part of faith” so if someone does not care about cleanliness 
then it is actually they do not a full believer. Next, I also hope we as the 
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human beings can be more active in keeping the environment to be clean. 
Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. 
TTR : Dan nanti yang mau maju, itu diperhatikan lagi ya kaya harus lebih bagus 
dari yang awal. Jadi jangan takut jangan grogi ini kan teman semua anggap 
aja lagi latihan didepan kaca jangan malu-malu harus berani speak up. Ok, 
next mbk fresa. 
TT4 : Assalamualaikum, wr. Wb. Before I begin to deliver this speech, I would 
like to invite you to thank to Allah the Almighty, Who has given us Mercy 
and Blessing, so we can meet together in this blessing place. And also let‟s 
deliver Sholawat and Salam to our prophet Muhammad SAW, Who has 
brought us from the darkness to the brightness. Ladies and gentlemen, To 
celebrate an annual event of Earth Day on April 22, today I would like to 
deliver a speech about “Our Environment”. Realize it or not, we live in this 
world depends on the environment, we drink water from our environment, we 
breath air from our environment and we eat foods which are planted from our 
environment. Our environment has a great influence in our live. Our 
environment gives us life. Good or bad the condition of our environment will 
definitely affect our live even our existence. Our environment is our life. Let‟s 
close our eyes and remember few years back. Few years ago, there were many 
green trees around us but now those green trees are gone and replaced with 
grey stiff buildings.  Few years ago, we could still breath deeper to fill our 
lung with fresh air of oxygen but now that refreshing oxygen was gone and 
replaced with thick Carbon Monoxide. Few years ago, we could still look at 
our reflections on the river because of the clear water but now those reflection 
was gone and replaced with pale face of trash. Grey stiff building that we see, 
carbon monoxide that we breath, and polluted water that we drink become our 
daily menu right now. Do we just stay still and enjoy those bitter menu 
everyday? Or we can do something small hoping to see green trees, breath 
fresh oxygen, and drink clear water once more. Ladies and gentlemen, Small 
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action such as planting some trees, put trash in the right place, save electricity, 
and reduce the usage of motor vehicle will save our environment from 
destruction. If those small actions are done by people in this world, it will 
create an opportunity to restore our environment from destruction once more. 
The future condition of our environment depends on us. We who live now 
have a big responsibility to restore our environment so in the future we can 
still live a better life. Remember my friends, our environment is our life. If it 
is destroyed, our life will be destroyed too. Treat it well and it will treat us 
well. That is all my speech. I hope my brief speech about the environment will 
be useful for us.  And also I would like to say sorry for all of my mistakes. 
Thank you very much for your attention. Wassalamualaikum Wr Wb. 
TTR : Untuk mbak fresa, pronounciation udah bagus, judulnya juga bagus. Ok and 
the last performen, time is yours. 
TT5 : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. First of all, let us pray our praise and gratitude to 
Allah SWT for blessing and the gift so that we can all come together in this 
place in good health. Before I begin this speech, I will remind about the 
slogans attached to almost every corridor of our school, including “cleanliness 
is the root of health”, “cleanliness is part of faith”, and “keep cleaning”. But 
do these slogans have inspired us to put it into practice? We often see students 
littering, either in the form of used paper and packs everywhere. Of course we 
as a school community does not want to see the garbage strewn everywhere. 
The trash can also pollute the environment of our schools, both in the 
classroom and outside the classroom. In addition, the gross school 
environment also can make our learning environment becomes uncomfortable. 
The school environment should always look clean, airy, and reassuring so that 
when we learn, we are no longer bothered with the inconvenience of the trash. 
Therefore, I am as the part of this school really want to watch over the 
cleanliness of the school environment we love. Each class should now have its 
own discipline on the importance of cleanliness. The students who have a 
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picket schedule must arrive early so that when the first lesson has been 
started, the classroom environment will be clean and comfortable for the 
instruction. In order to achieve a clean and comfortable environment in which 
we learn, it is essential to do the action that is inviting awareness to each 
student to maintain hygiene to overcome the problems. The educators are 
expected to able to sensitize students to maintain cleanliness in the school 
environment. In addition, we can also run as a class picket action to keep the 
environment in school and get used to sort the waste in accordance with the 
group before being put into the trash. The kind of waste is divided into three, 
namely: 
1. Wet waste. It is waste that is biodegradable and rot. 
For example: food scraps, vegetable, fruit, garden waste and kitchen waste. 
2. Dry Garbage. It is garbage that can not rot and decompose naturally. 
For example: paper, cardboard, plastic, rubber, glass, cans and others. 
3. Hazardous and Toxic Materials. It is the toxic waste and reactive seriously 
endanger the health and life of the organism. For example: batteries, paint, 
pesticides, trash hospitals, and others. So I expect the students to dispose of 
waste in place in accordance with the types of garbage. We all do not want our 
schools become dirty, rundown and full of rubbish. The rubbish was also 
pollute the environment both in the classroom and outside the classroom, but 
it also can cause an uncomfortable atmosphere for learning our end we did 
with lessons given concentration of father / mother a teacher. I hope that 
through such efforts, the teachers can sensitize students to maintain the 
cleanliness of the school environment. Cleanliness big impact on health and 
therefore hygiene should be maintained by us and for us as well. Remember 
that the school environment should be an environment that looks clean, airy 
and comfortable, so that people who are in it will be convenient when they are 
in the process of seeking knowledge. Therefore, I requested and appealed to 
all citizens of this school to always keep our environment clean so that the 
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school environment will be clean and the teaching learning istruction can run 
well. Let us sit down together to raise awareness about the importance of 
cleanliness of the school environment. Because the cleanliness of the school 
environment is of course not only the responsibility of the gardener, but the 
responsibility of all of the entire school community. Before I end this speech, 
I would like to invite all my friends to go hand in hand to maintain a school 
environment that we love clean and healthy. That is all my speech for today. 
Thank you so much for the participation and attention. Wassalamualaikum 
Wr. Wb 
TTR : ok thank you. Give applause for us friends, you are good. Ok sampai sini ada 
yang ditanyakan guys? 
ALL : no  
TTR : ok, I think enough for today. Thank you very much for the 8
th
 meeting in 
bilingual. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. And the last I say wasalamualaikum wr. 
Wb. See you on top guys. 
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TST : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
ALL : Waalaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
TST : Ok guys, today is last meeting to speech in front of your friend with “free 
theme”.  Are you ready guys? 
ALL : No, I‟m not ready. 
TST : Ok, sebelum memulai praktek speechnya saya minta waktunya 5 menit 
terlebih dahulu. Jadi gini ya temen – temen caranya lancar speaking, kalian 
harus practice practice and practicing speaking your daily activities. Jadi 
meskipun, mbak saya anak PAI saya tidak bisa speak English kaya mahasiswa 
PBI gitu ya? It‟s ok kamu nggak harus memperhatikan kaidah-kaidah bahasa 
inggris kayak gimana, yang penting yang pertama just try and practice. Coba 
dan berlatih. Nah kan the purose of bilingual is to make you can speak 
English. Itu paling enggak. Minimalnya kamu can speak English. It‟s not 
woried saya nggak bisa grammarnya bener nggak papa yang penting sudah 
bisa ngomong English is very good. Jadi bahasa inggis itu pasti nanti sangat 
berguna, if you graduate from this institution pasti nanti diluar sangat 
dibutuhkan sekali. Like i seek before, ini ada cerita ya. Ini ada karena bahasa 
inggris critanya. Ini ada dua orang, mereka itu sama-sama pandai kemampuan 
skillya bahasa inggris, tapi satu dari orang ini tersisih karena dia lemah di skill 
speakingnya. Jadikalian cobalah kalian untuk memotivasi diri sendiri,karena if 
i motivate you sampek saya capek memotivasi temen-temen, but if you not 
have intern motivation, you can‟t increase your English skill. Jadi motivasi 
yang utama itu muncul dari diri sendiri. Nah kalian harus punya target gitu, 
after i graduate from this institution, i have to can speak English. 
TT1 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Peace be upon you, and Allah mercy and 
blessings. Thank you, I pray for the presence of Allah SWT, because on his 
behalf, we can gather in this meeting in good health. I am here to deliver a 
speech about Muslim women. Islam greatly glorifies women, so women also 
need to understand that they are highly glorified in Islam. At present, we have 
found many Muslim phenomena that keep up with the times. Muslim women 
want to be hits on social media and the real world. Actually Muslim women 
must maintain their honor and not be easily carried away by trends or 
fashions. So, it is important for Muslim women to try to find out things that 
could bring them closer to Allah SWT or even keep them away from Allah 
SWT. Ok I think enough, thanks for your attention. I‟m sorry if I have 
mistake. Wassalamualaikum, wr. Wb. 
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TST : Ok, thank you. Give applause for guys. Ok next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT2 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Peace be upon you, and Allah mercy and 
blessings. Good morning, brothers and sisters. I thank you for giving the 
opportunity to deliver a speech in the framework of Mother‟s Day because it 
coincides with the 22nd of December, our community commemorates 
Mother‟s Day. Actually the purpose of mother‟s day commemoration is to 
recall mother‟s services which are sometimes overlooked. Every day, my 
mother prepares breakfast, takes care of household needs, and is even willing 
to put aside her career just for the sake of the family. However, we often 
overlook the great role of mothers by rejecting their requests, even we often 
complain. If you ask for help to buy something, you reject and make excuses, 
even though when you are sick, your mother sincerely takes care of us. 
Maternal sacrifice should be remembered every day and not only on mother‟s 
day. How many of us make mothers a priority compared to friends? How 
many of us are asking about your mother when you are away from you? Do 
not let our busyness overcome attention to mothers who have struggled to care 
for and raise us. Let‟s make mother‟s day memorial as a day to start returning 
to the mother and remember the mother‟s services. If there are mistakes in 
words and sentences when conveying, please apologize me. 
Wassalamualaikum, wr. wb 
TST : Ok, thank you. Good perform and next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT3 : Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, let us offer thanks for the presence of 
Allah SWT because of His mercy we can gather in this place in good health. 
On this special occasion, allow me to say a word or two about the importance 
of protecting myself from the dangers of drugs. With the rapid advancement 
of technology, it is not unusual for information development to make it easier 
for us to get something. Now we don‟t have to bother to get things even 
though it is constrained by location differences. Therefore, it is only natural 
that we are careful about drugs. At present, forms of drug trafficking are 
increasingly alarming. The main target of drug trafficking is no longer adults 
but children. Therefore, it is only natural that we also supervise and provide 
education about the importance of protecting ourselves from the dangers of 
drugs. The easiest way to socialize the dangers of drugs is to provide 
education at the family level. The role of parents and close people is very 
important. Knowledge of various types of drugs and their effects must be 
conveyed to prevent the spread of drugs more widely. There are so many 
speeches about drugs that I can convey. If there are mistakes in words and 
sentences when conveying, please apologize me. 
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TST : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok next. 
TT4 : Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, allow me here as a representative of 
the child ambassador to say a few words at this national children‟s day event. 
Actually, children have a big role that we cannot take for granted. Children 
under 10 years of age are the future successors of Indonesia for decades to 
come, so that if these children do not have good quality at this time, the 
quality of Indonesia in the future will also decreasing. So, how to maintain the 
quality of Indonesian children? Actually, we as parents or people close to 
children can guide him slowly and train them to learn discipline. Try to give 
limit time when they are using gadgets and watching television, instead make 
it a habit for them to read books because as we know Indonesia‟s reading 
interest is not in a high enough position. If Indonesian students are diligent in 
reading, it is not impossible if we can compete on the international stage. A 
few speeches that I can convey about the importance of education for 
children. I apologize if there is a wrong word in the delivery process.Ok I 
think enough, thanks for your attention. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. 
Wassalamualaikum, wr. Wb. 
TST : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok and the last performen, time is 
yours. 
TT5 : Good morning, on this happy occasion, I want to deliver a speech about 
education. As we know, education plays an important role for the progress of 
a nation. If the education of the people is left behind, then the population will 
experience difficulties in adapting and facing pressure from the outside world. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the government holds many programs to 
support the progress of education in Indonesia, one of which is by allocating 
large amounts of funds, so the dropout rate can be reduced and more students 
can get the right to education. Actually, education can not only be obtained at 
school. Even outside of school we can use technology to access education. 
Take advantage of an online platform that can be accessed for free to get free 
knowledge from various parts of the world, so that we can compete with the 
people out there. Developing countries are also very concerned about the 
quality of the education of their people, so it is not surprising that the quality 
of campus abroad is quite good, even many Indonesians decide to gain 
knowledge out there. Thus, we must learn to be able to catch up, especially if 
we have not yet had the opportunity to distribute education. Ok I think 
enough, thanks for your attention. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. 
Wassalamualaikum, wr. Wb. 
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TST : ok thank you. Give applause for us friends, you are good. Semoga dengan 
ilmu yang sudah kalian dapat di Bilingual ini,  kalian nantinya bisa menjadi 
good speaker. Aamiin. Ok sampai sini ada yang ditanyakan guys? 
ALL : no  
TST : ok, I think enough for today. Thank you very much for the 8
th
 meeting in 
bilingual. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. And the last I say wasalamualaikum wr. 
Wb. See you on top guys. 
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TSC : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
ALL : Waalaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
TSC : Ok guys, today is last meeting to speech in front of your friend with free 
theme.  Are you ready guys? 
ALL : Yes, I‟m not ready. 
TSC : Ok, sekarang dimulai dari absen satu. 
TT1 : Good morning everyone. First of all, I‟d like to thank God for his blessing 
and opportunity so that we can meet here in this very special occasion. Today, 
I‟d like to present my speech with the title “Be a great nation through 
commemorating National Heroes Day” Ladies and Gentlemen, today is 
November 10th. This is the day where we annually celebrate the national 
heroes day. But, it is not actually a celebration. Because, what do we really 
celebrate every year on this day ? The death of hundreds of our people ? or 
did we celebrate the war, the catastrophic event which cost us hundreds of life 
? is it relly what we are celebrating every year ? The answer is “No”, we are 
not celebrating anything today, but we are “commemorating”. Today we 
commemorate the deed of our heroes. What does it mean ladies and 
gentlemen ? It means that, today we rember that what we have right now is 
the result of their fight, of their endless effort to take back, to regain, and to 
reclaim our nation‟s freedom from the colonial. And today, is the day where 
we take our time to think back about the reason behind the fight of our heroes, 
about why did they ready to sacrifice their life to claim the freedom for our 
country, and also to understand about the concept of freedom that they had 
fought so hard to get. Ladies and Gentlemen, what is a freedom for you ? is it 
the right to do anything you want ? like smoke weed at the school ? Or is it 
the right to have anything, so that you can take other person‟s belonging as 
you wish ? or is it the right to think and talk freely ? so free that we can say 
anything that hurt other people, disrespecting other country, other religion, or 
other race without taking responsibility about it ? Right, the answer is “No”, 
this is not a freedom. Because if this is the definition of freedom, then the 
whole world will be in a chaos. At the moment, during the fight of our heroes 
and the colonial government. The concept of freedom is pretty simple, that is 
to sent the colonial government away from our land, and take back our 
country, so that we can rule it ourself for the betterment of the people. Now, 
that we already have this land, and this country as ours, but did we really have 
our freedom ? The ansewer is “Yes” we had our freedom, but something that 
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we also have to realize is that the concept of freedom has change over time, 
and it is our duty, our mission, and our responsibility to keep it. Why has it 
changed ? because the challenge that we face right now is different of what 
our ancestor faced during the colonial age. The chalange that we face right 
now is how we keep the freedom for us without violating other people 
freedom in the same time. And that is the reason why, there is always 
limitation in freedom, not to make the freedom to be less free, but to make it 
well organize so everyone will have the freedom equally. To do so, is not only 
the responsibility of the government as the policy maker, but also our 
responsibility as the people of Indonesia. We need to work together hand in 
hand to achieve this goal, to create the condition where everyone will be able 
to feel their freedom and feel save. Because without the people awareness on 
this matter, all of the policy and regulation made by the government will only 
be a text in a book. As the citizen of Indonesia, We have to realize, that we 
have our freedom, we can do anything, but other people have the same right 
and we have to respect it. Only by this, our country will be a great nation. All 
of this awareness will not be achieved if we never think and realize that we 
have to be gratefull of our condition in Indonesia right now, we can have a 
place to live, and we have the government who protect us, and more 
importantly we don‟t have to face a war. And all of this can only be achieved 
because of the effort of our national heroes who fought for our Independence. 
And to be aware of our mission to show respect to each other freedom is the 
way we show our gratitude to our national heroes. Ladies and Gentlemen, 
And for the closing, I want you to know that, we don‟t have to do a lot of 
complicated things to achieve our mission. We just need to do one thing, and 
it is to “do your best” in anything you do. So if you are a student, study 
seriously and achieve anything you can as a student. If you are a teacher, be 
the best teacher, keep learning because science is evolving, and your student 
need to know that. And whoever you are, what ever you do, remember “do 
your best” because that is the way to feel your freedom, and that is the way to 
say thanks to our national heroes, and finaly, that is what will make our 
country great. That‟s all that I want to share today, thank you very much for 
your time and attention. I am sorry if there is an inappropriate word in my 
speech. Wassalamualaikum wr.wb 
TSC : Ok, thank you . Give applause for your friend guys. Ok next absen 2, time is 
yours. 
TT2 : Good morning everyone. First of all, I‟d like to thank God for his blessing 
and opportunity so that we can meet here in this very special occasion. Today, 
I‟d like to present my speech with the title “Why Dreaming Big Is Not 
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Always Good “. I have an important question for you, and I bet you have 
dedicated your fair share of thought to it throughout your lives – which way of 
thinking is better, dreaming big or being satisfied with small things? Since I 
held the first belief my whole life, I believe I am qualified enough to talk 
about why it can be even more harmful than being unambitious. My whole 
life I thought I was gonna be huge. Not just your typical A-student type huge, 
but world-famous huge. I probably had some predisposition to think so, 
because I was a talented kid and did really well at school, frequently scoring 
at the top of the class. Over time, however, my motivation turned into 
something unhealthy. I started to believe that I was entitled to success, and I 
grew more and more frustrated as I faced the real world. Well, the truth is I 
didn‟t contact it a lot until going to university and leaving my hometown, 
where I had lived in a safe bubble believing that success in the big city is 
waiting for me to come. The first ominous sign came when I didn‟t get a 
perfect score at the entrance exams. I still scored really well – 195 out of 200, 
and got into the university, but I wasn‟t the first one anymore. Which seems 
pretty logical now – there were thousands and thousands of kids applying to 
the same university – but back then I felt that I was missing something. I 
couldn‟t enjoy my triumph because I didn‟t get that perfect score. The pitfall, 
however, came almost three years later when I first got a B on a history exam, 
a subject I absolutely hated. Then I started to feel like a failure. Now you are 
probably wondering, “What does it have to do with dreaming big?” Here‟s my 
answer: I always dreamed big, and this made me overlook small successes 
and feel entitled for admiration and victory. I believe you can guess what 
happened next. I grew more and more frustrated, as I realized you had to 
work, and most often, work hard, to achieve what you wanted. You even had 
to withstand failure and rejection – something I wasn‟t used to dealing with at 
all. The only opinion I had about failures is that they diminished my previous 
accomplishments and my value as a person and that successful people never 
fail and never have to deal with the pain of rejection. Dreaming big is good, as 
it helps a person set far-reaching goals and do bold things. But it can only 
work if a person has healthy relationships with failure, tryouts and taking tiny 
steps. The success that seemingly comes overnight takes years to achieve, but 
no one wants to mention those years – they are a boring time of exhausting, 
routine and continuous hard work. Sounds bad enough for a movie, right? 
Don‟t teach anyone just to dream big – teach them to dream big while taking 
small steps. This is always better than staying in one place and wishing to be 
teleported to the valley of success. 
TSC : Ok, thank you. Good perform and next absen 3, time is yours. 
TT3 : Assalamualaikum, wr. wb. Before I begin to give a speech, I would like to 
invite you to thank to Allah the Almighty, Who has given us Mercy and 
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Blessing, so we can meet together in this blessing place. And also I don't 
forget to deliver sholawat and salam to our prophet Muhammad SAW, Who 
has brought us from the darkness to the brightness, so we are always in the 
right way. My dear friends What was the first thing you figured out in your 
head when you heard a word "Mom". A best friend? A wish-adviser? A good 
teacher? Or a real hero? Whatever it is, one thing is clear she is everything. It 
is hard to find a word to describe a person who always encourages us to be the 
real us; a person who shows the right path when we lost; a person who always 
listen well to every single problems we have and the person who never stop to 
support us. Yeah, Mom is indeed everything. 'Mom is everything ' may be the 
only explanation that can explain all good things she has done to us. Just 
remember for a second how much tears she has dropped to make us grow 
healthy, and live happily. Just remember for a moment how many sacrifices 
she has done to see us succeed and independent. She gives us love that none 
else can give. She gives us happiness that nothing else can give. She gives us 
valuable lessons of live that no teachers can give. She gives us everything 
because she thinks we are everything to her. My friends in this fine moment 
of Mother's Day, let's make it as a day to remind everything she has done to 
us, her sons. Let's make this day as the starting point to give loves like she has 
given, to give happiness like she has given. Because she is everything. She 
deserves all good things in this world. Let's repay all her kindness 
with  always be good sons, be a pride of her and be her hero in her old days. 
Not much words that I give in this opportunity, because I think this speech is 
not aimed to reply all affection, sacrifice, love, laugh and tears of Mom that 
she gives. But I hope after hearing this speech, let's reply her 
affection, sacrifice, love, laugh and tears of our Mom with grant all her hopes. 
Thank you. Wasalamualaikum wr. wb. 
TSC : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok next. 
TT4 : Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb. Before I begin to deliver this speech, I would like 
to invite you to thank to Allah the Almighty, who has given us mercy and 
blessing, so we can meet together in this blessing place. And also let‟s deliver 
Sholawat and Salam to our prophet Muhammad SAW, who has brought us 
from the darkness to the brightness. Ladies and gentleman, to celebrate an 
annual event of Earth Day, I would like to deliver a speech about 
“Environment”. Environment where we live is very important for us. Why? 
Because, our environment is the place where we do all of our activities. That‟s 
why we need to keep our environment clean and comfortable. Keeping the 
environment can be started from small things like, throwing rubbish in its 
place, cleaning our homes and much more. Nowadays, the awareness of 
maintaining cleanliness of the environment is very concerning. There are so 
many people that don‟t realize the important of environment. They keep 
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throwing rubbish not in proper place. They also cutting trees without doing 
the reforestation. Those action make our environment getting worse. Ladies 
and gentleman, in this good occasion I would like to ask all of you to keep our 
environment to be in good condition. Therefore, let‟s us start from the very 
little thing: throwing rubbish in its place. That is all my speech. I hope my 
brief speech about the environment will be useful for us. I am sorry for some 
mistakes. Thank you very much for your attention. Wassalamualaikum, wr. 
wb 
TSC : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok and the last performen, time is 
yours. 
TT5 : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. First of all, lets pray and thanks unto our god 
Allah who has been giving us some mercies and blessings so we can attend 
and gather in this place in good condition and happy situation. Brother and 
sister, I would like to deliver my speech today. My theme today is about the 
"teachers ' day" which falls squarely on 25 November. On this day we all 
convey a profuse gratitude to Mr. and Mrs. Teacher who had devoted as the 
educators. Thanks to the devotion of Mr. and Mrs. Teacher who has poured 
out upon us, so we can achieve a good result. With the guidance of Mr. and 
Mrs. Teacher, we feel it is under the supervision and care of the elderly 
siblings alone. This is because the teachers have formed a close bond. I 
represent from friends saying "happy teachers ' day". On the other hand, it is 
also called the teaching profession as a noble profession. In this regard, it 
should be realized that a teacher in the exercise of their profession required 
the presence of good attitude and high morals. Or in other words the nature of 
the profession of the sublime is the devotion of humanity. Every teacher 
should know their role and tasks in detail if they want to try to do and make 
teaching memorable. Among the duties of a teacher are: Delivering science, 
deliver a message, provide expertise, foster the lofty values as mentioned 
above. As a mentor, educator, reformer, exemplary, giver of clues and so on. 
Clearly, it shows that being a teacher is one task and role of a rather heavy. In 
fact, the task was considered as hard work.it is accepted as a duty and 
responsibility in a positive way. Teacher who I respect, thanks to the 
father/mother, teachers, who have participated actively and boasts. I am proud 
to hang out together, fought in the same place and struggle to build the school 
in the direction of better, building a generation of the nation. And I feel God 
gave grace a tireless goodness for all of us. We can only pray, we wish Mr. 
and Mrs. Teacher that we love always in grace and his mercy and in health, 
prosperity, happiness, and patience our educate. That‟s all my speech, may 
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what I have delivered be useful in our life. If you found many mistakes in my 
speech please forgive me. Wassalamualaikum wr. wb. 
TSC : ok thank you. Give applause for us friends, Ini kalau saya lihat dari speech 
kalian rata-rata mungking permasalahan kalian ada di vocab ya? Biasanya 
kalian kalau nyari vocab kan biasanya nyari dikamus kan? Itu kan cuma satu 
dua kali, nah itu kan mudah lupa. Ada cara lain yang lebih enak buat 
menambah vocab kalian misalnya nonton film, baca buku, vidio game juga 
bis, tapi kalau untuk film kan ada subtitle jepang/korea, nah kamu pilih aja 
yang inggris ya. Karena kalau pake subtitle inggris kan kita juga bisa tahu 
pronunciation yang benar.  Nah masalah pronunciation ya itu sebenarnya 
tergantung dari kebiasaan kita berbicara bahasa inggris. Kalau tentang vocab, 
walaupun nambah satu vocab itu sangat berguna banget karena apa? Kalau 
kita praktek speaking kan harus punya banyak vocab, nah jadi kan itu 
istilahnnya sebagai modal kita. Kalau PBI kan biasanya buat pelajaran atau 
tour guide. Nah tour guide kan harus menguasai banyak vocab, kalau 
pelajaran biasanya lebih fokus ke grammar. Nah, sekarang tinggal gimana 
caranya kalian nambah vocab ya dari noton film, baca buku, atau video game 
tadi. Kalau harapannya, untuk semester selanjutnya, bilingual selanjutnya agar 
lebih lancar lagi, sukses lagi karena kegiatan saat ini sangat bagus ya 
memanfaatkan waktu senggang kita untuk hal yang berguna yang bakal kita 
pergunakan di masa depan nanti setelah kita lulus. Kalau untuk masalah 
speaking, ini kan lama kelamaan pasti jadi terbiasa walaupun kita bukan dari 
jurusan PBI nah pati nanti akan terbiasa secara sendirinya. Nah jadi yang kita 
tekankan untuk mencoba, mencoba, dan mencoba speaking nanti dengan 
sendirinya vocab dan pronounciation kita juga akan berkembang. Ok sampai 
sini ada yang ditanyakan guys? 
ALL : no  
TSC : ok, I think enough for today. Thank you very much for your attention. I‟m 
sorry if I have mistake. And the last I say wasalamualaikum wr. Wb. See you 
on top guys. 
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TM : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
ALL : Waalaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
TM : Ok guys, today is last meeting to speech in front of your friend with the 
theme “ Narkoba” Are you ready guys? 
ALL : No, I‟m not ready. 
TM : lhohh lha kenapa belum siap? Kan miggu lalu sudah saya contohkan. Kalau 
kalian  bingung mau ngomong apa kalian improve saja dengan gerakan kalian, 
misalnya kalian mebawa gambar-gambar no smoking sama gambar dampak 
negativenya, selain itu kalian juga bisa mempraktekan seperti karakternya 
upin ipin misalnya. Jadi kalian disini tujuan pembelajaran ini kalian harus bisa 
menjadi a good speaker. Nah kalian nanti kalau jadi speaker in seminar jadi 
kalian sudah dapet ilmuya disini dan kalian sudah bisa. Walaupun diluar nanti 
menggunakan bahasa indonesia tapi disini kita juga harus bisa speak English. 
Jangan sampai kalian nggak pd. Kalian itu harus pd. Dan kalian jangan 
sampai kalian itu terperangkap dengan kata-kata be your self. Yang 
mengatakan aku tu orangnya pendiem nggak bisa ngomong didepan ora. 
Jangan kayak gitu, aku mau kalian itu tidak membatasi diri kita, apapun yang 
kita lakukan itu pasti bisa, walaupun kita mungkin tidak seperti itu, tapi yang 
saya mau kalian itu bukan be your self tapi creat your self. Apapun yang kita 
mau kita pasti bisa. Atau kalian mungkin berfikir aku tu orang dibelakang 
pangung. Jangan kayak gitu. Aku tu maunya tetep berfikir bahwa apapun 
yang kalian mau kalian pasti bisa. Nah sekarang dicoba dulu ya mulai dari  . 
Time is yours. 
TT1 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Good afternoon dear colleagues and the students 
of our pride University. Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you and 
thank you for coming today. Now I am standing in front of you, portraying 
one big issue that becomes serious threat for youth in Indonesia, which is the 
danger of drugs for University students. It is not new that the use of addictive 
drugs is serious fact that we need to face comprehensively. Based on National 
Anti-Narcotics Agency, 27 percent of all drugs user comes from University 
students. There are so many kind of drugs, the approach as well. Actually if 
we are talking about the danger of drugs, I am sure that you understand about 
that. The same thing applies to the consequences from misuse of drugs, 
everyone must know the threat. But as we know, the drugs consumption rate 
within University student is still high. How could this happen? In recent years, 
Indonesia is one of potential markets for the distribution of drugs. Since long 
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time ago, Indonesia has been the place for transit and destination of drugs 
supply.  It is not a secret that Indonesia now is in the emergency of drugs 
usage. What makes this more miserable, this condition involves those in age 
of 24 until 30 years old. Youth is the most vulnerable generation to be 
involved in drugs circle. What is the reason? Within the age of 24 until 30 
years old is the time to seek self-actualization. The curiosity is elevated in 
their soul. The age is still unstable and easy to be influenced. Nowadays the 
variant of new drugs is another factor that triggers the massive distribution of 
drugs. Within the age of University students, the chance of doing social 
interaction with those who are involved in drugs world is big. The supplier 
will justify all means to approach youth, and slowly brainwash and enclosure 
about drugs. Within this vulnerable age, they want to try new things that can 
easily bring them to the dark circle of drugs. Moreover University students is 
the phase of having their own responsibility without others‟ authority. When a 
University student who has his own authority of himself but not accompanied 
with wise way of thinking, he will be easy to be dragged and involved in 
unfortunate situation of drugs. Thousand people died due to misuse of drugs. 
Please don‟t let all of you guys, the student from our pride University, and 
waste your age by consuming drugs. The danger of drugs don‟t stop here. 
Once you are involved within misuse of drugs, you will face the shortcoming 
from smallest things. You won‟t concentrate in studying and learning. This 
will also affect to your financial situation because it‟s not cheap to access 
drugs. Most important and precious thing in this life is health. Once you are 
dragged in the circle of drugs, there are so many negative impacts toward 
health. There are so many proofs that drugs will disrupt youth, death at its 
worse.  The chance to study in University is not coming twice. When you are 
already at college institution, never once tempted to try the drugs. Don‟t waste 
your future for temporary pleasure. Guard yourself with positive activity to 
prevent from trying drugs. There is no such thing as just trying because the 
addictive content of drugs will make someone ask for more, with higher 
dosage. For those who ever involved in drugs, come to us, fill your day with 
positive activity so that you won‟t be tempted to go back in the illegal drugs 
circle. Keep guarding yourself and be a productive student. 
Wassalamualaikum wr.wb 
TM : Ok, thank you  . Give applause for   guys. Ok next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT2 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Good morning my beloved friends and all the 
respectable teachers. First of all, I am grateful for this chance to be able stand 
here in this beautiful morning to deliver my speech. I am going to address a 
widespread and serious problem within teenagers in Indonesia: Drugs 
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addiction and it‟s effects. It should come as no surprise that drugs have 
negative effects on its user‟s life. There are already many organizaions and 
platforms that support “say no to drugs.” We also may already heard about the 
effects of drugs from various sources. But my question is, how much do you 
really know?. Therefore I have already compiled 3 of the most dangerous side 
effects of drugs addiction for us as the teenagers. My friends and my teachers, 
the first danger that the addicts must face is injuries. Drugs use and injuries 
are closely related because of the violence tendency that comes from drugs 
substance. The World Health Organization explains, “Drug use may be linked 
to violence at the direct psychopharmacological level.” So it means that the 
drug users are prone to violence when they are high. They will easily commit 
violent actions like hurting their friends, family, or even themselves because 
drugs reduce their inhibitions. Another source for injury is crime commited by 
the drug users. we know that drug is expensive, especially when it‟s been used 
a lot and constantly. The addicts will do everything to get their next fix 
eventhough it means that they have to steal, rob, or hurt their love ones to 
funds their drug needs. It‟s no surprise that there are many drug-related 
accidents, injuries, and deaths each year. Then, the second danger that we 
need to be aware of is health problem. There‟s nothing healthy about using 
drugs. Drug is chemical substance. There are various effect drugs can bring to 
our body, and most of them are harming. People who suffer from addiction 
often have one or more accompanying medical issues both in the short and 
long term such as nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain for short effect, and if 
it is used in the long term it can cause cardiovascular conditions, it can also 
eventually damage kidneys and liver. There are still may health problems that 
accompany the use of drugs. Let‟s be real here, it is impossible that the 
doctors are very againts drug abuse if it is not dangerous for the health. The 
honorable audience, the third effect of drug use is Behavioral Problems. As I 
said before, drugs are chemical substance that must have bring many side 
effect to the user. It is generally bad for your brain, and consequently, it will 
affect your behavior. Paranoia, aggressiveness, hallucinations, impaired 
judgment, impulsiveness, and loss of Self-Control are some of the many 
behavioral problems. These problems can damage our life. The paranoia and 
hallucinations can make us hard to concentrate and will eventually disturb our 
study resulting in lower grades and failure at school. The aggressiveness, 
impaired judgment, impulsiveness, and loss of Self-Control can lead us to 
troubles in both school and at home. Are we really willing to ignore that for 
only a temporary happiness? Ladies and gentlemen, After knowing the danger 
of drugs addiction, i hope that it can hamper my friends‟ curiosity in using 
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drugs. The teen years are often a time to explore and experiment what life can 
offer. But I can assure you, my friends, that there are more to the life than 
drugs. People use drugs to feel happy and to forget their problem. But if we 
look around us, our friends and family are the ones who can make us happy. If 
you have problems, just talk it out, you don‟t need to keep it by yourself. And 
if you have the urge to try drugs, remember your future that can be ruined by 
using it. My beloved friends and teachers, I think that‟s all for my speech, 
hopefully some of the points can be beneficial to everyone here. And the last, 
Keep save, and say no to drug. Thank you for your attention. 
Wassalamualaikum wr.wb 
TM : Ok, thank you. Good perform and next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT3 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Good morning. To begin with, allow‟s several 
thanks Allah the Al Mighty who has been providing us mercy as well as true 
blessing so we can attend this conference with no challenges in this great 
party. Ladies as well as Gentlemen, I wish to supply my speech in this 
morning. The addicting medication is a type of medication, which is 
commonly mistreated and also create a number of problems on one‟s nerves. 
Drug abuse can cause nerve damage, causing dependency along with reliance. 
Making use of medicines does not fit the current guidelines a whole lot going 
on in your area. When a drug is used, the outcomes will absolutely be 
recovered by the customer. First, the medicine is able to give harmony to the 
wearer and also make them subconscious. When utilized over, afterwards the 
drug might cause death. Later on, the medication can also cause enjoyment as 
well as interest toward the customer. The Ladies and Gentlemen, drugs are not 
just made use of by the grownups, yet its abuse was devoted by teen years old. 
In Indonesia, we typically see a terrible great deal of kids that make use of 
medications. Undoubtedly, using habit developing products supplies a wide 
along with complete result for them. They will experience a modification in 
habits, reducing the quality of job, perhaps triggering criminal activity and 
also getting the wellness and health disorders cause casualty. As teachers and 
moms and dads, we have to shield against any type of type of chemical abuse. 
We can make a range of programs along with tasks such as playing music, 
exercising, making the clubs analyzed, as well as different social activities. 
Essentially, we make a large variety of jobs that plan to sidetrack the trainees. 
All pupils as the young generation especially. This is a very severe issue for 
us. A generation of this nation will definitely be shed if we do not take action 
together and quickly. Primarily, we need to accept most likely to versus 
controlled substances, and battle needs to start with within. So, exactly what 
can we do as a young generation? Avoidance is far much better than 
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treatment. Prevent medicines because when you try it, you will absolutely be 
stuck and afterwards became addicted. You will eventually be transformeded 
into culprits or take your life. We have a great deal of examples around us, 
just exactly what occurs to the user. They are all loose on their future. I 
believe we do not desire such indicate happen to ourselves. Permit us do the 
above initiatives continually in addition to never ever before quit. I make 
certain that we might get rid of medicines in Indonesia. That‟s all,  I do hope 
my speech will certainly serve in our life. Wassalamualaikum wr.wb 
TM : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok next. 
TT4 : Assalamu‟alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. First of all, let us praise 
and thank unto Allah Almighty, for the abundance of grace, we can still gather 
in this place in good health without any barriers. Not forgetting the shalawat 
and greetings we pour out to our Prophet Muhammad SAW, may we all get 
intercession on the end. Aamiin. On this occasion, allow me standing here to 
deliver a couple of sentence speeches about an emerging issue among youth in 
Indonesia, which is drug abuse. Ladies and gentleman, what comes on your 
mind when I say the word „Drugs‟? Yes, „drugs‟ is a term used in Indonesia 
for narcotics, psychotropic and other addictive substances. There is no doubt 
that drug is dangerous and has tragically ruined many lives, yet the number of 
drugs consumption in Indonesia is still increasing. President Jokowi even said 
that drug abuse is number one problem in our country. He stated that our 
country is in a state of emergency on this issue right now. I hope you don‟t get 
shocked hearing the data I found. According to a research in 2011 by the 
National Narcotics Agency (BNN), 2.2 percent of Indonesians, about 4 
million people, consumed drugs and a 22 percent of this number, about 
880,000 people, was school or university students. It means 4 out of every 100 
students are drugs users. 2 out of 10 users are also involved in illicit 
trafficking. Some of them start being involved in trafficking drugs between 
the ages of 13 and 15. Furthermore, every year about 200,000 drug users die 
due to drug abuse, and only 18,000 drug users receive care from rehabilitation 
centers annually. This finding is really worrying. It is sad to know that the 
students, which is hoped to continue the legacy of this nation, becomes the 
victim of drug abuse. Then, what makes them recklessly trying to use drugs? 
Do they not realize the dangers of drugs? Don‟t they know once they‟re stuck 
into the mud of drugs, it becomes hard to get rid of the addiction? Ladies and 
gentleman, there are a number of reasons responsible for this issue. Based on 
the researches, many young people experimenting with drugs for the first time 
are unsure of the risks and dangers they face. Like smoking, they start using 
it, only because his or her friends use it. They want to be seen as cool and 
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brave ones. Some others consume it because of stress. They can‟t handle their 
own problems, like conflict in family, peer problems, and other personal 
problems. They use drugs to forget their problems and to escape from reality. 
But later, they will realize they cannot get rid of stress with the help of drugs. 
The drugs will only increase the level of stress. It has been found that the 
drug-addicts can not live without the drug even for a short while. At the 
beginning, they are given a free try to consume it. Once they‟re addicted, they 
will come by themselves to the traffickers to buy the drugs. If they don‟t have 
money, they will steal it from their family members or others. They must get 
it at the certain time and if they do not get it, they will feel weak and even 
may end up in a death. The sale of drugs is very careful and neat. The students 
also involved on dealing it to get extra pocket money. Ladies and gentleman, 
drug abuse is an extremely serious issue in our country. It must be eradicated 
at any cost. Public opinion through various mass medias must be created to 
combat it. The youth must be made aware, of the risks and dangers by the use 
of drugs. Strict punishment against drugs smugglers must also be undertaken 
by all means. Rehabilitation centers should be developed more by the 
government to provide more medical treatment for the addicts. The last, we 
must not forget that the drug addicts need our sympathy. Their case must be 
handled delicately because that is the only way to win their heart and put them 
on the right track. Hope this speech can re-open our point of view and make 
us more familiar with the risks and dangers of the drugs users face. We need 
to do more and work together, to keep people, especially the youths, away 
from drugs. Together, let us keep Indonesia drug-free. Thank you for your 
attention. No rose without thorn. I apologise for any possible mistakes during 
the speech. Wassalamu‟alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
TM : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok and the last performen, time is 
yours. 
TT5 : Assalamualaikum wr wb. The honorable the school headmaster, teachers, 
staff, and all the invited guests. Let us say gratitude to God who has given His 
mercy and grace so that we are able to be here for attending a drug counseling 
program. Ladies and gentlemen, the addictive drug is a kind of drug which is 
often misused and causes a lot of problems on one‟s nerves. Drug abusing can 
cause nerve damage, resulting the addiction, and dependence. The use of 
drugs that does not fit to the existing rules is now easily found in many levels 
of society. When the drug is used, then some effects are to be obtained by the 
users. First, the drug is able to provide peace to them and makes them 
unconscious. When used in excess, the drug can even result in death. Then, it 
can also lead to stimulation and arousal which will be high on something so 
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that it is widely used by workers to provide spirit and enthusiasm. Ladies and 
gentlemen, drugs are not only used by adults, but its abuse has been 
committed by teenagers. In Indonesia, we often see a lot of kids who use 
drugs and they even have been addicted. Of course, the use of those addictive 
substances causes wide bad impacts for them. They will experience a change 
in behavior, lowering the quality of work, potentially causing crime, and 
experience health problems that lead to death. We as teachers and parents, 
should prevent this abuse. We can make a variety of programs and activities 
such as playing music, exercising, making learning clubs, and other social 
activities. In essence, we make a variety of activities aimed at diverting the 
attention of the students, so they are not tempted by drugs anymore. In 
addition to providing programs that make them do not remember drugs, we 
are also supposed to provide moral education and knowledge to them about 
the dangers of drugs, and various consequences of the drug abuse. Let us do a 
variety of businesses over consistently and never giving up. I am sure, we can 
eradicate the drugs abuse in Indonesia. I think that‟s all I can say and thank 
you for your attention. Wassalamualaikum. Wr. Wb. 
TM : ok thank you. Give applause for us friends, you are good. Semoga dengan 
ilmu yang sudah kalian dapat di Bilingual ini,  kalian nantinya bisa menjadi 
good speaker. Aamiin. Ok sampai sini ada yang ditanyakan guys? 
ALL : no  
TM : ok, I think enough for today. Thank you very much for the 8
th
 meeting in 
bilingual. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. And the last I say wasalamualaikum wr. 
Wb. See you on top guys. 
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Appendix 2.6. 
 
 
TDW : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
ALL : Waalaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
TDW : Ok guys, today is last meeting to speech in front of your friend with the 
theme “ freesexs”. Are you ready guys? 
ALL : (just smile). 
TDW : Ok ini sekalian latihan buat grand evaluation ya. Nanti salah satu dari kalian 
yang mendapatkan best score akan mewakili untuk speech in grand 
evaluation. Sebelum kita lanjut praktek speechnya, kalian kalau ngomong 
bahasa inggris itu harus percaya diri nggak usah takut. 
ALL : tapi nervous mbak. 
TDW : jangan nervous, soalnya kalau nervous semua akan hilang, jadi kalian yang 
penting percaya diri dulu. 
ALL : Ok 
TDW : Ok sekarang dimulai siapa dulu yang mau maju? 
TT1 : saya mbak. 
TDW : ok, time is yours. 
TT! : Assalamualaikum, wr. Wb. I thank God for giving me the opportunity to 
stand on this pulpit. We, who currently sit as the educator should know that 
Indonesian teenagers are being threatened. Their future is in danger. Why do I 
say that? It is based on the fact that many teenagers of Indonesia have 
exceeded their age. At their young age, I often see them smoking, then there is 
a lot of data shows that they are pregnant out of the marriage due to 
promiscuity. The bad moral that we usually see nowadays is a motorcycle 
gang that do so many damage to public facilities; then there is another one 
that consistently performed by Indonesian teenagers, namely brawl. Social 
intercourse is the thing which should be guarded very well. Our children have 
not been able to sort out which ones are good and which ones are bad. So I 
invite the educators here to work together in order for guiding our students to 
get the best moral education. When the moral education they get is in a high 
quality, then I‟m sure they will able to avoid all forms of incitement moral 
evil out there. So, we can not only provide the academic education. If we 
continue to focus only on academic education, then the intensity of moral 
education will be reduced and our students are not able to be an intelligent 
including admirable. When we teach in the classroom, it‟s better to provide a 
few minutes to advise our students, so that they are able to obtain a moral 
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sufficiently. The division of the existing education system in the classroom 
should be 50:50. 50 percent is the academic education, while 50 percent is 
moral education. When the technique is run consistently, I believe Indonesian 
students will be better in the future and promiscuity will be reduced. I have 
not found any other ideas I want to express. So, thank you to those of you who 
have listened to my vision. Assalamualaikum. Wr. Wb. 
TDW : Ok, thank you. Give applause for   guys. Ok next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT2 : Assalamuallaikum Wr.Wb. Good morning. May I tell you, first of all how 
pleased I‟m to have an opportunity to stand here and deliver a speech in front 
of you. My speech title is “SEX EDUCATION AT SCHOOL”. Teenagers are 
the most important part of the growth of the country. They are the new 
generation. However there are many teenagers have been depraved. They run 
to drugs, commit suicide free sex, drink alcohol, smoking, etc. Those are 
spreading in teenagers‟ life. And the most popular problem is free sex. Many 
teenagers think that sex before married is proper. We know that it is very bad 
for them. There are many bad effect of free sex. Such as, we can suffer from 
HIV/AIDS and then the pregnancy for the girls. It will damage their future. 
Teenagers must be given sex education especially at school. The need of 
comprehension about human sexuality in teenagers‟ life must be fulfilled. 
They must know about free sex life and the sex crime that often happened. 
They must aware about responsibility of their self. They should get much 
information about sexuality rightly for them. The information can be given by 
sex education at school. The teachers can describe sex for the students in 
order that the teenagers will avoid sex before married. School is good 
mediator in giving sex education for the teenagers. School has good condusif 
situation. School and the teachers are the second circle after the family. It will 
be better if the teachers hold an event like seminar with a doctor as the 
speaker. In order that the teenagers can get sex education deeply and give 
them the aim of sexual activity correctly. With sex education, the teenagers 
will be careful in doing something about sex. Although they know about how 
to avoid the pregnancy, put virginity is very important for the woman. Sex 
before married just makes us fall into a trap. There are some aims of sex 
education for the teenagers. Which are they can understand that sexuality as 
the part of life. They also know about the consequences of un-responsible sex 
activity. So, sex education is very needed for the teenagers. Starting now, sex 
education must be given to them. And for sure, the teenagers that fall into free 
sex. Drugs, alcohol, etc just a few part of many teenagers that want to study 
hard, and avoiding free sex. Finally, I would like to convoy my highest 
appreciation. And heart felt thanks to the distinguished participants and the 
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speakers of English speech contest today. Thank you for your kind attention, 
and Wassalamuallaikum Wr.Wb. 
TDW : Ok, thank you. Good perform and next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT3 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb I thank God for giving me the opportunity to stand 
on this pulpit. We, who currently sit as the educator should know that 
Indonesian teenagers are being threatened. Their future is in danger. Why do I 
say that? It is based on the fact that many teenagers of Indonesia have 
exceeded their age. At their young age, I often see them smoking, then there is 
a lot of data shows that they are pregnant out of the marriage due to 
promiscuity. The bad moral that we usually see nowadays is a motorcycle 
gang that do so many damage to public facilities; then there is another one 
that consistently performed by Indonesian teenagers, namely brawl. Social 
intercourse is the thing which should be guarded very well. Our children have 
not been able to sort out which ones are good and which ones are bad. So I 
invite the educators here to work together in order for guiding our students to 
get the best moral education. When the moral education they get is in a high 
quality, then I‟m sure they will able to avoid all forms of incitement moral 
evil out there. So, we can not only provide the academic education. If we 
continue to focus only on academic education, then the intensity of moral 
education will be reduced and our students are not able to be an intelligent 
including admirable. When we teach in the classroom, it‟s better to provide a 
few minutes to advise our students, so that they are able to obtain a moral 
sufficiently. The division of the existing education system in the classroom 
should be 50:50. 50 percent is the academic education, while 50 percent is 
moral education. When the technique is run consistently, I believe Indonesian 
students will be better in the future and promiscuity will be reduced. I have 
not found any other ideas I want to express. So, thank you to those of you who 
have listened to my vision. That's all, thanks for your attention. 
Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
TDW : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok next. 
TT4 : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb First of all, let's thanks Allah the Al Mighty who 
has been giving us mercy and blessing so we can attend this meeting without 
any obstacles in this great occasion. Good morning friends all I love. My 
presence here is not to patronize, nor to show that I am the most good and 
righteous, but to invite all your friends to become better students and more. 
Friend whom I love, in this modern era, often times we fall asleep with 
unlimited, nightlife, and other things that hurt. What's more, the teenage son 
and daughter relationship twitches often become stumbling blocks to reaching 
our goals. The actual impact of this free promiscuous life, there is only a 
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negative side that we receive. If we have been mired in the promiscuity are 
free, we'll spend more time for lapsed in nightlife, and contracted the virus of 
consumerism to the mere prestige. My friends whom I proud of, we surely 
know that such actions had violated religious and community values, as we 
surely will be close to illegal drugs, free drunkenness, and the things that 
harm others. Currently, pregnancy outside of marriage is not exceptional. This 
also led to the high number of abortions among adolescents. Especially for 
young women, it would be very troubling health you. Abortion is not only 
breaking the law, because lose lives, but also on the value of religion, sinner 
and endanger the lives of the women themselves. Abortion can lead to sudden 
death for failure process. Abortion will also result in death are slow due to a 
serious infection around the content. In the process of this abortion, there will 
also be the possibility of uterine tear or commonly referred to with the term 
Uterine Perforation. If this is the case, the uterus should be lifted and you will 
never be able to have children again. With the free promiscuous association 
that we are living, we can easily get HIV/AIDS is no cure except death. It is 
not to mention if we have contracted venereal disease such as syph or Lion 
King. Our future will be destroyed, our parents would have slumped, and the 
only remaining aka tones of regret. Therefore, all friends, let us join ventured 
to combat the bad effects of free promiscuous life by avoiding activities that 
could lead us towards that is not true. There are many positive activities, 
which we can do, and there are still many achievements, which we achieve. 
Finally, as human being, I realize that I can‟t avoid the mistakes, so I 
apologize to you all. And I don‟t forget to say thanks so much for your nice 
attention. Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb 
TDW : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok and the last performen, time is 
yours. 
TT5 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Good afternoon, fellow students that I‟m proud of. 
First of all let‟s praise the Lord for His grace, so that we can gather here today. 
This time, we will conduct discuss session about trending issue. Today we will 
talk about the danger of free sex for University students, one fact that is 
becoming our most concern. Why I decide to talk about this issue? Outside 
there, the situation is complicated. In the age like you guys, is the time to seek 
for self-actualization. The enthusiasm to try new things is big. In this phase, you 
start to be interested with others. You start to know about love. That is common. 
I was once at your age, and experienced what we call love. But such feeling will 
lead to negative thing if you go too far. Too much love without common sense 
will lead to free sex. Do you still remember about sex tape video that has gone 
viral? That just not happen once or twice. And who are the subjects in the 
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video? Unfortunately, the University students. In the age of scrambling to 
become adult, you want to try many things without thinking twice. Can you 
imagine what the subject in the video felt after their sex tape gone viral? Their 
future was broken. They will feel the shame as long as they live. Their family 
involved in unfortunate situation. All those shortcomings started from free sex 
done by University students. Basically love can be motivation and leads to 
positive things if you do it wisely. I bet all of you ever fell in love and be more 
enthusiast to go to college, right? If that is what happened, or you are involved 
in supportive relationship, you will get many benefits. You can study together, 
support and help each other. That is the result of having relationship based on 
moral and good attitude. Dear students that I respect, Become a University 
student is the time when you have full authority of yourself. No one is 
interfering you of your responsibility. You are the leader of yourself. But in the 
other side, the chance of involved in free sex is big. There is no impediment or 
strict regulations like what happened when you were still at school. You are the 
only one who can guard yourself. Free sex may seems challenging, but there are 
many shortcomings that you need to consider. Always protect yourself with 
religious morality and responsibility, including when you are doing a 
relationship. Free sex will make you feel difficult to concentrate in studying. 
Your role as University student will be in hassle. And when there is a problem, 
it will lead to another things that you can‟t handle. Remember, being a 
University student is one time opportunity. There will be no second chance. 
Don‟t waste this opportunity by filling it with negative things. There are plenty 
positive activities that you can choose as University students, agent of change. 
I‟m pretty sure that you have moral responsibility that you will carry 
everywhere. Both for your family and for this institution. Keep the trust that we 
gave to you. Remember that you are a University student, you bring the name of 
this college. Don‟t be tempted to temporary pleasure and abandon your main 
responsibility as University student. Thank you for your attention. 
Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
TDW : ok thank you. Give applause for us friends, Ok semua sudah maju ya temen-
temen. Sejauh ini kalian semua dalam praktek speech sudah bagus hanya saja 
kalian masih terpaku dengan teks (kalian masih banyak membacanya, terus 
pronunciation kalian juga kurang bener, sama kalian waktu speaking masih 
kurang percaya diri. Ok, I think enough for today. Thank you very much for 
the 8
th
 meeting in bilingual. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. And the last I say 
wasalamualaikum wr. Wb. See you on top guys. 
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Appendix 2.7. 
 
 
TAA : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
ALL : Waalaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
TAA : Ok guys, today is time to speech in front of your friend with the theme “ 
Education” Are you ready guys? 
ALL : Yes, I‟m not ready. 
TAA : Ok, sekarang dimuali dari sebelah kiri saya nanti lanjut kesamping 
sampingnya ya. 
ALL : Ok mbak. 
TT1 : Assalamualaikum wr wb. I thank God for giving the health and time to share 
a knowledge on this historic day, the day of national education. Ladies and 
Gentlemen, Indonesia is a big country, inhabited by hundreds of millions 
people includes islands spread widely. We have been independent since 1945, 
but I think Indonesia is not yet independent in terms of education. Although 
we have changed curricula almost every year, but it proved that the 
Indonesian education has not been able to compete with the developed 
countries. We tend to fall behind and have not been able to print a great 
human resources class as developed countries. Ladies and Gentlemen, I tried 
to draw a line to the back, and I get the irony which is really disappointing. In 
this very rich country, there are so many students drop out of school, do not 
have a uniform, and swim to go to school because of the broken bridge. It is 
an irony in the midst of our State assets. Statistics of school buildings 
damaged and have not been improved are also too much. It is happening in 
the provinces that are far away from the center of government and gives 
continuing negative effect on the education system in the province itself. Of 
course, a child who does not get an education will have difficulties in 
achieving a better stAndard of living in his future. You‟ve seen that a lot of 
ignorance and poverty arise because so many crimes arising from poverty. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, education is a major key to get a better state order. 
Through proper and best education, we are able to print high-quality human 
resources, eradicate ignorance, and destroy poverty. Therefore, let us together 
to be students and teachers that are diligent, sincere, and keep trying without 
the unyielding. We are Indonesia, a rich country that should have the best 
education. Do not give up on the fate of our nation today, and continues to 
struggle in gaining an independence education. I would like to thank you all 
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for giving me the opportunity to convey these short useful messages. Thank 
you for all the attention, Wassalamualaikum wr wb. 
TAA : Ok, thank you. Give applause for   guys. Ok next sampingya, time is yours. 
TT2 : Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. First Of all, Let's thanks to 
our god Allah Swt, Who has Given us Health and bless so we can attend in 
this place. The Second Let's say shalawat and salam to our prophet 
Muhammad Saw. Because him we are living in Islam now. Education is 
needed for everyone, especially in the era of globalization, if the first person 
can only get knowledge in school, at this time we can get knowledge 
anywhere, through the help of the internet. education in this era of 
globalization, allowing one to meet face-to-face with far-distance teachers, 
this makes no more reason to be stupid. in this advanced state, we can feel the 
advancement of technology, starts from mobile phones, televisions, vehicles 
and the internet. we should be able to use that things to make us more 
advanced again. we must also avoid the negative effects of globalization such 
as drugs, pornography and so on. So, we must take advantage of this 
proggress of technology, to progress ourselves. That's all I can say, thank you 
for all the attention. Wassalamualaikum Warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
TAA : Ok, thank you. Good perform (sambil mengacungkan jempolnya)  and next 
sampingya, time is yours. 
TT3 : Assalamualaikum, Wr. Wb.  First of all I‟d like to thank to Allah S.W.T the 
mighty, the benefaction, and the merciful, so we can gather here to the part of 
English Speech. Second, Sholwat and greeting to our prophet Muhammad 
S.A.W who has guided us from the darkness to the brightness. Hoping 
someday at the Yaumil Kiyamah we will be confess as his religious 
community. Allahhumma.. Amin Third, I would like to say thank you for 
everyone who have given me time to try to speech in front of you all. Now, I 
would like to deliver my speech, the title is “the important of education” 
Ladies and gentleman, long time ago, the citizen of Malaysia came to 
Indonesia for study. There are many teacher of Indonesia were sent in 
Malaysia to teach students in there. But now, the education of Indonesia 
become lower, lower, and lower. Ladies and gentleman, we must wake up! 
Let‟s together we increase the education of Indonesia so that the education 
become better, better and better. Ladies and gentleman, we know that 
education is important. By education we can be smart, we can get a job, we 
can get a better future, and we can to do everything in our life. Education can 
create a good future so, let‟s make all of the people in our country to study, 
study, and study. Ok that all about my speech. I hope you can take positive 
point about my speech. Thank you very much. Wassalamualaikum. Wr. Wb. 
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TAA : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok next. 
TT4 : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. First of all, I would like to say good morning to 
the distinguished guests, my respected teachers, and my dear friends. Today, 
in this great occasion, I would like to speech on the importance of education 
to our lives and our country in the future. My dear friends, Each of us must 
have something that we‟re good at. Each of us must have something to offer. 
And we must discover what that is. This is what an education can do to help 
us. Maybe one day, we could be a great writer, but we might not know it until 
we write an essay in our language class. Maybe one day, we could be an 
inventor, but we might not know it until we do our project in our science 
class. And no matter what we want to do with our life, I believe that we need a 
good education for every single one of those careers. We cannot drop out of 
school and just drop into a good job. We need to practice for it and learn for 
it. And this is not only important for our life and our future. What we do to 
our education will determine the future of this country. The future of 
Indonesia depends on us. We need the knowledge and problem-solving skills 
we learn in science and math to cure diseases like cancer and AIDS, and to 
develop new energy technologies, and protect our environment. We need the 
insights and critical thinking skills we gain in history class to fight poverty, 
crime and discrimination, and make our nation more peaceful. We need the 
creativity we develop in all our classes to build new companies, that will 
create new jobs and boost our economy. If we don‟t study, if we quit on our 
school, we‟re not only quitting on ourselves, but we‟re also quitting on our 
country. My dear friends, I know it‟s not always easy to do well in school. I 
know what it‟s like. I know a lot of us have problems in their lives right now 
that can make it hard to focus on our school work. I get it. Maybe your parents 
can‟t give you the support that you need. Maybe you get inappropriate 
behavior at school. Maybe you don‟t like subjects that you study. Maybe you 
don‟t click with teachers that teach you. Also, maybe not all homework 
assignment seems relevant to your life right now. And maybe you don‟t 
always succeed at everything the first time you try. It doesn‟t matter. Most 
successful people in the world got failures before they got success. Where you 
are right now doesn‟t always determine where you will be later. You are the 
one who make your own future. So if you get into trouble, that doesn‟t mean 
you‟re a troublemaker. It just means you need to try harder to act right. If you 
get a bad grade, that doesn‟t mean you‟re stupid. It just means you need to 
spend more time to study. No one is born being good at all things. We become 
good at things because of the hard work. We are not a number one athlete in 
the first time we play a new sport. We don‟t speak smoothly in the first time 
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we learn a new language. We need to practice. Don‟t be afraid to ask 
questions or help when you need it. Asking for help doesn‟t mean you are 
weak, but it shows you are strong enough to admit when you don‟t know 
something, and then, allows you to learn something new. So, today, I want to 
ask all of you, what is your contribution going to be? What problems are you 
going to solve? What discoveries will you make? Our parents, our teachers, 
and this country expect much from each of us. Don‟t let them down. Make 
them all proud of us. Thank you. Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
TAA : Ok, thank you  . Give applause friends, Ok and the last performen, time is 
yours. 
TT5 : Assalamualaikum wr wb I am very happy because of this chance to stand 
together with these great people in this podium. Let us thank God for giving 
health and valuable opportunity for being here. Ladies and Gentlemen, Have 
you ever seen the students smoke? Have you ever seen the students truant? 
Have you ever seen the students brawl? And have you ever heard of the 
students that involved in free sex? I think all will be say “yes”. This means 
that moral attitudes of Indonesian teenagers have turned away from the values 
and norms of the real the real Indonesia. Everyone involved in those bad 
things are students, the young people who should have the best ethics because 
they have been educated through educational institutions. Ladies and 
Gentlemen, why are all the things happen? Before you answer it, I want to 
express an opinion. In Indonesia, I see the demand of academic value is so 
high. When the students get the higher score, parents, teachers, and all those 
around the will be more proud of these achievements. It makes us all forget a 
really important thing, the moral education. Students continue to be 
encouraged for studying hard, but they are not given the opportunity to build a 
social life, emotional intelligence, and spiritual. Every day, students are only 
given Mathematics, Science, Language education, Physics, and Chemistry. 
All of those must be learned and memorized. Because of too much academic 
material, students do not get a portion of moral education. As a result, they are 
easily tempted to commit immoral acts and even criminality. They understand 
that the most important is the score at the end of the test, but not includes 
attitudes in society. Ladies and Gentlemen, Of course, we all very 
disappointed to see the moral of Indonesian students who are increasingly low 
and are at the  estruction. This should not be allowed to continue and must be 
addressed properly. It requires the cooperation of all human parents, 
educators, and government in order to create the moral intelligence decreases. 
Let us create a learning system that is accompanied by moral exhortation, 
good behavior, and a discipline that makes students not only have a high 
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score, but also a good morali ty. Do not give up, keep fighting, and be the 
noble of education. Wassalamuaiakum wr wb. 
TAA : ok thank you. Give applause for us friends, Jadi performence kalian itu 
sudah bagus sudah terstuktur tapi dari beberapa tadi masih ada yang terpacu 
membaca teksnya. Terus ada juga yang masih belum lancar masih kebanyakan 
pake a a a gitu ya. Terus ada lagi yang pronunciationnya masih salah. 
Sebenarnya sudah bagus tapi alangkah baiknya kalian belajar lagi, jangan 
berfikir kalau yang bahasa inggrisnya bagus itu anak PBI tok kalian juga bisa 
tunjukin kalau kalian itu bisa. Ok, I think enough for today. Thank you very 
much for you attention. I‟m sorry if I have mistake. And the last I say 
wasalamualaikum wr. Wb. See you on top guys. 
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Appendix 2.8. 
 
 
Dea : assalamuallaikum wr.wb 
T : wallaikumsalam wr.wb 
Dea : okey, let‟s opener by saying basmallah together. 
DT  : Bismillahirohmanirrohim 
Dea : today, it‟s our last meeting ya? 
T : alhamdulilah. 
Dea : jadi, hari ini kalian praktek dan penilaian. Hari ini kita langsung praktek 
speech seperti yang sudah  saya umumkan sebelumnya dan temanya juga 
sudah beritahu kemarin. Durasinya maksimal 5 menit dan minimal 3 menit ya, 
jangan kurang dari 3 menit. Nanti kalian maju satu-satu ya terus nanti juga 
akan diadakan Grand Evaluation. Grand Evaluationnya itu diadakan pada hari 
Jumat, 07 Desember 2018 jam 07.30 di FITK. Itu nanti bagi kalian yang 
memiliki kemampuan yang baik dan pokoknya kalian yang terbaik dari 
kelompok ini akan mewakili kelompok kalian untuk maju pada Grand 
Evaluation. Kalau misalnya satu kelompok tidak ada yang maju Grand 
Evaluation, otomatis satu kelompok gak akan dilulusin Bilingualnya. Jadi, 
mau gak mau satu dari kalian harus ada yang maju untuk mewakili kelompok 
kalian. Terus misalnya kalian speechnya bagus, itu biasanya dulu-dulu itu ada 
uang binaannya gitu. Okey, sekarang kita langsung mulai aja speechnya 
karena waktun ya ini udah molor banget biar nanti juga pulangnya cepet. 
Okey, ada yang mau mulai duluan? Ada gak? Pada gak mau maju nih? Mau 
pada ngulang tahun depan? 
T  : ya enggak to mbak. 
Dea  : yauda kalo gitu ayo maju. Yauda kalo gitu, ditunjuk aja ya. Okey, Rifathul. 
Rifatul : Assalamu‟alaikum Wr. Wb. The Honorable Mr. Muhammad Ibnu as the 
Principals. The Honorable Mr. /Mrs. Teachers and staff administrative of the 
school. And all of my beloved friends. First of all Let us say thanks to Allah 
SWT who has given his grace and guidance so that we can live in this world 
and still be given a chance to celebrate ISRA MI „RAJ today and also let us 
convey prayers and greetings to our great Prophet Muhammad SAW that has 
brought us to blessed religion that is Islam. Ladies and Gentlemen, On this 
nice occasion I will deliver a short speech in commemoration of Isra and 
Mi‟raj of Prophet Muhammad SAW so that we as servants of God will always 
endeavor and try to improve our life and faith as possible and we can feel the 
happiness of life in this world or in hereafter later. Ladies and Gentlemen, 
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Rajab month is a very historic month for Muslims because there is an 
important and remarkable event for the Muslim all over the world. In 27
th
 
Rajab, our Prophet Muhammad SAW was transported by Allah SWT from the 
AL Haram Mosque in Mecca to the AL Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem that called 
as Isra and then up to the seventh heaven called as Mi‟raj. This event runs on 
shortly in one night. It is also described in the Qur‟an Surah Al-Isra‟ 
paragraph 1, which said: “Limitless in his glory God, who has transported his 
servant on a night from the Sacred Al Haram Mosque [at Mecca] to the Al 
Aqsa Mosque [at Jerusalem] which we have blessed around it so we showed 
him some of our signs (greatness). He is the All-Hearing, All-Seeing. [Surah 
Al-„Isra „: 1]” Surah above explains that as Muslim we should trust and 
believe in the greatness of Allah SWT that surpasses anything that is not able 
to be done by anyone except him because Allah SWT is Almighty in the 
universe and only him. If you think logically, the trip was not possible 
happened because of the long distance between Mecca and Jerusalem. Even, 
the incident will not occur in modern age now where the technology of 
transportation has been sophisticated. Nevertheless, By Allah SWT‟s will that 
can be happened. Ladies and Gentlemen, On a trip of Isra Miraj, Allah SWT 
commanded our Prophet Muhammad SAW and all his people to pray 5 times 
a day. Therefore, if we really believe in Allah and his prophet, we must carry 
out pray according to Allah‟s command because prayer could prevent us from 
cruel and evil deeds. Moreover, prayer can bring us to enter his heaven. 
Ladies and Gentlemen. Let us take a lesson from this incident that Allah SWT 
is almighty god in universe. And let us keep our faith by always believing in 
Allah SWT as our God and Prophet Muhammad as his messenger. Therefore, 
we should utilize the rest of our lives as the best as we can by doing a lot of 
good deeds and keeping away from all restrictions. Ladies and Gentlemen. 
That was short speech which I can convey today. Hopefully what I‟ve said 
can be useful for us. May we always be given grace and guidance by Allah 
SWT Amen Thanks for your attention, Wassalamualaikum wr. wb 
Dea  : give applause. Okey, next Ummu. 
Ummu : Fisrt of all, lets Priese be to Allah Lord of the World, who has given us 
mercy and blessing until we can meet together in this happy place and time 
without hindrance of any. The socond, shalawat and greetings to our bleoved 
prophet Muhammad SAW, which has brought us from the darkness to the 
Lightness by Islam Religion. And i‟ll never forget to apreciate my greatest 
thank to respectable chairman who has given me a litle time to deliver my 
speech in front of  you all. Ladies and gentlemen, Let me take your time for a 
moment to give my speech entitled “Moral and Isamic  Intercourse” Dear 
audiences rahiimakumulloh . What do you think about intercourse? From 
listen this word i think about relationship, association, teenagers and others. 
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Yeesss Teenagers! Teenagers are the most important part of the growth of the 
country. They are the new generation. However there are many teenagers have 
been depraved. They run to drugs, commit suicide free sex, drink  alcohol, 
smoking, and so on. Those are spreading in teenager‟s  life. And the most 
popular problem is free sex. Many teenagers  think  that sex before married is 
proper. We know that it is very bad for them. There are many bad effect of 
free sex. Such as, we can suffer from HIV/AIDS and then the pregnancy for 
the girls. It will damage their future. One of the solutions to keep and to save 
our young generation from the bad effect of the globalization era is by giving 
them religious education as much as possible. So, we can not only provide the 
academic education. If we continue to focus only on academic education, then 
the intensity of moral education will be reduced and our students are not able 
to be an intelligent including admirable. And one way to educate them with 
many lessons of religion is by sending them to Islamic School  where they can 
learn many things about islamic attitudse, islamic laws and everything about 
islam as our  way of life. Al-Qur‟an is a hint of human life. for example, Allah 
SWT command us to do not commit adultery. Allah SWT said in the holy 
Qur‟an about prohibition of adultery in Islam: And do not approach unlawful 
sexual intercourse. Indeed, it is ever an immorality and is evil as a way. And 
do not approach adultery. Indeed, it is ever an immorality and is evil as a way. 
Let us as teenagers, Flee fornication as the prohibition of Allah. Let‟s stay 
away from these deviant behaviors because it is self-inflicted, should we use 
our teenage years with positive things and also beneficial for themselves, 
parents and also the nation. My friends I‟m proud of, Although our parents do 
not teach in full so that you become a good person but wish they had certainly 
want their children to be good. None of the parents also want their children to 
behave badly. Therefore you do not need to blame the parents or any other 
person but yourself alone must be able to keep yourself and can choose which 
ones are good and which are bad. Choose environments and friends hanging 
selectively. Do not just happy. If the environment that will plunge you better 
not approach him at all. Many slang positive place that you can choose both at 
school and outside the school environment. That‟s all I have to say in this 
speech, if there is an error please be advised. Okay, ledies and gentlemen 
rahiimakumullah, changes our life to be better, keep spirit. Fastabikhul 
Khairat, Wallahumuwafiq ilaa aqwamithoriq, undzur maqola walaa tandzur 
man qola. Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. 
Dea  : Okey, next Ummu choose your friend. 
Ummu : emmtttt.. bayuuu ! hahahahah ! 
Dea  : hahahaha.. okey, Bayu silahkan maju. 
Bayu  : speech ttg indonesia 
Dea  : okey, Bayu choose your friend 
Bayu  : okey, Rahma. 
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Rahma : Assalamualaikum warrohmatullahi wabarokatuh. Let us extend all the praise 
to Allah Swt due to all of his blessing, mercy, and guidance upon all of us so 
that we can still take the benefit from His blessing, namely the good health 
and oxygen we breathe in without any need to cost anything. Sholawat and 
salam may everlastingly be upon our adoration, Great Prophet Muhammad 
SAW who had guided and led us from darkness into the shining bright path. 
To all the honorable ladies, gentlemen, and audience. In the 12th Rabiul Awal 
1431 H coincided on 26th February 2010, all of the Muslims are celebrating 
Maulid (the birth) of Prophet Muhammad SAW, that‟s nothing but the 
heritage of Islamic civilizations which has been carried out from generation to 
generation. In historical record, Maulid was started since the Caliph era of 
Fatimiyah under the rule of the descendant of Fatimah Az-Zahrah, Daughter 
of Muhammad. It‟s all carried out in order to regain the spirits of fight of 
Muslims under the struggle in order to free Mosque Al-Aqsha in Palestine 
from the holds of Christians, and then create massive effects, namely spirits of 
Jihad for Muslims which were impassioned at that time. Substantially, the 
celebration of Maulid of Prophet is as a form of effort to know about the 
example of Muhammad as the disseminator of Islamic teachings. Recorded 
throughout the history of life, Prophet Muhammad is an amazing and great 
leader in giving esteemed examples for his followers. In the Islamic socio-
anthropological and historical order, Muhammad could be seen and 
understood in two different social dimensions that complement in each other. 
Firstly, in the theological-religious perspective, Muhammad was seen and 
understood as a figure of prophet as well as the last Messenger of God in the 
Islamic order of concept. This positions Muhammad as a figure of holy man 
who became a representative of God in the world who had duties to bring, 
deliver, and implement all the forms of “holy” massages of God to mankind 
universally. Secondly, in the social-political perspective, Muhammad was 
seen and understood as an excellent figure of politician. Muhammad‟s 
individual figure which was identical to wise, tolerant, humanist, and 
indiscriminative and hegemonic leader made him lead Arabian social society 
order at that time in order to reach for prosperous and peaceful social society 
order. It has become general news that we are in need of a nation leader figure 
that is able to reinstruct an image of leadership and social society which are 
ideal, tolerant, humanist, and indiscriminative just like Prophet Muhammad 
did for the mankind. I wish my speech could bring all the good things for each 
of us. I say my apology for the mistakes on my words. Wassalamualaikum 
warrohmatullahi wabarokatuh. 
Dea  : okey, next silahkan tunjuk satu temenmu. 
Rahma : Riska mbak. 
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Riska  : Assalamu‟alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. May peace and blessings 
of Allah be upon all of you. It is a great honor for me to stand here now as the 
representative of my school to participate in this Annual Islamic Conference. 
Also it is an honor for me to be able to share with you some of my thoughts 
on how Islam is as a religion of peace which is unfortunately misunderstood 
by world societies today. Maintaining peace is one of the highest desires of 
mankind in this age and time. However, unfortunately peace is becoming 
more difficult to find anywhere. There is a lot of war going on in many places. 
Everyone consider themselves as the right ones and think of others as the 
wrong ones, without trying to better understand each other. Islam offers the 
real peace for the whole of mankind. We do not say that Islam is the only 
religion which offers peace. However, the term „Islam‟ itself derived the 
Arabic root „Salam‟ which means peace or submission to the Will of Allah. 
Someone, who commits acts of terrorism, even if committed in the name of 
Islam, does not deserve to be called Muslims. Indeed, the true Islam is that 
which contained in the Qur‟an (Holy book of Islam) and in the Sunnah (The 
sayings of the prophet Muhammad SAW). And not everything that is said to 
be Islam is in considered part of the religion of Islam. It needs to be returned 
to the Qur‟an and to the Sunnah. Allah, the Most Merciful, said: “And do not 
kill those souls whom Allah has prohibited unless justified by a due legal 
right” (Surah Al-An‟am 6:151) The Prophet of Muhammad (SAW) said, in an 
authentic hadeeth by Imam al-Bukhari, “Whoever kills a non-Muslim who has 
an agreement with the Muslims then he will not smell the fragrance of 
Paradise” In the other authentic hadeets by al-Bukhari, The Prophet of 
Muhammad (SAW) also said, “A true Muslim, is that the one from whose 
tongue and hand Muslims are safe” It is very clear that Islam give a warning 
against every acts of terrorism. And we surely understand, if the acts of 
terrorism are committed by a Muslim, meaning that they have violated Islamic 
rule within the Qur‟an and Sunnah. Only people who love peace can be called 
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as a truly Muslim. Finally, this is the true Islam that I can explain to you 
today. Far away from the image raised by the media, the message of Islam 
actually offers a peace for the whole of mankind, against any forms of 
terrorism acts. All humans, whatever their religion, are invited to come and 
discover the peaceful message of Islam. Let us all work together to maintain 
the peace. Let us hold hands together to create a peaceful paradise on earth. 
May Allah help us to do so. God bless us all. Ameen. Wassalamu‟alaikum 
Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. 
Dea : give applause to Riska. Silahkan tunjuk temenmu Riska. 
Riska : Nur Rahmat. 
Nur R : Praise be to Allah. We bear witness that there is only one God who has no 
partners beside Him, and we bear witness that Muhammad is His servant and 
messenger. Praise be to Allah who blessed us with the guidance of His 
prophets and messengers. Praise be to Allah whose Mercy encompasses 
everything. Praise be to Allah who knows our needs and answers our calls and 
brings peace to our hearts. Praise be to Allah who breathed into us of His 
Spirit and placed the light of His guidance in our inmost being. Whomever 
Allah guides, no one can misguide, and whomever Allah misguides, no one 
can guide. We put our trust in Allah and seek His forgiveness, aid, and 
support. A man once came to the Prophet (puh) and asked him about the 
hereafter. The Prophet asked him, “And what have you prepared for that 
time?” The man replied, “Nothing, except that I love Allah and I love you.” 
The Prophet (puh) answered him, “You are with the ones you love.” Dear 
brothers and sisters, the guidance of Islam is the guidance of love. The innate, 
natural and ancient religion that is Islam is the religion of love. The Prophet 
(puh) came to guide us to love and to make clear the love that is at the core of 
all religion. Our purpose as human beings is to consciously manifest Allah‟s 
love in our lives. This is the most significant meaning of Khilafa and Ibada 
that can bring purpose to us and transform our lives. When we reflect upon 
the history of the Prophet (puh) and the spread of his message we will realize 
that Islam could not have taken root in the world without the love that filled 
the heart of the Prophet and was clearly manifest in his way of relating and 
interacting with people that brought out their own deep and profound love for 
him. Without this mutual and abiding love, none of us would be here today. 
Without this love Islam would not have been possible. Today, it seems that 
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we too often hear and read much that is harsh and heartless about Islam and 
not enough that is loving and beautiful. There seems to be too many messages 
of prejudice, literalism, legalism, violence, and oppression. The superficiality, 
ugliness and darkness that is too prevalent in today‟s Islamic discourse is 
nothing like what the Prophet brought us. I would like to share with you part 
of the first sermon ever given by the Prophet (puh) in Medina. This is what he 
had to say to his companions. Verily, the best discourse is the Book of Allah. 
One is truly successful whose heart Allah has adorned with the love of His 
Book, and whom, after living in denial, Allah has caused to enter into 
submission to Him, and caused him to prefer His Book above any human 
discourse. The Book of Allah is the most beautiful and eloquent of discourses. 
Love that which Allah loves! Love Allah with all your hearts! Grow not 
weary of hearing the Word of Allah. Do not stop remembering Him. Do not 
let your hearts grow hard toward Him. For verily, Allah has preferred His 
Book above all of Creation. Indeed, Allah has endowed it with guidance to the 
best of deeds, and made it an example for the elect of His servants, and filled 
it with righteous discourse, and has made clear in it what is lawful and 
unlawful for you. So, serve Allah alone, and associate with Him no other. Be 
ever conscious of Him. Be truthful to Allah in what you utter from your 
mouths. Let the Spirit of Allah be the source of love between you. Can you 
hear the love in his words? Can you hear his urgent call to our hearts? Can 
you sense the profound purpose in his teaching? Love is so central to Islam 
that without it there can be no real faith. The Quran tells us clearly what 
following the Prophet is about, (3:31) Say, if you love Allah, then follow me 
and Allah will love you greatly and forgive your sins for Allah is forgiving 
and merciful. May Allah bless us with His love, and the love of those who 
love Him. May Allah fill our hearts with love. Allah bless Prophet 
Muhammad, his family, and companions. Peace be with you and Allah‟s 
mercy. I think enough for today. Wassalamualaikum wr. wb. 
Dea  : okey, next Firdaus. 
Firdaus : Assalamualaikum wr. wb. My dear Brother and Sister, Let‟s thank to Allah 
the Almighty, Who has given us Mercy and Blessing, so we can meet together 
in this blessing place. And also let's deliver Sholawat and Salam to our 
prophet Muhammad SAW, Who has brought us, from the darkness to the 
brightness.Standing in fron of you all, I would like to deliver my speech under 
the tittle "The role of Islam in shaping people‟s character ". Indonesia is a rich 
country of natural resources and human resources (HR). The fact that 
nowadays, Indonesia faced various complex national problems that is not 
finished yet. Especially the case of moral crisis. A variety of the nation's 
problems that occurred in Indonesia would be overcome if the human 
resources are actually qualified. The Noble character who owned the nation of 
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Indonesia is getting lost. So that it must be rebuilt, especially through 
education. Education is a planned effort in the learning process for individuals 
to grow to be an independent, responsible, creative and knowledgeable 
human. And mainly, they will have noble moral and character. The 
terminology, the Qur'an is the word of Allah Almighty, sent down to the great 
prophet Muhammad saw, one of its functions is "huda linnaas" guidance for 
people on this earth. That's why, the role of islamic education is as the agent 
of change that must be able to repair the people's character. As we know that 
one of moral crisis reasons occurred in Indonesia is because of losing the 
noble character. Consequently, we as a young generation have a big question 
here."How To Build the people‟s noble caharacter to face the moral crisis in 
our country?". Of course, it is quite difficult. But, "The most effective way to 
improve and to develop the noble character is from improving the way of 
thinking”. Abdullah bin 'Amr said; Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi wa sallam said: 
"Those whom I love in the most among you is the best moral and character." 
(HR. Ahmad). Islam is very concerned with education. With the right and 
qualified education, individuals will be formed, which ultimately led the 
people into the noble social life. In the role of Islam, Islamic religious 
education can be powerful in shaping the character of the people. It seems 
clear,  that Islam emphasizes the role of education in its primary purpose is 
devotion Allah optimally. Such a life, it would be an impact on people and got 
the urge to create safe, prosperous, and qualified conditions in its 
environment. Characters can be formed through the environment, such as 
family environment in childhood or congenital. Some argue that good or bad 
human character is indeed congenital. If just that is so, then humans characters 
will not be changed easily. However, that opinion could be wrong. If the 
opinion is right, then the character education is useless, because it would not 
be possible to change the character of the person. Whereas, Alloh had sai in 
Ar Ro‟du : 11.  Why Can Islamic religious education shape the people‟s 
character? Because education is the main thing for human life, even human 
would be as if not human without primary education. For that reason, people 
must get better education to get a better life and they will reach a better future. 
That there will be no better future without having to build the noble character 
of ourselves. In other words, there is no better future that can be realized 
without honesty, without self-discipline, without the spirit of learning, without 
responsibility, and without confident and optimist sense. So, those are the 
important role of education to build the noble character. And Then, the basic 
or principal source of morals or character is al-Quran and al-Hadith. Those are 
the main source of Islam. So the role of Islam can build a noble character of 
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the people through the islamic religion education. Then it will create good 
generation with “AKHLAKULKHARIMAH. I think it‟s time for me to finish 
this speech begging your pardon, finally I say, Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr. Wb. 
Dea  : Firdaus, tunjuk temenmu. 
Firdaus: putri. 
Putri  : Assalamu‟alaikum Wr. Wb. Before I deliver my speech I hope all audiences 
to thank our God Allah SWT for He has bestowed us abundant mercies, so, 
due to these we are able to attend this peaceful meeting. Furthermore, we, 
specially send our peace and salutation to our prophet Muhammad SAW, His 
messenger and His servant. And I thank protocol who has provided me time to 
speak today entitled: “THE CHARACTERS THAT MOSLEM YOUNG 
GERERATION TO DEVELOP BETTER INDONESIA” Dear Moslem 
brothers! When we talk about youngsters, we often find in many articles and 
we ourselves even witness the great role of youth participation in developing, 
favoring, and supporting the development of nation. They are the hope of 
nation who will carry out the struggle for the sake of brighter future of the 
country. Similarly, they are at the same time, the hope of Islamic religion will 
strive for the sake of Islamic teaching in the next, maintain the Islamic law, 
who will safeguard the Moslem young generation at large from influence of 
destructive western style of life, who will be leaders for the next. It was yelled 
as: TODAY IS YOUNG TOMORROW WILL BE A LEADER. This 
statement encourages us to pay attention to the young existence in the future. 
By knowing all the facts we realize, how important role the young have for 
the future. The youths supposedly symbolize the force never become weak 
quickly. For this reason, the former president of Indonesia Soekarno has once 
said: “GIVE ME TEN YOUTHS WOULD SHAKE THE WORLD”. From 
this statement we can sum up that Soekarno appreciated the young people 
more than the old. Why? Because they play significant roles, have great 
potency and great energy that can be prided. Dear Moslem brothers! 
Therefore our religion enjoins us to be flexible Moslem leaders for society 
who ultimately have to devote them selves for the development of Moslems 
community at large. Ironically, in this sophisticated era we witness the 
conducts of young people are always against the Islamic laws. We pay 
attention to many young people who are not a ware of their education and will 
be sadder if we see our Moslem brothers in our country behave badly and 
intentionally avoiding Islamic teachings to follow western culture. We can not 
imagine and describe what is going to happen in the next time if all the young 
people are careless in this responsibility. We have to be aware that the 
responsibility of nation developing and religion establishing depend on us. By 
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those considerations we should be very cautious with any destructive western 
culture that would enter Islamic teaching. My brothers! Las but not the last, I 
should like to cal you to prepare our generation in order to be able to replace 
the old in the future. And I hope you and all Moslem brothers wherever they 
are to abstain from bad action and furthermore we have to develop our skill 
and potency to reach the bright future. I think it‟s time for me to finish this 
speech begging your pardon, finally I say, Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr. Wb. 
Dea  : okey, next Zaki. 
Zaki  : Assalamualaikum wr. wb. Let us thank to Allah SWT who has bestowed His 
blessings so that we can gather here today and I will deliver a speech about 
Islam. On this very happy occasion, I would like to talk about Islam saves our 
life. As we know that our life in the world is very short and temporary . But 
life in the here after is very long and eternal. We live in the world only sixty 
or seventy years then we will die. When we die we will leave all our children, 
our wife, our position, and our belongings. To live in the world we need some 
money for good life and so that we are willing to work hard hours night and 
day. In the here after we need iman and amal sholeh and we must also move 
effort to work hard at least as hard we work for money. Allah SWT gives 
success in the world and in the here after nly by religion of Islam. Allah said 
in the Holy Quran : “INADINA INDALLOHIL ISLAM” actually the only 
religion accepted by Allah is Islam. Ladies and Gentlemen A person who 
lives without religion of Islam is like a fish come out of water. If we okey to 
Allah and His messenger Muhammad saw, Avoid his prohibition, Allah will 
give us his mercy and his blessing in our live and also our livelihood. Allah 
swt has sent over one hundred and twenty fuor thousand prophets to remind 
people at their future life in the her after including Allah swt has sent prophet 
Muhammad saw as the last prophet, so there is no prophet will come after 
him. So hi dakwah was given to all of us as the follower of prophet 
Muhammad saw, we have to follow him during twenty four hours a day, 
because every action of prophet Muhammad saw has a value of paradise. 
There is no way to success except following the way of life of Prophet 
Muhammad SAW, He said: “Man Ahya sunati fazada ahabbani waman 
ahabbani kunna manjilihi fil jannati” Whoever revives my way of live, actually 
love me and whoever love me will be together with me in the paradise. So 
prophet become the best people in whole time and all companions of 
Rasullulah have had the perfect religion, It was mainly because all of them 
had six noble character with them. Ladies and gentleman, If we want to have 
perfect religion in our life we have to follow the some steps by making effort 
to obtain the six noble character into our life. The first character, having the 
essence (haqiqot) the sentences Lailahaillalah muhammadarosulillah, the 
second, doing the solat with full concentration and humbly, the third, 
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acknowledge and remembrance of Allah, the fourth, honoring muslim brother, 
fifth, sincerity of intention, sixth, exerting and conveying people to Allah. So 
as a Moslem we have to follow the way of life prophet Muhammad saw 
particularly we have to do the pray five times only with jamaah in the 
mosque, because in the maphum hadist a person who doing his sholat on time 
with jamaah will be given five guarantee : He will be awarded on easy 
livelihood, he punishment of cemetery will be removed from him, he will 
receive the book of Amal with his right hand, he will pass the bridge of Shirot 
with lighting speed, he will enter the paradise without reckoning. Ladies and 
Gentlemen, from this spech, we can be take conclusion that we have to do and 
follow the way of life of prophet Muhammad saw to get safe live in the word 
and in the here after. Work for your world as if you will live forever and work 
for your here after as if you will die tomorrow. Thank you very much for your 
attention. May be I speak in front of you without any politeness, so many 
mistake I made, I really ask for apology. Wassalamualaikum 
Assalamualaikum Wr Wb 
Dea  : okey, itu tadi penialian hari ini. Terimakasih untuk partisipasinya di 
Bilingual ini. Nah tadi dari kalian semua yang sudah maju praktik speech 
sebenernya sudah bagus tetapi ada banyak pronunciationnya yang salah tadi, 
saya memaklumi karena kalian bukan dari mahasiswa PBI. Tapi untuk kalian 
kalau ingin belajar bahasa inggris biar pronunciationnya bagus kalian bisa 
nonton youtube atau film luar ataupun kalian juga bisa dengerin musik yang 
bahasa inggris. Soalnya bahasa inggris itu sangat peting sekali apalagi di era 
milinea ini. Tujuan dari bilingual sendiri kan juga harus bisa ngomong bahasa 
inggris. Okey, tepuk tangan untuk kalian. Kalau saya ada salah mohon 
dimaafin. Terus untuk perwakilan Grand Evaluation siapa? 
T  : Riska mbak. 
Dea  : okey, kalau gitu ada yang ditanyain? 
T  : enggak mbak. 
Dea : okey, kalau gitu saya tutup ya. Thanks for your attention. 
Wassalamuallaikum wr.wb. 
T  : walaikumsalam wr.wb. 
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Appendix 2.9. 
 
 
Astri  : assalamuallaikum wr.wb 
T  : walaikumsalam wr.b 
Astri : okey, before we start our speech let‟s say basmalah together. 
All : bismilahhirrohmannirohhim. 
Astri  : okey, hari ini kita akan praktek speech. Sudah cari temanya? Kemarin tak 
suruh cari apa temanya? 
T  : hari pahlawan dan hari ibu. 
Astri  : ya, karena nanti di grand evaluation kita akan pakai tema hari pahlawan dan 
hari ibu. Kalian ini cari atau bikin? 
T  : carilah mbak-mbak. 
Astri : Nah nanti untuk speechnya kita praktek satu satu ya, durasinya tiga sampai 
lima menit.  yang sudah hafal saya kasih nilai plus, kalau baca ngak papa tapi 
gak boleh seterusnya baca, lebih bagus lagi kalau kalian sudah hafal. 
Astri : minggu depan kita praktek lagi tapi harus hafalan, maksudnya gak harus 
semua hafalan boleh pakai japlakan tapi yang penting gak seterusnya 
membaca dan durasinya minimal 3 menit.Okey, now we will start our speech 
one by one. Berdiri ya 
T  : lhah, mosok berdiri mbak? 
Astri  : iya no, lha wong speech ki yo berdiri no. nek duduk namaya kajian. Jangan 
lupa nanti pandangannya harus menyeluruh sama jagan sering-serin g baca 
teksnya ya. Okey, kita mulai ya. Yang pertama boy dulu ya. 
Muh khairul : Assalamu‟alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. First, allow me to 
extend my gratitude to Allah, the Most High, the Most Great, and the One 
who sustains and protects us on every single seconds of our life. Peace and 
blessings be upon the Prophet of mercy, Muhammad SAW, who was sent by 
God as a mercy and guide to the worlds. A warm welcome to you all! Hope 
you all are doing well and are happy to greet this occasion. Today, we are 
gathered here to salute the most lovable and important person in our lives – 
„Mother‟. Without her, anyone of us could have not been here. A mother feeds 
her children with her own blood in the womb and does a lot of sacrifices to 
raise her children. A mother sincerely takes so much pain and labor just to 
bring us into this beautiful world. A mother forgets about all her pain just to 
see the happiness on the face of their children. A mother‟s love for her child is 
like nothing else in the world. No love can exceed or even match the love of a 
mother for her child. Mother is the epitome of love, sacrifice and strength. In 
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Islam, a mother even is given a special status by Allah by His Messenger 
saying, “Paradise lies under the feet of mothers.” So, she must be the one who 
is the most beloved and respected person to a Muslim, after Allah and his 
Messenger. With all the things and sacrifices she has done, it is reasonable 
that Allah commands us to be good to our mothers. He ordered us to look 
after them even more when they are old and weak. He taught us to be gentle to 
our mothers and speak to them in a nice manner. He also told us to supplicate 
to Him for our Mothers with this prayer, “Rabbir-hamhuma kama rabbayani 
sagheerah.” (O Allah, have mercy upon my parents; the way they had mercy 
upon me when i was young). How hard we try, we can never repay our 
mothers for what they have done for us. However, we can at least try, and also 
ask Allah to ask Allah to bless our parents, to forgive them, to have mercy 
upon them, and to assist us in fulfilling our duties toward them. Our mothers 
are indeed a great blessing from Allah. We should appreciate this blessing as 
much as we can. Whilst our mothers are alive, we still have a golden 
opportunity to treat her in the best our ability. Finally, let me close this speech 
with say “Thank you for your attention and Wassalamu‟alaikum 
Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.” 
Astri  : give applause for him. Pas durasinya 3 menit tadi. Okeyt, next I choose the 
middle of absen. Okey, mas Adnan. Stand up please. 
Adnan : speech hari pahlawan 
Astri  : okey, thankyou. Speechnya tadi 4 menit ya, rata-rata lah bagus. Minggu 
depan dihafalin lagi ya. Okey, next siapa yang mau jadi relawan atau rtelawati 
untu maju duluan? 
Miftah  : saya mbak, gakpapa. 
Astri  : okey, good miftah silahkan. 
Miftah : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. First of all let‟s pray and thanks unto our God 
who has given us mercies and blessings. So we can attend in this program 
without any trouble and obstacles. In this good opportunity, I would like to 
deliver a speech titled "Heroes Day". The aim of this speech reminds us that 
heroism, patriotism and nationalism that are very important in the 
development of our country. Without those attitudes, it is impossible for us to 
make us survive in the country. As the Indonesian nation, we must know the 
history of the national struggle and twists, to get rid of the invaders who ruled 
Indonesia. It seems this struggle feels very heavy, because life is at stake. 
Children of brothers and sisters, who are Indonesian citizens. Every 10 
November, Indonesian peoplemust remember the past again the destiny of our 
nation. We recall the heroes fight. They prefer they shed upon our nation, 
which is seizing a victory for homeland Indonesia who mastered the invaders. 
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Taken on the hero‟s battle in Surabaya, This war faced against Dutch and 
Allied troops because of the struggle to get Indonesia independence. The 
height of the fight is in November 1945. The battle was the heaviest single 
battle of the revolution and became a national symbol of Indonesian 
resistance. The heroic effort of the Indonesians battle helped our people to get 
international support for the independence of Indonesia. In the battle, 
November 10th is celebrated annually as hero‟s day. The battle of Surabaya 
was one of the fights going on in our country through the situation of the 
independence of Indonesia. Other people did from all over the region in 
Indonesia a similar thing. Our people fought against the colonial powers to 
maintain our independence. Our people struggled to build a free country. They 
sacrificed everything, including blood and lives. In a very bright of this 
morning, let us stretch our hands begging for God. We hope we are all 
fighters getting a happy. We hope to God Always gives spiritual and material 
strength of our leaders who are too harsh on the prosperity of its people. We 
hope that the Indonesian nation gets glorious, peaceful, quiet, safe and quiet. 
We hope that the Indonesian people are protected from damage. We hope that 
God is always with the struggle of our leaders and retaliation from the 
righteous with the manifold reward in the afterlife. That‟s all my speech, may 
what I have delivered be useful in our life. If you found many mistakes in my 
speech please forgive me. Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb 
Astri  : okey, thankyou miftah. Miftah, tadi apologize ya, bukan apologis. Okey, 4 
menit tadi. Okey, next Berta. 
Berta : Good morning ladies and gentlemen and also my dearest friends. Thank you 
for the time and opportunity that have been given to me this morning to talk 
about Indonesian national heroes. First of all I would like to give be together 
here in the good health. The figure of a hero is those who persistently fight for 
the rights of the nation and try very hard to empower the nation of Indonesia 
to become a nation of dignity, prosperity, and sovereign. Hero is a figure that 
must be respected. Their existence is very meaningful. Indonesia is a country 
which is rich of history. If we look back there are so how many heroes that 
have poured out their energy and mind to help us all feel a freedom. Without 
the heroes we may still live with misery. Independence was obtained becasue 
of the struggle of the heroes. Let us all always remember our national heroes. 
And let us reflect, respect, and gratitude to the heroes by providing something 
useful for this beloved nation. Therefore, every November 10, Indonesia will 
commemorate the national hero‟s day. It‟s all meant for us not to forget the 
struggles of our heroes. Our task is to appreciate the services of the heroes 
who have fallen and filled the freedom well. We must fill our independence 
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with positive and proud things. Ladies and gentlemen and also my beloved 
friends, long time ago, our national hero were trying hard to fight for 
Indonesian independency. They sacrifice their soul and body so that the nation 
of Indonesia becomes a free nation and no longer oppressed by other nations. 
They fought every day and night, battling with the colonial state until they 
died. They fight together. They are fighting for a better future. We can all 
gather together today thanks to the services of our heroes. So we should be 
grateful for the merits of the heroes. Speaking of the heroes, actually there are 
a lot of people who can be considered as a hero. Indeed, a hero is not only 
those who fight for the rights of the nation during the colonial period. There 
are many other heroes that we sometimes forget about. The teacher, is one of 
the figure of heroes. Because of the guidance of the teachers we can grow big 
with the knowledge and better personality. Without their guidance, it is almost 
impossible for us to grow up stronger. Let us all also always remember the 
merits of our teachers. They have devoted all their ability to help us become a 
person who is ready to face the life. Only a great nation that never forget 
about the past history. Therefore, I invite all of us to contemplate and interpret 
the Memorial Day hero. Certainly, according to our capacity as the students. 
Nationalism and patriotism, we embody in the earnestness of learning, by 
fighting the laziness and something that is not useful. We should not just be 
lazy because in the old times, all the heroes struggled so we could all feel the 
education. We as young people must continue the ideals of the heroes to 
advance the nation of Indonesia. Ladies and gentlemen and also my dearest 
friends, this is the end of my speech about the national heroes. Hopefully my 
speech can be useful for all of us, I apologize if there is any mistakes. Thank 
you for your attention. 
Astri  : thankyou, berta. Rata-rata 4 menit ya. Okey, siapa next? Kalau gak ada yang 
mau tak tunjuk ya? Nanti nek pada gak mau absennya tak hapus satu lho. 
Okey, boy lagi ya. 
Cowok  : Good morning my respectable teacher and my beloved friends. Best 
wishes to all of us. Allow me to thank you for giving me the chance to stand 
here and deliver my speech today. Today is a day worthy of celebration as we 
celebrate the day of an incredible human being, of a person who is capable of 
giving up her own life in order not to see us suffer, that angel who takes care 
of us and watches over our well-being, that shield and protects us from any 
evil that approaches, I am talking about our Mother. Of course, we usually 
prepare a gift to be given to our mother on that day. It is very nice thing to do, 
but you must know that giving a gift to our mother is not the only thing that 
we need to do to appreciate our mothers. You know how we owe our mother a 
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big deal for this life that we live until today. It was all possible because of our 
mother. Mother. That person who with the pain of childbirth brought us into 
the world and who are always there when we need them the most to support 
us and to correct us if necessary. The word Mother has a great meaning in the 
life of a person; mother is our first contact and connection with the world that 
awaits us, mother is probably the first name we babble and with whom we 
become fond since our eyes meet. With the passage of time we will know 
more about her, her strength and determination, the fierceness in protecting 
us, and, above all, the great love that she lavished on us since we were in her 
womb. My respectable audiences, there is no other person in this world who 
can give us that pure and sincere love as is the love that our Mother gives us, 
no one else would be able to forgive our mistakes and to love us in the same 
way, to teach us with patience about the good way of life. A person who take 
care of us and stay awake when we are sick, to try to make ourselves happy at 
the expense of everything, to ensure that we do not miss a meal, and if it is 
necessary, she would stop eating in order to provide us with food, all these 
things only come from one person and that is our beloved Mother. So my 
beloved friends, a tribute once a year is not enough to give back all the love 
that she has given us, we must express our affection every day of the year, and 
always give her happiness, since our triumphs are her own, and our sadness 
also she feels it. If we have made a mistake we must ask for forgiveness, 
because we should not make her to shed a tear because she does not deserve 
it. Every day we should thank God for the fact that we still have our mother 
on our side. We must express the great affection we feel towards them and 
how happy we are to have them with us. I think that‟s all that I can convey in 
this beautiful mother‟s day. All the Mothers deserve a worthy recognition for 
the great love and affection that they have been able to share, being a child is 
a very good experience since we have that angel at our side, for all this and 
more I wish to all the mothers today a happy Mother‟s day. Thank you. 
Astri  : give applause for him. Ok thank you for five foulenteer today. Kalian semua 
hebat. Untuk yang belum maju ada 9 orang, itu minggu depan maju harus 
dihafalkan. Tidak harus dihafalkan semua, hafalkan saja poin-poinnya. Yang 
sudah maju bukan berarti bebas dari tugas. Yang sudah maju juga harus 
dihafalkan teksnya. Minggu depan akan saya pilih salah satu untuk mengikuti 
grand evaluation untuk mewakili kelompok kita. Kalau tidak ada yang maju 
mewakili nanti kalian tidak ada yang lulus dan tidak mendapatkan sertifikat 
bilingual dan tidak dapat memenuhi syarat munaqosyah. Jadi dari kalian harus 
ada yang mewakili kalau kalian menang nanti kalian akan dapat piala, 
sertifikat dan hadiah uang tunai. 
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 Okey, let‟s close our meeting today by say hamdallah together. 
All  : alhamdulillahhirobbilalamin. 
Astri  : wassalamualikum wr.wb 
T : wallaikumsalam wr.wb  
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TG : assalamuallaikum wr.wb 
EA : walaikumsalam wr.wb 
G : okey, yang pertama terimakasih buat kalian semua atas kehadirannya di 
pertemuan Bilingual kita yang terakhir ini. Next, before we start our 
discussion today, letg‟s open ourf discussion by saying basmallah together. 
A G  : Bismillahirrohmanirrohim. 
G : Jadi, agenda di pertemuan yang terakhir ini kita penilaian ya? Okey, 
penilaiain kita itu nanti kalian maju satu-satu dan pidato pakai Bahasa Inggris 
ya. Udah disiapin kan? Udah dong pastinya hahaha. 
A  : hahaha, udah kok mbak 
G  : udah ya, jadi kalian pidato pakai bahasa inggris. nah jadi nanti kalian boleh 
liat texts dikit-dikit tapi jangan dibaca terus, Ddicoba dulu biar percaya diri 
ngomong bahasa inggris tanpa melihat text. 
A  : Yaahhhhh.. masak gitu sih mbak? 
G  : iya dong. Jadi, ini sebelum kita mulai penialian ini pada absen dulu semua. 
Itu kemarin yang gak masuk, udah tak kasih tugas nah, itu di tandatangani aja 
gakpapa. 
A  : Jadi, ini semua 3x mbak? 
G  : he.em iya, Reni juga ya ren. 
A  : Okey.. 
G  : ini udah tak buatin nomor, nih ambil dulu yuk. Jadi, acak ini hahaha. 
Udin  : Ya Allah mbak, kok aku entuk nomer 1 to? 
A G  : hahahahahaha. 
G  : Lhoh, kan aku gak tahu kamu sendiri yang ambil nomornya, hahahaha.  
Okey, ini semua udah pada absen? Okey, kita mulai. 
Udin  : aduh, takut aku mbak. 
G  : ayo gapapa, coba dulu. Semangat ! 
Udin  : aduh bener-bener belum siap aku mbak. Aku belum baca teksnya mbak. 
G  : hahahaha. Yauda ini diganti dulu yang dapat nomor 2 gimana? 
Udin   : iya mbak, gitu gakpapa. 
G  : okey, ini yang dapat nomor 2 siapa? 
Ida  : aku mbak. 
G : gimana kamu gantiin Udin dulu mau gak? 
Ida  : iya deh mbak, gakpapa. Kasihan aku hahaha. 
G : okey kalau gitu silahkan mulai 
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Ida  : assalamuallaikum wr.wb. Good morning my respectable teacher and my 
beloved friends. Best wishes to all of us. Allow me to thank you for giving me 
the chance to stand here and deliver my speech today. Today is a day worthy 
of celebration as we celebrate the day of an incredible human being, of a 
person who is capable of giving up her own life in order not to see us suffer, 
that angel who takes care of us and watches over our well-being, that shield 
and protects us from any evil that approaches, I am talking about our Mother. 
Of course, we usually prepare a gift to be given to our mother on that day. It is 
very nice thing to do, but you must know that giving a gift to our mother is 
not the only thing that we need to do to appreciate our mothers. You know 
how we owe our mother a big deal for this life that we live until today. It was 
all possible because of our mother. Mother. That person who with the pain of 
childbirth brought us into the world and who are always there when we need 
them the most to support us and to correct us if necessary. The word Mother 
has a great meaning in the life of a person; mother is our first contact and 
connection with the world that awaits us, mother is probably the first name we 
babble and with whom we become fond since our eyes meet. With the passage 
of time we will know more about her, her strength and determination, the 
fierceness in protecting us, and, above all, the great love that she lavished on 
us since we were in her womb. My respectable audiences, there is no other 
person in this world who can give us that pure and sincere love as is the love 
that our Mother gives us, no one else would be able to forgive our mistakes 
and to love us in the same way, to teach us with patience about the good way 
of life. A person who take care of us and stay awake when we are sick, to try 
to make ourselves happy at the expense of everything, to ensure that we do 
not miss a meal, and if it is necessary, she would stop eating in order to 
provide us with food, all these things only come from one person and that is 
our beloved Mother. So my beloved friends, a tribute once a year is not 
enough to give back all the love that she has given us, we must express our 
affection every day of the year, and always give her happiness, since our 
triumphs are her own, and our sadness also she feels it. If we have made a 
mistake we must ask for forgiveness, because we should not make her to shed 
a tear because she does not deserve it. Every day we should thank God for the 
fact that we still have our mother on our side. We must express the great 
affection we feel towards them and how happy we are to have them with us. I 
think that‟s all that I can convey in this beautiful mother‟s day. All the 
Mothers deserve a worthy recognition for the great love and affection that 
they have been able to share, being a child is a very good experience since we 
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have that angel at our side, for all this and more I wish to all the mothers 
today a happy Mother‟s day. Thank you. 
G  : Good, applause to your friend. Okey, sekarang gilirdan Mas Udin. 
Udin  : Assalamu‟alaikum wr.wb. Good morning everyone. First of all, let‟s say our 
praise and gratitude to the God the One and Almighty due to His grace and 
blessing upon us so that on this good occasion today we can still gather and 
meet up at this blissful place. To all of my beloved companions. We all know 
that youth is a labile period for everyone. In this period we tend to be easy to 
be affected and influenced either by positive or negative factors. Usually the 
negative factors are those that are easier to be absorbed by most of us. This 
certainly will bring bad effects to our lives in the future. We all can see on 
various mass-medias either printed or electronic-medias as well as in daily 
lives, youths‟ behaviors are illaudable. It definitely is so lamentable especially 
it is seen by us who are from the same generation. Some of them get pregnant 
outside of marriage, join brutal motorcycle gang, skip schools and become 
dope-addict, and many more. Thus, our generation is stained by the behavior 
of some people of our youth generation who have considered no more 
responsibilities in their own lives. To all of my companions I proud of, we all 
part of youth generation who still has awareness, so we‟d better always 
remind each other to the dangers of free social intercourse, the negative social 
intercourse we have described earlier. Do not get yourself to become one of 
the victims while we ourselves don‟t even realize that we are the victim. It is 
not the right time for us to be persuaded or tempted by those bad things, and 
to live with no convictions. We need to open our eyes that our one-time life 
has to be utilized in the best of ways. Do not make yourselves waste in this 
youth and make you even more regretful in the old age. We all must have 
convictions in life. We need to be independent and able to take care of 
ourselves so that we can be one of the generations that can bring positive 
alterations for people instead of becoming one of the victims in this crucial 
period. As youth generation, there are a lot of self-potentials we can develop 
and optimize. Not for anybody but for our own selves, and for our own good 
in the future. To all my companions I always proud of, it is the right time for 
us, for youth generation to rise up and show the world that we can. We have 
something precious that is really need to be brought into play. We will assure 
that we are not unhelpful and out-of-actions generation that only becomes 
burdens for our parents and society. That‟s all I would like to share. Thank 
you for your attention. Please forgive me for my mistaken words. 
Wassalamu‟alaikum wr.wb 
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G : Okey, give applause. nah mas udin nanti kalau ada kesempatan untuk 
berpidato lagi pake b. Inggris nanti jangan terpaku dengan teksnya ya mas, itu 
bisa dikembangin sendiri. Tadi kan kelihatan banget kan terpaku pada teks, 
Nah kalau mas udin mau belajar speaking bisa belajar dari youtube itu ada 
banyak banget ya mas. Soalnya kan bahasa inggris itu penting banget, 
nantikan kita juga ada tosa dan tose kan? Nah untuk di tosanya kalian kan 
pasti sudah bisa kan. Tinggal kalian kejar yang tosenya, kalian harus belajar 
bahasa inggris. Next, siapa ini? 
Reni  : aku mbak. 
G  : okey, time is your. 
Reni  : assalamuallaiku wr.wb. Good afternoon every body, Assalamualaikum Wr. 
Wb. First of all let‟s pray and thanks unto our God who has given us mercies 
and blessings. So we can attend in this program without any trouble and 
obstacles. Ladies and gentlemen, In this good opportunity, I stand here to 
deliver a speech entitled "bullying". Ladies and gentlemen Bullying? What is 
this? I am sure everyone knows already. Bullying comes from the meaning of 
the word intimidate to bully and oppress the weak, and annoying. What are 
the causes of bullying-? It can be such as people feel strong, powerful, rich, 
and have everything. It happens coincidentally, he saw the weakness of 
others. Well, we go to the next topic. The second topic, how can we prevent 
bullying among teenagers Indonesia? Have you ever seen a student fights? 
Yes! Student fights is a form of bullying others. How to deal with bullying 
activity? There are two ways: First follow up religious activities in schooland 
second follow-up to co-curricular activities in the school, such as checks on 
the spot, and Scout. Well, ladies and gentlemen. I think bullying activities 
could occur because the school is concerned only with the learning activities, 
but lack any moral lessons. This spirit is very important for today. Since many 
students, moral decline is currently. Therefore, put yourself together and 
invite our friends avoiding bullying activities. Because such acts only harm 
us, influence our time in learning, and many others were injured. Thank you 
for your attention. That‟s all my speech. I do hope my speech will be useful in 
our life. Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb 
G  : Good, give applause to Reni. Okey, thankyou Reni. Tadi Reni sudah bagus 
ya. Tadi sudah nggak bawa teks ya. Nanti kalau Reni disuruh maju speech 
lagi sudah bisa dan bisa diandalin.Selanjutnya, Dela ya? Okey langsung saja. 
Dela  : assalamuallaikum wr.wb. Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb First of all, lets pray 
and thank unto our god Allah who has been giving us some mercies and 
blessings so we can attend and gather in this place in good condition and 
happy situation. Today is world smoke-free day. I hope everyone who 
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attended here have a good grasp about how dangerous smoking effects to the 
health. Talking about the dangers of smoking In our country, the rule of law 
for the regulation of cigarettes or smoking prohibitions like information about 
infertility and impotence only seem to be the words of sweetener. If we look 
at other countries regarded as free Nations such as United States, it has been 
enforcing the rule of law for smoking and heavy sanctions. A ban on smoking 
in public places like the area around the Office, shopping and others, has been 
put in place. Business restaurant or bar that do not follow these new rules will 
be fined by US $ 2,000 that not a bit of the fine. We should learn from them if 
we remember how dangerous smoking to our health. Dear friends, the first 
factor of smoking is a bad habit and containing toxins. We must not consume 
smoking because it is not good for health. I'm sure you know that there are 
many substances in cigarette that is dangerous. For example, nicotine is the 
substance. Substances are extremely dangerous and can cause a variety of 
ailments. Not only harmful to smoker, it is also dangerous for us if we close to 
the smoker. So if there is a smoker near you. Talk to him to turn off his/her 
Smoking a moment well offensively. Next, I will talk about the second factor. 
Smoking causes many diseases such as cancer, disorders of pregnancy, fetal 
abnormalities, and etc. One factor that a lot of people died in Indonesia is 
being smoked. The majority are students. Many students who died because of 
smoking and drugs are very disappointed! One of the youths died in the 
wrong way. The habit of smoking also produces the effect of a bad behavior 
for smokers. So, there are many negative effects of Smoking. Smoking is not 
a positive event for the young generation. From now, let us say “Students stop 
smoking”. That‟s all my speech, may what I have delivered be useful in our 
life. If you found many mistakes in my speech please forgive me. 
Wassalamualaikum Wr.Wb 
G : thankyou, give applause to your friend. Tadi Dela sudah bagus juga, 
suaranya sudah lumayan keras, naskahnya juga bagus tinggal dikembangin 
saja. Aku rasa nanti kalau ada pidato bahasa Inggris dila sudah bisa maju 
kok.Next, Mas Tofa ya ini? Okey. 
Tofa  : Assalamualaikum wr.wb. Good morning friend. First of all let‟s pray and 
thanks unto our God who has given us mercies and blessings. So we can 
attend in this program without any trouble and obstacles. We are the 
candidates who could be successful in the future. This is the hope of all of us 
as students, parents and teachers in all schools. You become a successful 
person if it is a pride for us. The first step to make you a success is having a 
dream. Make great dreaming and keep it stays upright while hurricane 
crashing though a hurricane struck. Dream keeps flying on space with dashing 
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like the red-white flag. If we haven't had a dream then now is the time. 
Specify the dreams of us from now on. Deduce the dream for us with true and 
correct. Let the dream enslave us to make come true. Be aware the kids that 
dream sign someone's life and have hope. His life will be excited and far 
removed from any disease and stress. We are great people stories. Then there 
we will find their success, our success named perceptible in all time history is 
the beginning of a dream. Look at the Prophet Muhammad, Marcopolo, 
Leonardo Davinci, Isaac Newton, and hundreds of other great people. They 
start from a dream. Therefore at this time, let build dreams of you. What we 
want in life, it is the time to dream. Your guys are in the golden age. Don't 
waste the time for your guys. There are a few tips to be a successful person in 
reaching goals among us; Become a sturdy that can pass through a variety of 
obstacles, add insights/knowledge, a person who never give up, learn to be a 
better person, receive foolish gracefully, always think positive, and always 
pray to Almighty God. The father/mother, all teachers and friends who I 
respect. Hopefully, i hope it can be realized. That‟s all my speech, may what I 
have delivered be useful in our life. If you found many mistakes in my speech 
please forgive me. Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb 
G  : give applause to your friend. Nah yang terakhir tadi mas tofa ya. Pidatonya 
taadi jangan terlalu singkat ya mas, tadi satu menit aja nggak ada. Minimal 
satu atau dua menit ya mas ya, jangan terlalu singkat ya mas. Okey, thankyou 
semua tadi buat yang sudah berpartisipasi dalam penilaian akhir in I, 
barangkali ini akan saya ulas ya satu per satu dikit-dikit gitu ya. Okey, itu tadi 
ya sedikit ulasan dari saya. Semua sebernya uda bagus kok tinggal 
ngambaning aja. Okey kalo gitu ada yang ditanyain gak? 
A  : enggak mbak. 
G  : okey, kalau gitu terimakasih buat hari ini dan wassalamuallaikum wr.wb. 
A : wallaikumsalam wr.wb. 
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Appendix 3.1 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 13. 00 – 14. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Ghaidha Izdihar A (18) 
Place  : First floor of Laboratory Building 
Material : Speech 
The first observation in Bilingual meeting with Ghaidha Izdihar A. The 
atmosphere was little crowded because the bilingual meeting was done outside the 
class. The steped and the voice of people were heard clearly. There were 13 tutees in 
the meeting when Bilingual process. Each student brought their equipments to learn; 
note book, handphone, pen, and any other tools. They looked ready to face the 
bilingual meeting. Ms. Ghaida also seemed ready to guide the material of speech. 
The bilingual meeting was started from the tutor opened the meeting by salam 
and the tutees were all coming on time so the tutor could continue the bilingual 
meeting. In the observation, she was making relation between her and her tutees. She 
was using non formal English  to make their tutees relax and enjoy to get the 
material. This way was seemed successful because no one was silent in the meeting. 
Then, the tutor started to explain the speech material 
In the bilingual meeting that was being observed, the tutor was speaking by 
using English  from the beginning until closing the bilingual meeting. The tutor also 
gave information about the goal that will be reached after discussing the material 
about speech. She also added some humors during this activity to make her tutees 
enjoy and relax to recieve the material. 
In this session, the tutor started to explain the material while calling the tutees‟ 
name one by one. This way was intended to make a feedback between tutor and 
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tutees.After giving some minutes to read the material, then tutor gave the assignment 
for tutees to choose one type of speech that they mastered, and they have to practice 
orally in front of their friend. The other tutees should listen to their friend who was 
being performed. They were given 5 minutes to prepare their speech. After finished 
performing, the tutor gave appreciation by  giving applause, and she corrected some 
incorrect grammar and pronunciation. After some of the tutees gave their 
performances, the tutor did the same correction and also gave motivation so that the 
tutees could speak in front of public confidently. She was not the facilitator who only 
gave the material, but also gave motivation and advice to the tutees about self-
confident, attitude, and behavior.  
In closing activity, tutor closed the meeting by asking the tutees to recite 
Hamdalah together. 
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Appendix 3.2 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 14. 00 – 15. 00 WIB 
Tutor  : Siti Rahmawati (13) 
Place  : First floor of Laboratory Building 
Material  : Speech 
 
This second observation was done with the tutor named Miss. Siti Rahmawati. 
There are 14 tutees in the meeting room but some of them were coming late. The two 
were boys, and the other were girls. The bilingual meeting was done outside the class. 
It is placed in laboratory Building. The situation was not really condusive because the 
place is little noisy. Yet, the Bilingual meeting was keep going. Although the tutees 
were not complete yet, but the tutor started the meeting because the time is almost at 
14. 00 am. 
In the Bilingual meeting was started by the tutor saying Assalamu‟alaikum 
warohmatullahi wabarokatuh. After that, the tutor asked the tutees why the other 
tutees came late while checking the attendance list. The tutor was mixing the 
language to communicate with the tutees. 
After checking the attendance list, the tutor asked the tutees to read the 
material from their handphone, while waiting for the other tutees. The tutor asked the 
tutees to stop reading and she gave advise for all the tutees to come on time. The tutor 
also gave motivation to the tutees to be enthusiasm with Bilingual program, because 
this program was important for them to face Munaqosyah. The tutees were listening 
to the tutor. And the tutees who came late, asked for forgiveness to the tutor and the 
other tutees.  
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The tutor then explained about speech to the tutees. She asked the tutees to 
pay attention to the paper she had. Then the tutor continued to practice of speech in 
front of their friends one by one with time 5 minutes. The tutor always gave 
appreciation by giving applause after the tutee practice of speech. After all of the 
tutees practice of speech, the tutor give some critic and suggestion to the tutees.  
In the closing, the tutor closing Bilingual with saying Hamdallah together, 
and the tutor closed with salam and they cheered together. 
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Appendix 3.3 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Thursday, 08
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 11. 00 – 12.00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Dea Rindiana (21) 
Place  : Second floor of Pasca sarjana Building 
Material  : Speech 
The result of the third observation in Bilingual meeting with Miss. Dea 
Rindiana on Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018. There were 13 tutees in the classroom at 
the Bilingual meeting. Some of the tutees brought their study equipments like pen, 
book, tip-x and others but some of them just brought their smartphone. The situation 
was quite because it was done in the classroom. The tutor was talking with the one of 
tutee while waiting for the other came inside the class. After all the tutees came to the 
class, the tutor asked the tutees if they are ready to learn. Then, the tutor started the 
bilingual meeting. 
Bilingual meeting was started by the tutor saying Assalamu‟alaikum 
warohmatullahi wabarokatuh. After that, the tutor checked the attendance list. She 
called the name of tutees one by one.  The tutor was mixing the language to 
communicate with the tutees. 
Then the tutor continued to practice of speech in front of their friends one by 
one with time 5 minutes. The tutor always gave appreciation by giving applause after 
the tutee practice of speech. After all of the tutees practice of speech, the tutor give 
some critic and suggestion to the tutees  
The tutor also gave motivation and advise to the tutees who were not given 
dispensation or reward. The last step was closing in class was ended with reviewing 
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the material by the tutor and saying Hamdalah  together and the teacher closed with 
salam and they cheered together. 
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Appendix 3.4 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Thursday, 8
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 12. 00 – 13. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Murni  Sekar Pinilih (11) 
Place  : Second floor of Pasca Sarjana Building 
Material  : Speech 
Today is the next observation in group 11. The researcher comes to the place of 
bilingual meeting in Pasca Sarjana building of IAIN Surakarta at 12.00. The activity 
started from opening, activity then closing. After tutor comes to the class, the students 
are ready to join the teaching and learning process.  
The first activity is opening, after open by praying, tutor asks give explain about how 
to be a good speaker and step of speech. The tutor also give some motivation to the 
tutees  in order to be self-confidence. Tutor asks to all tutees to prepare the speech for 
today, because today is last meeting. The tutor asked them to learn about the topic of 
speech in this day is free.  
The next activity is main activity. Firstly the  tutor give 5 minutes to the tutees speech 
in front their friends one by one. After all of the tutees have done speech practice, the 
tutor give some suggestion to the tutees about the result of their performance. The 
tutor also give some motivation to the tutees who  have a good or bad performance. 
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The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving motivation to increase 
their speaking ability. After that tutor say “see you next week” and say 
“Wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb” to all students. 
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Appendix 3.5 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
 Day, Date : Monday, 12
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 12. 00 – 13. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Aan Nur Agustin (12) 
Place  : Second floor of Pasca Sarjana Building 
Material  : Speech 
This fifth observation was done with the tutor named Miss. Aan Nur Agustin. 
There are 12 tutees in the meeting when Bilingual process. Each student brought their 
equipments to learn; note book, handphone, pen, and any other tools. They looked 
ready to face the bilingual meeting. Ms. Aan also seemed ready to guide the material 
of speech. 
The bilingual meeting was started from the tutor opened the meeting by salam 
and the tutees were all coming on time so the tutor could continue the bilingual 
meeting. In the observation,  the tutor started to explain the speech material 
After checking the attendance list, the tutor asked the tutees "Are you ready to 
practice of speech friends?", and some of tutees asked ready. The tutor call the tutees 
one by one to practice of speech. The tutor also gave motivation to the tutees to be 
enthusiasm with Bilingual program, because this program was important for them to 
face Munaqosyah. The tutees were listening to the tutor. The tutor always gave 
appreciation by giving applause after the tutee practice of speech. After all of the 
tutees practice of speech, the tutor give some critic and suggestion to the tutees.  
In the closing, the tutor closing Bilingual with saying Hamdallah together, 
and the tutor closed with salam and they cheered together. 
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Appendix 3.6 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Thursday, 15
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 12. 00 – 13. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Astri Rahma D (04) 
Place  : First floor of Laboratory Building 
Material  : Speech 
The result of the sixth observation in Bilingual meeting with Miss. Astri 
Rahma D on Thursday, 15
th 
November 2018. There were 11 tutees in the Bilingual 
meeting. Some of the tutees brought their study equipments like pen, book, tip-x and 
others but some of them just brought their smartphone. After all the tutees came to 
the Bilingual Program, the tutor asked the tutees if they are ready to learn. Then, the 
tutor started the bilingual meeting. 
Bilingual meeting was started by the tutor saying Assalamu‟alaikum 
warohmatullahi wabarokatuh. After that, the tutor checked the attendance list. She 
called the name of tutees one by one.  The tutor was mixing the language to 
communicate with the tutees. 
Then the tutor continued to practice of speech in front of their friends one by 
one with time 7 minutes. But today the tutor only require 5 volunteer to practice in 
front of their friends. The tutor will give points to the tutees, if they are be a good 
speaker. And one of the member of group will choose one to join speech contest. The 
tutor always gave appreciation by giving applause after the tutee practice of speech. 
After all of the tutees practice of speech, the tutor give some critic and suggestion to 
the tutees  
The tutor also gave motivation and advise to the tutees who were not given 
dispensation or reward. The last step was closing in class was ended with reviewing 
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the material by the tutor and saying Hamdalah  together and the teacher closed with 
salam and they cheered together. 
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Appendix 3.7 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Thursday, 15
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 14.30 – 15.30 WIB 
Tutor  :  Dewi Kusumawati (29) 
Place  : Second floor of Pasca Sarjana Building 
Material  : Speech 
The seventh observation in Bilingual meeting with Dewi Kusumawati. There 
were 13 tutees in the meeting when Bilingual process. Each student brought their 
equipments to learn; note book, handphone, pen, and any other tools. They looked 
ready to face the bilingual meeting. Ms. Dewi Kusumawati also seemed ready to 
guide the material of speech. 
The bilingual meeting was started from the tutor opened the meeting by salam 
and the tutees were all coming on time so the tutor could continue the bilingual 
meeting. In the observation,  the tutor started to explain the speech material 
In the bilingual meeting that was being observed, the tutor was speaking by 
using English and Bahasa from the beginning until closing the bilingual meeting. The 
tutor also gave information about the goal that will be reached after discussing the 
material about speech. She also added some humors during this activity to make his 
tutees enjoy and relax to recieve the material. 
In this session, the tutor started to gave the assignment for tutees to  practice 
orally in front of their friend. The other tutees should listen to their friend who was 
being performed. They were given 5 minutes to the tutees to speech practice in front 
of their friends. After finished performing, the tutor gave appreciation by  giving 
applause, and he corrected some incorrect grammar and pronunciation. After some of 
the tutees gave their performances, the tutor did the same correction and also gave 
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motivation so that the tutees could speak in front of public confidently. She was not 
the facilitator who only gave the material, but also gave motivation and advice to the 
tutees about self-confident, attitude, and behavior.  
In closing activity, tutor closed the meeting by asking the tutees to recite 
Hamdalah together. 
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Appendix 3.8 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
 Day, Date : Friday, 16
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 09. 00 – 10. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Suci Oktaviana (26) 
Place  : First floor Pasca Sarjana Building 
Material  : Speech 
Today is the next observation in group 26. The researcher comes to the place of 
bilingual meeting in Pasca sarjana building of IAIN Surakarta at 09.00. The activity 
started from opening, activity then closing. After tutor comes to the class, the students 
are ready to join the teaching and learning process.  
The first activity is opening, after open by praying, tutor asks give explain about how 
to be a good speaker and step of speech. Tutor asks to all tutees to prepare the speech 
for today, because today is last meeting. The tutor asked them to learn about the topic 
of speech in this day is free.  
The next activity is main activity. Firstly the  tutor give 5 minutes to the tutees speech 
in front their friends one by one. After all of the tutees have done speech practice, the 
tutor give some suggestion to the tutees about the result of their performance. tegy to 
the tutor. The tutor also give some motivation to the tutees who  have a good or bad 
performance. 
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The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving motivation to increase 
their speaking ability. After that tutor say “see you next week” and say 
“Wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb” to all students. 
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 Appendix 3.9 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Friday, 16
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 10. 00 – 11. 00 WIB 
Tutor  :  Tiara Febriana K S (01) 
Place  : First floor of PPG Building 
Material  : Speech 
The nineth observation in Bilingual meeting with Tiara Febriana. There were 
12 tutees in the meeting when Bilingual process. Each student brought their 
equipments to learn; note book, handphone, pen, and any other tools. They looked 
ready to face the bilingual meeting. Ms. Tiara Febriana also seemed ready to guide 
the material of speech. 
The bilingual meeting was started from the tutor opened the meeting by salam 
and the tutees were all coming on time so the tutor could continue the bilingual 
meeting. In the observation,  the tutor started to explain the speech material 
In the bilingual meeting that was being observed, In this session, the tutor 
started to gave the assignment for tutees to  practice orally in front of their friend. The 
other tutees should listen to their friend who was being performed. They were given 5 
minutes to the tutees to speech practice in front of their friends. After finished 
performing, the tutor gave appreciation by  giving applause, and she corrected some 
incorrect grammar and pronunciation. After some of the tutees gave their 
performances, the tutor did the same correction and also gave motivation so that the 
tutees could speak in front of public confidently. 
In closing activity, tutor closed the meeting by asking the tutees to recite Hamdalah 
together. 
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Appendix 3.10 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
 Day, Date : Monday, 19
th 
November 2018 
Time  : 13. 00 – 14. 30 WIB 
Tutor  :  Tazkiyah Firdausi (47) 
Place  : First floor of Pasca Sarjana Building 
Material  : Speech 
 Today is the last observation in group 47. The researcher comes to the place 
of bilingual meeting in Pasca sarjana building building of IAIN Surakarta at 13.00. 
The activity starts from opening, activity then closing, after tutor comes to the class, 
the tutees are ready to join the teaching and learning process. The first activity is 
opening, after open by saying basmallah together. Before the tutor give explaination 
about speech, the tutor give some motivation first. 
  The next activity is main activity. The  tutor give 7 minutes to the tutees 
speech in front their friends one by one. After all of the tutees have done speech 
practice, the tutor give some suggestion to the tutees about the result of their 
performance. tegy to the tutor. The tutor also give appreciation to some tutees who 
good performance. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by asking her tutees‟ 
understanding about their material today. After that tutor say “Wassalamu‟alaikum” 
to all students. 
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Appendix 4.1. 
 
No Form of Motivation Utterances 
1. Ego-Involvements 
 
 
Ddicoba dulu biar percaya diri ngomong bahasa inggris tanpa 
melihat text. 
2. Ego-Involvements 
 
ngga papa yang penting pidato pake bahasa inggris. Ayo coba 
dulu. 
3. Giving Tasks  
 
 
mas udin nanti kalau ada kesempatan untuk berpidato lagi pake b. 
Inggris nanti jangan terpaku dengan teksnya ya mas, itu bisa 
dikembangin sendiri.  
4. 
Giving Tasks 
 
kalau mas udin mau belajar speaking bisa belajar dari youtube 
itu ada banyak banget ya mas. Soalnya kan bahasa inggris itu 
penting banget, nantikan kita juga ada tosa dan tose kan? 
5. 
Knowing the result  
mbak ida tadi sudah bagus ya, sudah bisa ngembangin sendiri 
kata-katanya dan tidak terpaku dengan teks. 
 
6. 
Praise 
Good, give applause to Reni.  
7. 
Knowing the result  
Tadi Reni sudah bagus ya. Tadi sudah nggak bawa teks ya. Nanti 
kalau Reni disuruh maju speech lagi sudah bisa dan bisa 
diandalin. 
 
8. 
Praise 
Thankyou, give applause to your friend.  
9. 
Knowing the result 
Tadi Dela sudah bagus juga, suaranya sudah lumayan keras, 
naskahnya juga bagus tinggal dikembangin saja. Aku rasa nanti 
kalau ada pidato bahasa Inggris dila sudah bisa maju kok. 
10. 
Knowing the result 
Nah yang terakhir tadi mas tofa ya. Pidatonya tadi jangan terlalu 
singkat ya mas, tadi satu menit aja nggak ada. Minimal satu atau 
dua menit ya mas ya, jangan terlalu singkat ya mas. 
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Appendix 4.2. 
 
No Form of Motivation Utterances 
11. Ego-Involvements 
 
 
 
Caranya lancar speaking, kalian harus practice practice 
and practicing speaking your daily activities. 
12. Ego-Involvements 
 
 
 Jadi meskipun, mbak saya anak PAI saya tidak bisa 
speak English kaya mahasiswa PBI gitu ya? It‟s ok kamu 
nggak harus memperhatikan kaidah-kaidah bahasa 
inggris kayak gimana, yang penting yang pertama just try 
and practice.  
13. The purpose of 
the recognized  
 
 
Coba dan berlatih. Nah kan the purpose of bilingual is to 
make you can speak English, Itu paling enggak. 
Minimalnya kamu can speak English. 
14. Ego-Involvements It‟s not woried saya nggak bisa grammarnya bener nggak 
papa yang penting sudah bisa ngomong English is very 
good. 
15. The purpose of 
the recognized 
Jadi bahasa inggis itu pasti nanti sangat berguna, if you 
graduate from this institution pasti nanti diluar sangat 
dibutuhkan sekali. 
 
16. Ego-Involvements 
 
 if you not have intern motivation, you can‟t increase your 
English skill.  
17. Ego-Involvements 
 
Jadi motivasi yang utama itu muncul dari diri sendiri. 
18. Ego-Involvements 
  
Nah kalian harus punya target gitu, after i graduate from 
this institution, i have to can speak English. 
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Appendix 4.3. 
 
No Form of 
Motivation 
Utterances 
19. Knowing the 
result 
Nah tadi dari kalian semua yang sudah maju praktik 
speech sebenernya sudah bagus tetapi ada banyak 
pronunciationnya yang salah tadi, saya memaklumi karena 
kalian bukan dari mahasiswa PBI. 
 
20. Giving Tasks 
 
 Tapi untuk kalian kalau ingin belajar bahasa inggris biar 
pronunciationnya bagus kalian bisa nonton youtube atau 
film luar ataupun kalian juga bisa dengerin usic yang 
bahasa inggris.  
 
21. The purpose of 
the recognized 
 
Soalnya bahasa inggris itu sangat peting sekali apalagi di 
era milinea ini. Tujuan dari bilingual sendiri kan juga 
harus bisa ngomong bahasa inggris. 
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Appendix 4.4. 
 
No Form of Motivation Utterances 
22. The purpose of 
the recognized 
 
 
Jadi kalian disini tujuan pembelajaran ini kalian harus 
bisa menjadi a good speaker. 
 
23.  
Ego-Involvements 
 
 
 
 
 
Walaupun diluar nanti menggunakan bahasa indonesia 
tapi disini kita juga harus bisa speak English.  
 
24. Ego-Involvements 
 
Jangan sampai kalian nggak pd. Kalian itu harus pd. 
25. Ego-Involvements 
 
 
Dan kalian jangan sampai kalian itu terperangkap 
dengan kata-kata be your self 
26. Ego-Involvements 
 
aku mau kalian itu tidak membatasi diri kita, apapun 
yang kita lakukan itu pasti bisa, 
27. Ego-Involvements 
 
 walaupun kita mungkin tidak seperti itu, tapi yang saya 
mau kalian itu bukan be your self tapi creat your self.  
28. Ego-Involvements 
 
Apapun yang kita mau kita pasti bisa. Atau kalian 
mungkin berfikir aku tu orang dibelakang pangung. 
Jangan kayak gitu. Aku tu maunya tetep berfikir bahwa 
apapun yang kalian mau kalian pasti bisa 
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Appendix 4.5. 
 
No Form of Motivation Utterances 
29.  
Knowing the 
result 
 
 
 
 
 
Jadi performence kalian itu sudah bagus sudah terstuktur 
tapi dari beberapa tadi masih ada yang terpacu membaca 
teksnya. Terus ada juga yang masih belum lancar masih 
kebanyakan pake a a a gitu ya. Terus ada lagi yang 
pronunciationnya masih salah. 
 
30.   
Knowing the 
result 
 
Sebenarnya sudah bagus tapi alangkah baiknya kalian 
belajar lagi, jangan berfikir kalau yang bahasa 
inggrisnya bagus itu anak PBI tok kalian juga bisa 
tunjukin kalau kalian itu bisa. 
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Appendix 4.6. 
 
No Form of 
Motivation 
Utterances 
31. Giving Tasks 
 
Nah nanti untuk speechnya kita praktek satu satu ya, 
durasinya tiga sampai lima menit.  
32. Praise 
 
 yang sudah hafal saya kasih nilai plus 
 
33. Praise Ok thank you for five foulenteer today. Kalian semua 
hebat. 
34.  
 
Giving Tasks  
 
Untuk yang belum maju ada 9 orang, itu minggu depan 
maju harus dihafalkan. 
 
35.  
Competition 
 
 
Minggu depan akan saya pilih salah satu untuk mengikuti 
grand evaluation untuk mewakili kelompok kita. 
36. 
Punishment 
 
 Kalau tidak ada yang maju mewakili nanti kalian tidak 
ada yang lulus dan tidak mendapatkan sertifikat bilingual 
dan tidak dapat memenuhi syarat munaqosyah.  
37. 
Reward 
 
Jadi dari kalian harus ada yang mewakili kalau kalian 
menang nanti kalian akan dapat piala, sertifikat dan 
hadiah uang tunai. 
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Appendix 4.7. 
 
No Form of 
Motivation 
Utterances 
38. Competition 
 
 
 
Ok ini sekalian latihan buat grand evaluation ya.  
39. Competition 
 
 
Nanti salah satu dari kalian yang mendapatkan best score 
akan mewakili untuk speech in grand evaluation. 
40.  
Ego-
Involvements 
 
Sebelum kita lanjut praktek speechnya, kalian kalau 
ngomong bahasa inggris itu harus percaya diri nggak 
usah takut. 
41. 
Knowing the 
result 
Ok semua sudah maju ya temen-temen. Sejauh ini kalian 
semua dalam praktek speech sudah bagus hanya saja 
kalian masih terpaku dengan teks (kalian masih banyak 
membacanya, terus pronunciation kalian juga kurang 
bener, sama kalian waktu speaking masih kurang percaya 
diri. 
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Appendix 4.8. 
 
No Form of Motivation Utterances 
42. Knowing the 
result 
Ini kalau saya lihat dari speech kalian rata-rata 
mungking permasalahan kalian ada di vocab ya? 
43. Giving Tasks Ada cara lain yang lebih enak buat menambah vocab 
kalian misalnya nonton film, baca buku, vidio game juga 
bis, tapi kalau untuk film kan ada subtitle jepang/korea, 
nah kamu pilih aja yang inggris ya.  
44. Giving Tasks Karena kalau pake subtitle inggris kan kita juga bisa tahu 
pronunciation yang benar 
45. Ego-Involvements 
 
 Kalau tentang vocab, walaupun nambah satu vocab itu 
sangat berguna banget karena apa? Kalau kita praktek 
speaking kan harus punya banyak vocab, nah jadi kan itu 
istilahnnya sebagai modal kita.  
46. The Purpose of 
recognized 
Kalau PBI kan biasanya buat pelajaran atau tour guide. 
Nah tour guide kan harus menguasai banyak vocab. 
47. The Purpose of 
recognized 
kalau pelajaran biasanya lebih fokus ke grammar.  
48. Ego-Involvements 
 
Nah, sekarang tinggal gimana caranya kalian nambah 
vocab ya dari noton film, baca buku, atau video game 
tadi 
49. Ego-Involvements 
 
Kalau untuk masalah speaking, ini kan lama kelamaan 
pasti jadi terbiasa walaupun kita bukan dari jurusan PBI 
nah pasti nanti akan terbiasa secara sendirinya 
50. Ego-Involvements 
 
Nah jadi yang kita tekankan untuk mencoba, mencoba, 
dan mencoba speaking nanti dengan sendirinya vocab 
dan pronounciation kita juga akan berkembang. 
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Appendix 4.9. 
 
No Form of 
Motivation 
Utterances 
51. Giving Tasks 
 
 
 
Jadi nanti kita ada penilaian bilingual serta nanti dilinilai 
introduction, aspek, gesture, eye contact ke audience terus 
sama penggunaan bahasa, pronounciation, topik, dan 
durasi.  
52. Competition 
 
 
Nah nanti yang terbaik dipilih menjadi wakil kelompok 
kita untuk maju di grand evaluation tanggal 7 desember. 
53. Ego-
Involvements 
 
 
Kesiapannya juga ya, misalnya sebelum disuruh kalian 
uda minta maju duluan gitu. 
54. 
Knowing the 
result 
Untuk mbak ulya hajat tadi pedenya udah bagus, na a 
dapat, eye contact ditmabha lagi sama pronounciationnya 
dipelajari lagi tapi secara keseluruhan udah bagus. 
55. 
Knowing the 
result 
Untuk mas daus, pedenya oke, na a dapat, eye contactnya 
dapat, sama pronouncitionnya ya tadi “culture” bukan 
“kalte”r sama “young generation” bukan “yong.” 
56. 
Ego-
Involvements 
 
Dan nanti yang mau maju, itu diperhatikan lagi ya kaya 
harus lebih bagus dari yang awal. Jadi jangan takut 
jangan grogi ini kan teman semua anggap aja lagi latihan 
didepan kaca jangan malu-malu harus berani speak up. 
57. 
Knowing the 
result 
Untuk mbak fresa, pronounciation udah bagus, judulnya 
juga bagus tenteng “bismillah” itu kan serig kita ucapkan 
dalam keseharian. 
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Appendix 4.10. 
 
No Form of Motivation Utterances 
58. Ego-Involvements 
 
Bahasa Inggris itu sulit/ susah/ menyebalkan. 
mengucapkan susah, menjawab pertanyaannya susah. 
Tetapi harus dihadapi!  
59. Ego-Involvements 
 
Percaya pada dirimu sendiri, kalau kamu pasti bisa. 
60. 
Ego-Involvements 
 
Mari bangkit dari bahasa Inggris, jangan takut belajar 
bahasa inggris. 
61. Givng Tasks 
 
Gunakan Hpmu sebagi media belajar bahasa inggris. 
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